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Abstract……. 
 

Cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) play a key role in the tumour 

microenvironment (TME) of squamous cell carcinoma. Influenced by cues from 

cancer cells, CAFs remodel the extracellular matrix and secrete cytokines and 

chemokines. Both processes can modulate the effect of the immune infiltrate on the 

tumour. Using bioinformatic analysis of available datasets I showed that CAFs are 

correlated with an immunosuppressive environment in squamous cell carcinoma. To 

enquire into the mechanisms of this process I studied the interaction of cancer cells 

and CAFs at the tumour boundary through a co-culture model. Direct cancer cell-

CAF interaction leads to production of Interferon (IFN) type I and interferon 

stimulated genes (ISGs). The underlying mechanism is the cytoplasmic transfer of 

cGAMP from genetically unstable cancer cells to CAFs. Upregulation of ISGs 

conferred resistance to oncolytic virus therapy both in vitro and in vivo. Other 

cytokines unrelated to IFN, such as CSF2, IL6 and IL8 are also upregulated by 

cancer cell-CAF contact. I developed a model to study the influence of CAF-cancer 

cell interaction in the migration of immune cells at the tumour boundary. The motility 

and persistence of T-cells and monocytes is influenced by CAFs, especially in the 

interface between cancer cells and fibroblasts. I utilized a syngeneic murine oral 

squamous carcinoma model to explore further the interaction between immune cells, 

cancer cells and CAFs. MOC1 cells were derived from oral pouch of mice from 

C57/Bl6 background by treatment with a carcinogenic and they are subjected to 

immune-surveillance in immunocompetent mice. Co-injection of CAFs helped 

overcome immune control. Targeting the immunosuppressive effects of CAFs could 

help improve the results of immunotherapy in patients with squamous cell carcinoma. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 The tumour microenvironment 

The survival and growth of cancer cells is dependent on the surrounding 

environment. The tumour microenvironment (TME) is formed by resident and 

recruited immune and stromal host cells that do not share the mutational changes 

present in malignant cells. Both cancer and host cells secrete soluble factors, 

metabolites and extracellular matrix (ECM) that complete the TME (Maman and Witz, 

2018). The interaction between cancer cells and other components of the TME is 

crucial in the clinical impact of tumours, as it determines the ability of tumours to 

grow, invade locally, metastasize and to resist therapy (Hanahan and Coussens, 

2012). This section provides a brief summary of the key components of the TME. 

 

 

1.1.1 Immune system 

As early as 1909, Paul Ehrlich postulated that the immune system prevents 

the growth of carcinomas. This theory, stating that the immune system exerts a 

continuous surveillance of tumour growth, was developed in the 1960’s by Burnet 

and Thomas and confirmed later by seminal work by Dunn and Schreiber, amongst 

others (Dunn et al., 2004). In line with this theory, cells from the immune system are 

present in the tumour and interact with cancer cells from the earliest stages of 

tumorigenesis. Members of both the adaptive and the innate immune system can be 

found infiltrating tumours (Gajewski et al., 2013), and only those tumours that escape 

immune surveillance will develop into clinically evident malignancies (Dunn et al., 

2006).  
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Figure 1.1 The tumour microenvironment 
Schematic showing the multiple components of the TME. CAF-Cancer associated 
fibroblast. MDSC-myeloid derived suppressor cell, NK-Natural killer. Figure created 
using BioRender.  
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Adaptive immunity 

The adaptive immunity is able to recognise specific foreign antigens as a 

threat, as such, adaptive immune cells are able to detect embryonic or mutated 

proteins (neoantigens) that are present in cancer cells as opposed to normal tissue 

cells. Cytotoxic CD8+ T-cells are the main effector cells in charge of eliminating the 

malignant cells (Chen and Mellman, 2013). Early studies in multiple tumour types 

showed that increased CD8+ T-cell infiltration in tumours was associated with better 

prognosis (Galon et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2003). Th1 (T-helper type 1) CD4+ T-

cells produce IFN-gamma and IL2 to assist CD8+ cells to destroy cancer cells 

(Fridman et al., 2012). The effect of other CD4+ T-cells is not as clear, and published 

reports are conflicting regarding the prognostic values of these kind of cells in the 

tumours. Th2 (T-helper type 2) cells support B-cell responses and some studies 

show that their presence is correlated with better patient prognosis, while others state 

the opposite (De Monte et al., 2011; Yoon et al., 2010). Another subset of CD4+ T-

cells that are very relevant for tumour immunology are regulatory T-cells (T-regs). T-

regs are defined by the transcription factor FOXP3 and high expression of the IL2 

receptor CD25, and suppress inflammation and auto-immune responses 

(Dominguez-Villar and Hafler, 2018). Due to their ability to inhibit antigen specific 

immune responses, they were originally thought of as deleterious for cancer patients 

(Curiel et al., 2004). However, other reports found that patients with increased 

numbers of T-regs presented better prognosis (Badoual et al., 2006). The latter could 

be related to T-reg mediated suppression of tumour promoting inflammation. Lastly, 

the role of B-cells in anti-tumour immunity, is also ambiguous. B-cells can polarise 

macrophages and T-cells towards an immunosuppressive phenotype (Fridman et al., 

2012), but they can also be part of an effective antitumoural immune response when 

they form tertiary lymphoid structures (Helmink et al., 2020). 

 

Innate immunity 

Multiple myeloid cells are present in the TME, attracted by cytokines produced 

by cancer and stromal cells. Macrophages can be pro-tumorigenic, when they 

promote an immunosuppressive chronic inflammation, or anti-tumorigenic when they 

work together with the adaptive immunity to eliminate cancer cells (Biswas and 

Mantovani, 2010). Myeloid derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) originate in the bone 
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marrow and are directed to the tumour by multiple cytokines (IL1β, IL6, IL8, CCL2). 

Once in the tumour they exert immunosuppressive functions (Gabrilovich and 

Nagaraj, 2009). Natural killer (NK) cells are able to exert direct cytotoxicity and thus 

clear tumour cells. However, inside the tumours they frequently present an 

exhausted phenotype which limits their lytic capabilities (Platonova et al., 2011). 

Dendritic cells (DCs) are professional antigen presenting cells and as such play an 

important role in antigen specific antitumoural immune responses. DCs can prime 

and activate CD8 T-cells. However, if the antigen presentation through the Major 

Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) is not accompanied by the relevant co-stimulatory 

signals it will drive T-cells to anergy (Wculek et al., 2020). Finally, neutrophils driven 

by TGFβ can also develop an immunosuppressive, pro-tumorigenic phenotype 

(Fridlender et al., 2009). Furthermore, neutrophils can generate a tumour promoting 

environment in distant sites to promote metastasis (Wculek and Malanchi, 2015).  

 

1.1.2 Blood vessels 

The continuous growth of tumours impairs the availability of oxygen and 

nutrients, thus creating areas of hypoxia. The lack of oxygen in these areas induces 

cancer and stromal cells production of growth factors such as VEGF and FGF 

(Petrova et al., 2018). These factors induce the proliferation of endothelial cells which 

leads to angiogenesis (Carmeliet and Jain, 2011). However, these new blood vessels 

have an abnormal structure, with fewer pericytes and weaker cell-cell junctions, 

hence they are leaky. This leakiness increases the interstitial pressure in the 

tumours, which affects the nutrient and drug distribution int the TME (Balkwill et al., 

2012; Hashizume et al., 2000). Moreover, defective formation of new blood vessels 

promotes metastatic processes, as cancer cells have an easier access to the blood 

stream (Zetter, 1998). 

 

1.1.3 Extracellular matrix 

The extracellular matrix comprises of collagen, other structural fibres, and 

additional proteins and macromolecules to a total of >300 elements (Hynes and 

Naba, 2012). The ECM not only provides the growing tumour with structural support, 
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but is also able to modulate many cellular interactions in the TME. Changes in the 

stiffness of the ECM are sensed by cancer and stromal cells through membrane 

receptors like integrins, which regulate key signalling pathways such as Src-family 

kinases, focal adhesion kinase (FAK), RHO-family GTPases, and extracellular-

signal-regulated kinase (ERK) (Mohammadi and Sahai, 2018). Furthermore, 

increased matrix metalloprotease (MMP) activity in the tumour releases growth 

factors present in the ECM (Kessenbrock et al., 2010).  

 

1.1.4 Cancer associated fibroblasts 

Cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are key orchestrators of the TME, as they 

are responsible for its structure (the extracellular matrix), and the modulation of many 

of the environmental changes in response to stimuli (Kalluri, 2016). This thesis 

focuses on the roles of CAFs in squamous cell carcinoma, and Introduction section 

1.2 explains in detail their origin, clinical relevance and functions.  

 

1.1.5 The TME as a therapeutic target in cancer 

Initially the focus of cancer treatment was to take advantage of specific 

characteristics of malignant cells. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy caused DNA 

damage in rapidly replicating cells and specific oncogenic mutations were addressed 

with targeted therapy. Research developed during the last couple of decades is 

promoting a paradigm shift, highlighting the potential of targeting the TME in cancer 

treatment. It is now understood that some of the effect by classic chemotherapeutic 

agents and radiotherapy is also accomplished through the TME. Chemotherapeutic 

agents can promote immunogenic cell death, which improves the response to these 

agents by engaging the immune system (Kroemer et al., 2013). Radiotherapy also 

modulates inflammation and fibrosis in the TME, which heavily influences the tumour 

response (McLaughlin et al., 2020). 

The advent of immunotherapy has revolutionised cancer treatment. Immune 

checkpoint blockade (ICB) with anti-PD1 (programmed death 1) treatment has 

become standard of care for many tumour types and it is the scaffold upon which 

many combination therapies are being built. For example, with the addition of drugs 
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that target other immune cells, like macrophages, NKs, neutrophils (Melero et al., 

2015). At the same time, strategies that intend to upend the immunosuppressive 

status of the TME and increase the influx of T-cells in the TME are being tested (e.g. 

STING agonists and OV) (Le Naour et al., 2020; Pol et al., 2015).  

Other components of the TME besides the immune system are excellent 

candidates to explore as therapeutic options. Anti-angiogenic therapy has been very 

successfully used to treat some types of tumours (Motzer et al., 2007). Another 

interesting approach is to target the communication between the tumour and the 

TME. Inhibition of the CCL12/CXCR4 axis has shown promising clinical effect in 

Phase II trials (Ghobrial et al., 2020), and the combination of TGFβ inhibitors with 

anti-PD1 immunotherapy is very effective in pre-clinical models and is being tested 

in the clinic (Mariathasan et al., 2018; Tauriello et al., 2018). 

As the TME and the stroma contribute to resistance to therapy, combination 

of cytolytic drugs with anti-stromal agents could potentially benefit patients 

(Valkenburg et al., 2018).  
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1.2 CAFs, a key component of the tumour microenvironment 

1.2.1 Definition and origin of CAFs 

Definition 

The absence of specific CAF markers results in a somewhat paradoxical 

situation, as CAFs are frequently defined by what they are not. In tumour samples, 

elongated cells that are negative for epithelial, endothelial and immune markers can 

be defined as CAFs (Sahai et al., 2020). The use of other markers, such as vimentin, 

alpha smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), platelet derived growth factor (PDGFR)α, 

PDGFRβ and FAP are helpful in differentiating CAFs from other mesenchymal cells 

(LeBleu and Kalluri, 2018), however, none of these markers are specific or exclusive. 

In culture, fibroblasts isolated from tumours behave differently to those isolated from 

healthy tissues, CAFs generally proliferate more rapidly (Delinassios et al., 1983) 

and have a different transcriptional profile and altered mechanical properties (Calvo 

et al., 2013). 

 

Cell of origin 

The reason underlying the molecular differences between CAFs and 

quiescent tissue resident fibroblasts is likely to be the activation process that results 

in the generation of CAFs. One of the intriguing questions of this genesis is which 

cell type is being transformed into a CAF. The most accepted theory is that, tissue 

resident fibroblasts under cues from the cancer cells, become CAFs (Arina et al., 

2016). Nevertheless, other possible origins have been described. Both local 

adipocytes (Zhang et al., 2012) and pericytes (Bartoschek et al., 2018) have been 

reported to convert into CAFs in mouse models. Bone marrow derived mesenchymal 

stem cells are also able to become activated stromal cells in the tumour (Karnoub et 

al., 2007; Raz et al., 2018).  

 

Activation 

The process of transformation from quiescent cells to activated CAFs is 

complex, and a wide range of signals are involved (Figure 1.2). Transforming growth 

factor β (TGFβ) family ligands, lysophosphatidic acid (LPA), fibroblast growth factor 
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(FGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), interleukin-1 (IL1), IL6, and granulin 

are examples of soluble factors secreted by malignant and non-malignant cells in the 

TME that can trigger CAF conversion (Kalluri, 2016; Park et al., 2020a). Additional 

stimuli besides secreted chemicals are also able to trigger the process. Direct contact 

of fibroblasts with cancer cells stimulates Notch signalling and activates fibroblasts 

(Strell et al., 2019). Physical changes in the TME increase tumour stiffness, which 

creates a positive regulatory feedback loop involving Yes-associated protein (YAP) 

(Calvo et al., 2013). So far, I have described cues present in the genesis of the 

tumours, however, therapeutic actions such as radiotherapy can also influence the 

presence and numbers of CAFs inside tumours (Straub et al., 2015). 

1.2.2 Subtypes of cancer associated fibroblasts 

The multiplicity of cells of origin and activation processes that result in CAFs 

result, unsurprisingly, in a mightily heterogenous population. This variety is present 

simultaneously at the level of identification markers and diversity of functions. As 

mentioned above, there is a lack of specific lineage and surface markers that would 

allow a well-defined classification. To help overcome this caveat, various groups 

have taken advantage of techniques that allow for interrogation of multiple 

parameters in single cells (i.e.  single cell RNA sequencing (Puram et al., 2017), 

multiplexed flow cytometry (Costa et al., 2018)).  

The data obtained in breast and ovarian cancer has been used to propose 

different subgroups of CAFs with functional consequences immune-modulation 

(Costa et al., 2018; Givel et al., 2018), invasion and metastases (Pelon et al., 2020) 

and dormancy and recurrence (Bonneau et al., 2020). A useful approach is to 

consider the functional specializations of the various subpopulations. As such, CAFs 

can be classified in two groups, the first one would comprise fibroblasts that have a 

predominantly secretory role which would play a key role in modulating the immune 

system (inflammatory CAFs). The second one would entail more contractile cells 

(myofibroblastic CAFs) with a greater influence in the deposition and remodelling of 

the ECM (Öhlund et al., 2017). Further work is needed to clarify if these 

classifications are organ or tumour-type specific or can be applied in a broader 

setting. Also, further experimental data is needed to clarify if these subtypes are a 
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terminal and irreversible differentiation, or a continuum that can be tipped to one 

extreme or the other according to environmental cues (Figure 1.2).  

 
Figure 1.2 Origin, activation and heterogeneity of cancer associated fibroblasts 
Top; Diagram illustrating the cells from which CAFs originate and various possible 
activation mechanism. Bottom; Illustration of CAF heterogeneity with a suggested 
classification entailing a spectrum from inflammatory/secretory cells to more contractile, 
matrix remodelling CAFs. BMDSCs (bone marrow derived suppressor cells) Adapted 
from Park, Rullan, Sahai, Cell 2020.Figure created using BioRender.  
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1.2.3 Clinical relevance. Are CAF friends or foes? 

The characteristics of CAFs described to this point have hindered the ability 

of the scientific community to define the clinical relevance of CAFs in human 

malignancies. In fact, although most studies and a meta-analysis with 2606 patients 

(Liu et al., 2016) suggest that a richer CAF infiltrate is correlated with poorer patient 

prognosis, this is not consistent across studies exploring different CAF markers 

and/or cancer types. Thus, some published evidence shows the opposite result, 

correlating CAF abundance with better patient prognosis (Paulsson and Micke, 

2014). Table 1.1 summarises some of the most relevant studies that have explored 

the prognostic value of CAFs in different tumour types. 

The reasons for this disparity are likely to be both biological and technical. An 

initial consideration is that a stromal reaction may have a tumour suppressive effect 

early in the processes of tumorigenesis (Lockwood et al., 2003), but act as a 

promoter of tumour growth in a more advanced setting (Su et al., 2018). The diversity 

of CAF subtypes is also a likely confounder when exploring the effects of CAFs on 

patient’s prognosis.  

The discovery of prognostic and predictive biomarkers presents a series of 

common challenges that have also influenced CAF clinical research (Dancey et al., 

2010). Most of the studies published rely on IHC analysis of a small cohort of 

patients, which may derive in lack of statistical power. Furthermore, variability in 

tissue conservation, IHC techniques, and how CAFs were defined or quantified 

probably contributed to the conflicting results. 

The use of gene expression studies, which evaluate multiple genes at the 

same time, has proven useful to overcome some of the difficulties mentioned above. 

Indeed, gene expression signatures rich in stromal genes mainly expressed by CAFs 

were associated with poorer prognosis in colorectal cancer (Calon et al., 2015), non-

small cell lung cancer (Navab et al., 2011; Schliekelman et al., 2017) and 

hepatocellular carcinoma (Zou et al., 2018). 
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Table 1.1 CAF markers, tumour type, sample size and effect on prognosis in 
published studies 

 

Cancer Type CAF marker Prognosis n Reference 
Breast cancer αSMA Unfavourable 45 (Surowiak et al., 2007) 

PDGFRβ Unfavourable 512 (Paulsson et al., 2009) 

FAP Favourable 112 (Ariga et al., 2001) 

PDPN Unfavourable 367 (Schoppmann et al., 

2012) 

Lung Cancer PDGFRα Favourable 335 (Donnem et al., 2008) 

FAP Unfavourable 59 (Liao et al., 2013) 

PDPN Unfavourable 304 (Ito et al., 2012) 

αSMA 

FAP 

No effect 

Favourable 

536 

Idem 

(Kilvaer et al., 2015) 

Idem 

Oesophageal 

cancer 

αSMA Unfavourable 183 (Underwood et al., 

2015) 

αSMA, FAP, 

PDGFRα/β 

Unfavourable 116 (Ha et al., 2014) 

Colorectal 

cancer 

αSMA Unfavourable 64 (Hanley et al., 2016) 

 

1.2.4 Functions of CAFs 

In order to improve our understanding on how CAFs influence the clinical 

outcome of patients, a growing body of research has analysed the great variety of 

roles that CAFs can play in the TME. In this section, and in Figure 1.3, I have 

summarised some of the most relevant CAF functions described in the literature. 

 

Matrix remodelling and tumour invasion 

The extracellular matrix of tumours is dynamic, and CAFs are responsible for 

most of the deposition and remodelling of the ECM (Lu et al., 2012). Rho-GTPases 

and integrins are key mediators in this process, that can lead to enhanced tumour 

cell invasion (Gaggioli et al., 2007). Tumour cells harbouring specific mutations (e.g. 
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p53) can educate CAFs to create a TME that facilitates invasion and metastasis 

(Vennin et al., 2019), along these lines, aligned collagen in the ECM is related to 

worse patient outcome in pancreatic and breast cancer (Conklin et al., 2011; Drifka 

et al., 2016), and increased collagen fibres length is associated with poorer outcome 

in Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma (HNSCC), oesophageal and colorectal 

cancer (Hanley et al., 2016). These associations highlight the clinical relevance of 

ECM remodelling. In addition to the role of the fibrillar component of the ECM, 

matricellular proteins secreted by CAFs, like periostin, increase oesophageal cancer 

cell invasion through interaction with integrins (Underwood et al., 2015). Tumours 

also promote changes in stiffness and other mechanical properties of the ECM, 

which can lead to activation of CAFs and cancer cells through mechano-transduced 

signals. Furthermore, the increase of intra-tumoral hydrostatic pressure reduces 

drug delivery to the tumours (Mohammadi and Sahai, 2018).  

 

Tumour growth and metastasis  

Fibroblasts present in the tumour secrete multiple paracrine growth factors 

that stimulate cancer cell division. Relevant examples described across cancer types 

are TGFβ, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), growth arrest-specific 6 (GAS6), insulin 

growth factor 1 (IGF-1) and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) (Knowles et al., 2009; 

Shi et al., 2019; Tape et al., 2016). CAFs also support tumour growth by inducing 

and maintaining cancer stem cells (Chen et al., 2014; Su et al., 2018). In addition to 

their role in the primary tumour, growth factors secreted by CAFs-cancer cell 

interaction modify the metastatic niche and support formation of metastasis 

(Malanchi et al., 2012; del Pozo Martin et al., 2015). 

 

Metabolic reprogramming 

Cross-talk with cancer cells reprograms CAF metabolism in a tumour 

promoting way. One example is the production of metabolites, such as lactate 

(Kumar et al., 2018), that are then used by tumour cells to produce energy and 

biomass. Catabolic processes and autophagy of stromal cells also result in the 

production of amino acids and other metabolites, cancer cells profit from the 

improved availability of these substances to proliferate (Sousa et al., 2016). This 

process can also be linked to the ECM, as a stiffer matrix induces a metabolic 
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rewiring in both cancer cells and CAFs. These changes of the matrix, transduced 

through Yap-TAZ signalling, promotes aspartate production by CAFs, which is then 

used by cancer cells (Bertero et al., 2019). 

 

Angiogenesis 

An additional mechanism in which CAFs facilitate tumour growth is by 

inducing the formation of new blood vessels in tumours. Notably, injection of CAFs, 

without cancer cells, can induce angiogenesis (Calvo et al., 2013). This process is 

mediated through secretion of factors that stimulate angiogenesis through paracrine 

signalling, i.e. vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A (O’Connell et al., 2011) 

or recruitment of endothelial progenitors by producing CXCL12 (Orimo et al., 2005). 

Elegant experiments using intravital imaging showed that stromal host fibroblasts 

were the main source of VEGF in murine xenograft tumour models (Fukumura et al., 

1998). 

 

Antitumoural functions of CAFs 

Most of the existing literature describes tumour supporting functions of CAFs. 

However, it is important to bear in mind that CAFs, in some specific situations, or 

particular subtypes of CAFs, may have antitumoural activity. As an example, a 

denser stromal reaction with abundant CAFs might delay cancer growth and invasion 

in pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PDAC), as deletion of αSMA positive cells leads to a 

decrease in survival in a murine model (Özdemir et al., 2014). Suppression of Sonic 

hedgehog (Shh) signalling, which leads to stromal suppression, increased 

aggressivity and proliferation of PDAC in another murine pancreatic model (Rhim et 

al., 2014). Clinical trials targeting the stroma with pegylated hyaluronidase or Shh 

inhibitors have shown disappointing or even detrimental results, underlining the 

possible antitumoural roles of desmoplastic reaction and CAFs (Hakim et al., 2019; 

Wang-Gillam, 2019). 

 

 

As this dissertation focuses mainly on the interplay between cancer cells, 

CAFs and the immune infiltrate, I will dedicate a separate sub-section to the immune 

regulatory effects of CAFs in the tumour microenvironment.  
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Figure 1.3 Functions of CAFs 
Schematic representation of some of the most relevant functions of CAFs in the tumour. 
Figure created using BioRender. 
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1.2.5 Immune-modulatory role of CAFs 

The series of functions mentioned in the previous section mean that CAFs are 

able to influence the tumour immune microenvironment (TIME) to a great extent. 

Additionally, CAFs produce many immune-modulatory cytokines and chemokines, 

and present surface immune markers that impact the response of the immune 

system versus malignant cells (De Jaeghere et al., 2019). The potential functional 

relevance of the immune-modulatory effects of CAFs is highlighted by research 

showing that depletion of FAP+ CAFs increases anti-tumour immunity in various 

tumour models (Kraman et al., 2010; Zhang and Ertl, 2016). Furthermore, depletion 

of αSMA positive CAFs increased the efficacy of anti-CTLA4 (cytotoxic T-lymphocyte 

associated protein 4) therapy in a pancreatic cancer model (Özdemir et al., 2014). 

This sub-section aims to explain in greater detail the complex interplay between 

CAFs and immune cells.  

 

Matrix remodelling and spatial distribution 

CAFs influence immune responses both by depositing and by degrading the 

ECM. In addition to impacting cancer cell invasion, the alignment and composition of 

the ECM can modulate T-cell migration (Kaur et al., 2018). A pan-cancer analysis 

showed that an ECM signature derived from TGFβ activation in CAFs was related to 

an immunosuppressive phenotype and predicted inefficacy of PD-1 axis blockade 

(Chakravarthy et al., 2018a). The production of matrix metalloproteases (MMP) by 

CAFs increases the liberation of matrix-bound molecules that can exert immune-

suppressive functions (Kessenbrock et al., 2010). In addition, MMPs can directly 

cleave surface molecules present in tumour cells. In a study using melanoma 

associated fibroblasts, production of MMPs decreased MICA/B expression in tumour 

cells and inhibited NK cell lysis of cancer cells (Ziani et al., 2017).  

The spatial disposition of the ECM and the distribution of stromal cells exerts a 

relevant influence upon the immune system as well. For example, stromal cells can 

act as a barrier between cancer and immune cells, and specific distribution of the 

stroma is prognostic in melanoma patients (Failmezger et al., 2020). The spatial 

relationship between the cancer cells in the tumour boundary and the stroma also 

determines immune infiltration, as such, a more spatially complex interrelation 

determines a “colder” immune microenvironment in lung cancer samples 
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(Abduljabbar et al., 2020). T-cells are located and migrate preferentially in and to the 

stroma of lung tumours in relation to the presence of fibronectin in the stromal 

compartment (Salmon et al., 2012). Figure 1.4 summarizes the immunosuppressive 

roles of the matrix remodelling CAFs. 

 

 
Figure 1.4 Effect of CAFs, ECM remodelling, and spatial distribution in the immune 
response 
Schematic illustrating how CAF and ECM spatial orientation can inhibit access of T-cells 
to the tumour and accumulation in the stroma. Remodelling of the ECM and liberation of 
immunosuppressive molecules by MMP function can also inhibit antitumoural immune 
responses. Figure created using BioRender.  
 

Metabolic reprogramming 

Changes in metabolism can lead to production of immunosuppressive 

cytokines. As an example, increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels stimulate 
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IL6 production by CAFs (Valencia et al., 2014). Competition for glucose and other 

nutrients between T-cells and cancer and stromal cells plays a relevant role in T-cell 

anti-tumour activity and affects ICB based immunotherapy (Chang et al., 2015). The 

production of lactate by CAFs in a prostate cancer model promoted reduction of Th1 

cells and increased T-reg polarization (Comito et al., 2019). Furthermore, 

dysregulation of tumour glycolysis has been associated with decreased TIL 

infiltration in HNSCC (Ottensmeier et al., 2016). Metabolism reprogramming of CAFs 

and production of enzymes like Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) (Li et al., 2012) 

and Arginase II (Ino et al., 2013) can exhaust essential amino acids for T-cell function 

and generate immune-suppressive metabolites (Ghesquière et al., 2014; Lyssiotis 

and Kimmelman, 2017). 

 

Surface molecules and antigen presentation 

T-cell activation depends on a fine balance between stimulatory and inhibitory 

signals from antigen presenting cells (Melero et al., 2015). A study in human and 

murine pancreatic cancer discovered MHC type 2 presenting CAFs. These CAFs are 

able to present antigens without co-stimulatory molecules, thereby triggering CD4 

differentiation into T-regs or inducing T-cell anergy (Elyada et al., 2019). Antigen 

presentation can also be mediated by MHC class I, defined as cross-presentation 

(Segura and Amigorena, 2015). CAFs have been shown to cross-present antigens 

to T-cells and mediate T-cell death by programmed death ligand 2 (PD-L2) and FASL 

activity (Lakins et al., 2018). 

Additionally, T-cell cytotoxicity in tumours can be inhibited by the presence of 

surface molecules that act as negative regulatory factors such as PD-L1. Cancer 

cells express these inhibitory molecules in order to evade immune surveillance 

(Chen and Mellman, 2013). CAFs can also express these molecules, thus creating 

an immunosuppressive TME. Studies in lung, pancreas and breast cancer 

demonstrated the presence of CAF subtypes that are positive for molecules such as 

PD-L1, PD-L2 and OX40L and have an inhibitory effect in T-cell function (Costa et 

al., 2018; Gorchs et al., 2019; Nazareth et al., 2007). Figure 1.5 shows a schematic 

of CAF and T-cell interaction through surface molecules. 
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Figure 1.5 Antigen presentation and surface molecules interaction between CAFs 
and T-cells 
Figure created using BioRender 
 
 
Angiogenesis 

As mentioned in the previous section, CAFs can stimulate the formation of 

new blood vessels. The endothelial cells present in those vessels have altered 

adhesion molecules. In human SCC, downregulation of E-selectin triggers selective 

recruitment of regulatory T-cells in the tumour (Clark et al., 2008). Increased VEGFA 

in the TME, which can be produced by CAFs (Orimo et al., 2005), prevents 

Intercellular Adhesion Molecule 1 (ICAM-1) and vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 

(VCAM-1) clustering and inhibits lymphocyte adhesion (Bouzin et al., 2007) which 

leads to a decreases recruitment of immune cells to the TME. 
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Secretion of immune-modulatory molecules 

The interaction between cancer cells and CAFs drives the production of 

cytokines and chemokines which have the ability to influence dramatically the shape 

of the tumour immune contexture. These molecules promote an immunosuppressive 

TME, creating a hostile environment for effector tumour-killing immune cells. This 

result is achieved through attraction of immunosuppressive cells and polarisation of 

other immune cells towards a phenotype that dampens the immune response (De 

Jaeghere et al., 2019). I have listed below some of the most relevant examples of 

cytokines and chemokines secreted by CAFs and the multiple ways in which they 

can influence the immune system. 

CXCL12 secreted by CAFs stimulates the recruitment of myeloid cells to the 

tumour (Deng et al., 2017). These myeloid cells are then polarised towards an 

immunosuppressive phenotype by CAF secreted molecules like IL6, CCL2 or CXCL8 

(Cheng et al., 2018; Cho et al., 2018; Deng et al., 2017; Gok Yavuz et al., 2019). 

Additionally, CAF secreted molecules such as IL6, IL1β, CXCL12 influence T-cell 

function, increasing the recruitment of regulatory T-cells and inhibiting CD8+ T-cell 

function (Givel et al., 2018; Harper and Sainson, 2014; Kato et al., 2018). Another 

key immune-regulatory molecule secreted by CAFs is TGFβ (Yu et al., 2014). 

Through multiple mechanisms, TGFβ influences T-cells, dendritic cells, 

macrophages, neutrophils and NK cells to create an immunosuppressive and tumour 

promoting TME (Batlle and Massagué, 2019).Through IL6 and CXCL8, a subset of 

GPR77+CD10+ CAFs can also promote cancer cell stemness (Su et al., 2018). The 

stem cell properties gained by cancer cells help evade the immune system, for 

example by upregulating checkpoint inhibitors such as PD-L1 (Lee et al., 2016). 

Breast and ovarian cancer stroma also produce IL6 and cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2( 

(Erez et al., 2013), COX2 mediated production of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) is 

immunosuppressive and increases resistance to ICB in multiple murine models 

(Zelenay et al., 2015). CAFs can also directly produce PGE2 to impair NK cell 

function (Balsamo et al., 2009).  

Existing work by S. Derzsi and E. Arwert in our laboratory pointed at an 

additional, novel mechanism of production of immune-modulatory molecules by 

CAFs. Microarray expression data showed that direct physical contact between 

squamous cancer cells and CAFs leads to production of IFN and interferon 
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stimulated genes (ISGs). I hypothesised that this phenomenon could be of relevance 

in the interrelation between squamous cancer cells, CAFs and immune cells. As a 

consequence, a significant part of my project (See Chapter 4 and Appendix) was 

dedicated to uncover the mechanism and consequences related to that observation.  

 

The next section delineates the role of IFN and the related cGAS-STING 

(Cyclic GMP-AMP synthase – Stimulator of interferon genes) pathway in cancer.  
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1.3 The cGAS-STING-Interferon pathway and cancer 

The link between inflammation and cancer has been studied since Rudolph 

Virchow postulated that there is a casual link between inflammation and cancer in 

the 19th century (Balkwill and Mantovani, 2001). The stroma in these “wounds that 

do not heal” (Dvorak, 1986) is also heavily influenced by a state of chronic 

inflammation. The inflammation-related cGAS-STING pathway and IFN signalling 

are known to play a key role in multiple steps of cancer biology (Won and Bakhoum, 

2020).  

 

1.3.1 The cGAS-STING pathway in cancer  

Overview of the pathway and its role in cancer biology 

The cGAS-STING pathway senses cytoplasmic DNA and is a defence 

mechanism against viral infection through the production of IFN and ISGs (Wu et al., 

2013). Double stranded DNA (dsDNA) in the cytoplasm binds and activates cGAS, 

which produces 2’,3’-cyclic GMP-AMP (cGAMP). cGAMP then induces 

polymerization of STING in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), which then traffics to the 

Golgi. At the Golgi STING recruits TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1), and this complex 

phosphorylates interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3). After phosphorylation IRF3 

translocates to the nucleus and act as transcription factor for type 1 IFN (Galluzzi et 

al., 2018; Won and Bakhoum, 2020). 

 

In addition to its role in anti-viral responses, the cGAS-STING pathway can be 

activated by the presence of micronuclei and cytoplasmic DNA in cancer cells 

(Bakhoum et al., 2018; Mackenzie et al., 2017). In fact, STING signalling is required 

for inflammation driven carcinogenesis (Ahn et al., 2014). As type 1 IFN stimulates 

anti-tumour immune responses (Fuertes et al., 2011), it would be expected that 

chromosomally unstable tumours that trigger cGAS and STING activation would be 

eliminated by the immune system. However, this is not the case due to a variety of 

reasons. One of them is the dual immune-stimulatory and immunosuppressive effect 

of IFN signalling, the nuances of which will be covered in detail in section 1.3.2. 
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Another reason is that IFN production through STING is often rerouted in tumours 

through multiple mechanisms(Song et al., 2017; Woo et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2016).  

Probably related to evolutionary reasons, STING has other functions besides 

IFN signalling which are relevant both for anti-viral immune responses and tumour 

immune evasion (Wu et al., 2020). Both canonical and non-canonical nuclear factor 

kappa light chain enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) transcriptional functions can 

be activated by STING (Abe and Barber, 2014). These programs result in the 

transcription of multiple genes linked to the inflammatory response (IL1A, IL1B, IL6, 

TGFB1, TNF) (Vanpouille-Box et al., 2018) and the activation of a senescence 

associated secretory phenotype (SASP) both in cancer cells (Dou et al., 2017) and 

in fibroblasts (Glück et al., 2017). Both SASP and chronic inflammation can have 

pro-tumorigenic and immunosuppressive roles (Won and Bakhoum, 2020). Chronic 

STING signalling through NF-κB in chromosomal instable cancer cells can also 

trigger epithelial-mesenchymal transition and favour metastasis (Bakhoum et al., 

2018). Figure 1.6 presents a schematic summarising the pathway 

 

In conclusion, the cGAS-STING pathway may have opposing pro- and 

antitumoural functions depending on numerous cancer cell intrinsic and TME related 

factors. However, in an acute setting, the potential of STING agonists to kick-start an 

antitumoural immune response has the potential to improve immune-therapy 

treatment. Multiple STING agonists, alone or in combination with ICB, are being 

tested in clinical trials with promising results (Le Naour et al., 2020).  

 

Transference of cGAMP triggers an antitumoural immune response 

Besides its role inside the producing cell, cGAMP can also be transported to 

other cells and the extracellular space. This is probably a useful characteristic in anti-

viral responses, as cGAMP can be incorporated in viral particles forming inside the 

cell cytoplasm (Gentili et al., 2015). This way, when the virus infects a subsequent 

cell, cGAMP is released, and anti-viral mechanisms are immediately activated 

(Bridgeman et al., 2015). The transference and release of cGAMP have 

consequences for cancer progression. For example, cGAMP can be transferred from 

metastatic breast cancer cells to astrocytes via GAP junctions. STING activation in 

the astrocytes leads to a pro-metastatic state in the brain (Chen et al., 2016).  
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Figure 1.6 cGAS-STING pathway description 
Schematic representation of the cGAS-STING-IRF3 pathway. Figure created using 
BioRender 
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As explained previously, cancer cells are able to divert cGAS-STING 

signalling from IFN production to activation of NF-κB, therefore preventing the 

stimulation of the immune system (Bakhoum and Cantley, 2018). As non-malignant 

cells in the TME normally have an intact STING-IRF3-IFN pathway, transfer of 

cGAMP could act as a trigger for anti-tumour immunity. Woo et al. showed that 

STING and IRF3 deficient mice present defective tumour control, and that DNA is 

transferred to APCs, which triggers an IFN response (Woo et al., 2014). Exosomes 

are considered one possible mechanism of DNA transfer (Kitai et al., 2017). However, 

more recent evidence indicates that cGAMP transfer could be more relevant than 

DNA transfer in this setting. As such, cGAMP is transferred into DCs and 

macrophages who, in turn, start the production of IFN (Schadt et al., 2019). The 

mechanism of cGAMP transference that triggers an anti-tumour immune response, 

is not always well defined. However, there is evidence that it can happen through 

GAP junctions (Ablasser et al., 2013). Another alternative is the export of cGAMP to 

the extracellular space (Carozza et al., 2020), which can be imported to immune cells 

through the SLC19A1 transporter (Ritchie et al., 2019). Using an elegant 

experimental approach, Marcus et al. demonstrated the relevance of an intact cGAS 

function in cancer cells and functional STING in host cells for the immunogenicity of 

tumours and the function of NKs (Marcus et al., 2018). Further work by Schadt et al. 

confirmed these results and highlighted the relevance of cGAMP transfer in tumoral 

CD8 T-cells infiltration and response to ICB (Schadt et al., 2019). 

 

These exciting results highlight the role of acute IFN signalling in antitumoural 

immune responses. However, it is important to point out that the relationship between 

IFN and cancer is complex. In the next sub-section, I will explore further the beneficial 

and detrimental roles of IFN in tumours. 

 

1.3.2 The role of IFN signalling in malignancies 

The role of IFN in anti-tumour immunity has been studied for at least five 

decades. Since 1969 we have evidence of tumour responses to IFN treatment in 

animal models (Gresser et al., 1969). Furthermore, gene expression studies have 

identified expression of ISGs in many tumour types (Weichselbaum et al., 2008; Wolf 
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et al., 2014). The interplay between IFN and malignancies is complex, as the effect 

of IFN signalling can be deleterious or favourable for the tumour depending on many 

factors (Minn, 2015). The type of IFN produced, which cell in the TME is responsible 

for the production of IFN, the effect on the immune infiltrate, and the interaction of 

therapeutic agents with IFN signalling are some of the factors that are relevant in 

determining the role of IFN in the tumours. 

 

Roles of IFN signalling in the effect of chemotherapy and radiotherapy 

Work by the group led by A. Minn has shown that breast tumours expressing 

an IFN related signature are resistant to adjuvant anthracycline based chemotherapy 

and radiotherapy (Weichselbaum et al., 2008). One suggested mechanism involves 

exosomes transference from stromal cells to cancer cells. RNA contained in these 

exosomes triggers Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 (STAT1) and 

NOTCH3 activation, leading to therapy resistance (Boelens et al., 2014).  

In contrast to the detrimental effect of chronic IFN signalling, acute type I IFN 

activation is a requirement for the therapeutic effect of radiotherapy and for the off-

target abscopal response in animal models (Burnette et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Ruiz et 

al., 2016). Furthermore, radiation treatment and some types of chemotherapy are 

able to stimulate the innate immune system through a process defined as 

immunogenic cell death. This sort of cell death releases alarm signals that are 

sensed by immune cells and can result in IFN signalling and activation of the immune 

system (Kroemer et al., 2013). 

 

The effect of IFN on the immune TME and the efficacy of immunotherapy  

Adjuvant IFN type I has been used to treat melanoma patients, remarkably, 

clinical benefit was linked to auto-immune reactions in these patients (Gogas et al., 

2006). In fact, IFN signalling is needed for anti-tumour CD8 activity (Dunn et al., 

2006; Fuertes et al., 2011). Acute IFN signalling is also linked to the efficacy of ICB 

antibodies, as such, IFN gamma signature predicts efficacy to PD-1 blockade (Ayers 

et al., 2017), and mutations in downstream effectors of the IFN pathway like Janus 

kinase 1 (JAK1) and JAK2 are described as resistance mechanisms to anti-PD1 

antibodies (Zaretsky et al., 2016). 
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However, the duration of IFN signalling probably plays a role in its effect in 

anti-tumour activity. In HNSCC, T cells present an exhaustion phenotype related to 

chronic IFN signalling (Ottensmeier et al., 2016). This chronic state of IFN related 

inflammation drives multiple resistance mechanisms to immunotherapy with anti-

CTLA4 and anti-PD1 antibodies in other tumour types (Benci et al., 2016; Twyman-

Saint Victor et al., 2015). Interestingly, the effect of IFN is also modulated by the cell 

of origin of these molecules. Benci et al. elegantly showed that ISGs production by 

cancer cells triggers T-cell exhaustion and resistance to immune surveillance. In 

contrast, ISGs production in the infiltrating immune cells leads to immune tumour 

clearance both by adaptive and innate mechanisms (Benci et al., 2019). 

 

In addition to all the issues explored in this section, it is important to take into 

consideration, that IFN signalling is triggered by cells in response to viral infection. 

Viruses are linked to cancer in two ways. Firstly, chronic viral infection is a well-

known oncogenic process (Taberna et al., 2017). Secondly, modified viruses that 

preferentially infect cancer cells have been explored as a therapeutic tool in cancer 

treatment (Pol et al., 2015). Therefore, the interaction between IFN signalling in the 

tumour and the efficacy of oncolytic viruses warrants further attention. 

1.3.3 Oncolytic viruses 

Utilising viruses to eliminate cancer cells 

The differences between normal and cancer cells make it possible to 

manipulate viruses into selectively infect and replicate inside malignant cells. 

(Hawkins et al., 2002). Multiple strains of viruses have been used in pre-clinical and 

clinical studies to explore the safety and efficacy of this therapeutic approach (Pol et 

al., 2015). 

The oncolytic virus I have used for the experiments described in this thesis 

(Chapter 5) is HSV1716. The reason why I chose to use this strain is because it is 

the backbone for the first oncolytic virus to be approved in the clinic. HSV1716 is 

based on HSV1 (Herpes Simplex Virus–1), genetically modified by deletion of the 

neurovirulence gene ICP34.5. The absence of this gene hampers its replication in 

normal post-mitotic cells mediated through the action of protein kinase R (PKR). As 
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tumour cells frequently have defective PKR function, HSV1716 replicates 

preferentially in malignant cells (Mohr and Gluzman, 1996).  

 

Oncolytic viruses and IFN response 

 Another property that can help OV to selectively infect cancer cells is the 

inactivation of IFN production present in many tumour types (see section 1.3.2). This 

alteration can make oncolytic virotherapy more effective (Allagui et al., 2017), and a 

defective IFN signalling has been postulated as a potential biomarker for the 

sensitivity of tumours to oncolytic viruses (Matveeva and Chumakov, 2018). 

Preclinical studies have shown that combination of OV and molecules inhibiting IFN 

signalling can enhance the efficacy of this treatment (Lemos de Matos et al., 2020). 

As an example, the JAK/STAT inhibitor ruxolitinib increases the efficiency of 

oncolytic vesicular stomatitis virus, HSV, and measles virus in preclinical models 

(Allagui et al., 2017; Felt et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2016). However, this strategy 

has the caveat that IFN signalling is extremely relevant for the anti-tumoural effect of 

the immune system (Zitvogel et al., 2015). 

 

Effect of oncolytic virus in the immune response 

In spite of promising pre-clinical results, initial trials using oncolytic viruses did 

not translate in a clear clinical benefit (Pol et al., 2015). From early on in oncolytic 

virus research, it was believed that the effect of the virus on the immune system 

would play a crucial role in the therapeutic responses observed with these agents. 

Indeed, the first therapeutic agent to get approval in a clinical setting was talimogene 

laherparepvec (T-vec), which is a further modification of HSV1716. The addition of 

Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) increased the 

immune-stimulatory properties of this virus (Liu et al., 2003).  

A clinical trial in melanoma patients showed local and distant tumour 

responses to the injection of the virus, plus an advantage in overall survival when 

compared to the control group (Andtbacka et al., 2015). It is, perhaps, not surprising, 

that the tumour type in which the effects of oncolytic virotherapy were more 

noteworthy has been melanoma. The high mutational load (Alexandrov et al., 2013) 

and other intrinsic characteristics contribute to the fact that melanoma is one of the 

most immunogenic tumours. However, the stimulatory effect of the virus is not always 
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able to revert the immunosuppressive conditions inside the TME. (Russell and 

Barber, 2018). In order to circumvent this, and boost the immune-stimulatory effects 

of oncolytic viruses, a clinical trial added an anti-PD1 antibody to the viral treatment. 

The combination resulted in enhanced immune recognition of melanoma cells by the 

immune system and improved patient responses (Ribas et al., 2017).  

 

Oncolytic virus and CAFs 

CAFs have multiple immunosuppressive properties (See section 1.2.5), thus, 

their presence in the TME hampers the efforts of combining ICB and oncolytic viruses 

to promote antitumoural immune responses. Therefore, it would be of great interest 

to know the effect that oncolytic viruses have on CAFs and vice versa, how CAFs 

functions could alter the therapeutical efficacy of oncolytic virotherapy. One study 

suggested that crosstalk between tumour cells and cancer cells mediated by TGFβ 

and FGF2 increased sensitivity of both malignant cells and CAFs to different strains 

of oncolytic viruses (Ilkow et al., 2015). Further research has focused on the 

immunosuppressive effect of FAP+ CAFs. The investigators have manufactured a 

modified adenovirus that express a bi-specific antibody targeting FAP and CD3 

(Freedman et al., 2018; De Sostoa et al., 2019). This strategy aims to combine the 

immune-stimulatory effect of the virus with the homing of T-cells towards FAP+ CAFs 

present in an immunosuppressive TME.  

However, very little additional information is available in the scientific literature 

exploring this topic, and there is a need to expand the knowledge base about the 

interrelation between CAFs and oncolytic viruses.   
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1.4 The immune infiltrate and cancer associated fibroblasts in 
squamous cell carcinoma 

As explained in section 1.2.4, CAFs exert many functions across different 

cancer types. The experimental work presented in this thesis will focus on squamous 

cell carcinoma (SCC) from head and neck and gynaecological origin. There are 

multiple reasons why I decided to concentrate on these tumour sites. Firstly, the 

stromal microenvironment heavily influences the behaviour of squamous cell 

carcinoma (Peltanova et al., 2019). Secondly, mucosal epithelial cells are 

physiologically separated from fibroblasts by a basal membrane, which is lost in 

invasive cancer, thereby allowing for increased cell-to-cell interaction of cancer cells 

and CAFs. Furthermore, the Sahai and Harrington’s groups have extensively worked 

in SCC (Dillon et al., 2019; Gaggioli et al., 2007; Labernadie et al., 2017; Park et al., 

2020b), hence, relevant SCC cells and models were already in place. Lastly and 

most importantly, there is an unmet clinical need in the treatment of metastatic SCC 

patients. Increasing our understanding of the TME in this setting could help improve 

the therapeutic strategies available for these patients.  

1.4.1 The immune microenvironment of Head and Neck SCC 

Overview of HNSCC 

The worldwide annual incidence of Head and Neck cancer is close to 900.000 

patients (Bray et al., 2018). More than 90% of those malignant tumours are of 

squamous origin (Wang et al., 2019). In spite of recent advances in diagnostic and 

therapeutic procedures, the majority of the patients will progress to present non-

curable relapsed or metastatic disease (Chow, 2020). 

The epidemiology of HNSCC is clearly linked to two different aetiological 

factors. Heavy use of tobacco and alcohol is the main risk factor in this disease. 

However, in association with a reduction of the habit of smoking and changes in 

sexual behaviour, the number of cases related to Human Papillomavirus (HPV) 

infections are increasing steadily and are now responsible for around 20% of the new 

cases (Taberna et al., 2017).  

HPV negative (HPV-) and HPV positive (HPV+) cancers are remarkably 

dissimilar, as there are differences in the location of the primary tumour, mutational 
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signature, prognosis, response to treatment, and immune landscape of the tumour 

microenvironment (Taberna et al., 2017). HPV+ cancers arise predominantly in the 

oropharynx, and have a better prognosis and response to treatment (Chow, 2020). 

The most frequent mutations of HPV- tumours inactivate tumour suppressor genes 

such as tumour protein p53 (TP53) and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A 

(CDKN2A). In contrast, genetic alterations of these genes are largely absent in HPV+ 

tumours, and the most frequently altered pathway is phosphoinositide 3-kinases 

(PI3K) (Chakravarthy et al., 2016; Lawrence et al., 2015; Leemans et al., 2018). 

Additionally, there are significant differences in the immune infiltrate between these 

two subtypes of HNSCC. 

 

The immune infiltrate in HPV positive and negative HNSCC 

Both HPV+ and HPV- HNSCC tumours evade immune-surveillance through 

multiple mechanisms including TGFβ, IL6 and IL10 signalling (Ferris, 2015). The 

resultant TME is immunosuppressive with abundance MDSCs, regulatory T-cells, 

and tumour associated macrophages (Partlová et al., 2015; Russell et al., 2013; 

Seminerio et al., 2018). The differences in the presence of tumour infiltrating 

lymphocytes is a relevant prognostic factor, tumours richer in tumour infiltrating 

lymphocytes (TILs) have better prognosis independently of HPV status (Matlung et 

al., 2016; Ward et al., 2014). 

Likely due to their different aetiology, HPV+ tumours are “hotter”, with a richer 

immune infiltrate (Chakravarthy et al., 2018b). These tumours are infiltrated by higher 

numbers of B cells, FOXP3 T-regs and intra-tumoral CD8 (Russell et al., 2013; Ward 

et al., 2014). Interestingly, a recent study using single cell analysis showed that, only 

in HPV+ tumours, CD4+ cells differentiated into T follicular helper cells and B-cells 

had germinal centre characteristics (Cillo et al., 2020). In order to compensate this 

richer immune infiltrate HPV+ tumours potentiate other immunosuppressive 

mechanisms. As such, cancer cells express PD-L1 to a greater extent than HPV 

negative (Lyford-Pike et al., 2013). Furthermore, the myeloid component is different, 

with more CD68 macrophages in the intra-epithelial component of HPV + tumours 

(Seminerio et al., 2018), mostly differentiating into a pro-tumorigenic anti-immune 

phenotype (Lechien et al., 2020). These macrophages also express 

immunosuppressive surface molecules like PD-L1 (Lyford-Pike et al., 2013). Figure 
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1.7 shows a diagram of the differences in the TIME in HPV positive and negative 

HNSCC. 

 

 
Figure 1.7 Differences in the immune infiltrate between HPV positive and negative 
HNSCC tumours 
Schematic depicting the differences in the immune infiltrate between HPV positive and 
negative HNSCC tumours. MDSC. Myeloid derived suppressor cell. TAM, tumour 
associated Macrophage. Figure created using BioRender 
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1.4.2 CAFs, the immune infiltrate and immunotherapy in HNSCC 

Clinical relevance 

The effect of the abundance of CAFs in the prognosis of HNSCC seems 

clearer than in other tumour types. A number of independent studies and two meta-

analysis (Dourado et al., 2018; Graizel et al., 2020; Hanley et al., 2016; Lim et al., 

2011; Takahashi et al., 2016) indicate that a richer CAF infiltrate is associated with 

poorer overall survival in HNSCC patients. However, most of these studies have 

used αSMA as the CAF marker of choice. There is very little work in the literature 

exploring how different subpopulations of CAFs can influence the outcome for 

HNSCC patients. 

 

CAFs and the immune infiltrate in HNSCC 

It is likely that some of the influence that CAFs exert on patient prognosis in 

HNSCC is mediated by the ability of fibroblasts to modulate the immune response to 

tumours. Indeed, TIL content and CAF abundance have been shown to be negatively 

correlated in HNSCC (Chakravarthy et al., 2018b), patients with high CAF presence 

and low TIL infiltration had worse prognosis. The immunosuppressive functions of 

CAFs are explained in detail in section 1.2.5 and published evidence suggests that 

at least some of those mechanisms are also present in HNSCC. CAFs can inhibit T-

cell function and promote immunosuppressive tumour-associated macrophages in 

vitro (Takahashi et al., 2015), high αSMA expression in human samples is associated 

with a richer infiltrate of pro-tumorigenic immunosuppressive macrophages 

(Takahashi et al., 2016). Furthermore, a higher CAF composition in human HNSCC 

tumours was related to exclusion of CD8 T-cells from the cancer cell region (Ford et 

al., 2020). 

 

CAFs and immunotherapy 

Anti-PD1 antibodies have shown efficacy in recurrent and metastatic HNSCC 

in the second- and first-line setting (Burtness et al., 2019; Cohen et al., 2018; Ferris 

et al., 2016). Despite the encouraging results, most patients fail to benefit from 

immunotherapy with a response rate for anti-PD1 monotherapy around 15% (Cohen 

et al., 2018; Ferris et al., 2016). 
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CAFs may influence responses to immune checkpoint inhibitors blockade. In 

a pre-clinical model of PDAC the ablation of αSMA cells improved anti-CTLA4 

responses (Özdemir et al., 2014). Moreover, a TGFβ signalling signature in 

fibroblasts contributes to CD8+ T-cell exclusion from tumours and a lack of response 

to anti-PD-L1 treatment (Mariathasan et al., 2018). The combination of anti-TGFβ 

therapies and antibodies blocking the PD1-PD-L1 axis has shown promising pre-

clinical efficacy in urothelial and colorectal tumours (Mariathasan et al., 2018; 

Tauriello et al., 2018). Recent work using single cell RNA sequencing has discovered 

subpopulations of myofibroblastic FAP positive CAFs responsible for resistance to 

ICB in PDAC, melanoma and NSCLC. In pancreatic cancer, these CAFs were 

defined by positivity of LRRC15 (Dominguez et al., 2020). For melanoma and 

NSCLC, two subtypes were identified using signatures extracted from CAFs derived 

from breast cancer. These two subtypes had signatures that included LRRC15, and 

other genes related to ECM remodelling and TGFβ signalling (Kieffer et al., 2020). 

Clinical research exploring the efficacy of targeting CAFs in combination with anti 

PD-L1 antibodies is ongoing in HNSCC (NCT03427411, NCT03386721), and the 

results will likely be influenced by the interplay between the immune system and 

CAFs in the TME.  

1.4.3 Characterization of the immune infiltrate of cancer using deconvolution 
strategies 

As the goal of this thesis was to study the interaction between CAFs and the 

immune infiltrate of tumours, I needed a way to have a comprehensive picture of the 

immune landscape of squamous cell carcinoma. This knowledge would allow me to 

stablish associations with the presence of different CAF subpopulations and immune 

cells. The immune response against tumours is a complex and dynamic process with 

huge variability across tumour types and individuals. Therefore, it has been a 

challenge for the scientific community to find efficient and effective ways to study the 

immune TME. One of the approaches employed is the study of tumour tissue with 

techniques that allow the identification of multiple markers simultaneously. This is 

achieved by means of multiplex immunofluorescence (Carstens et al., 2017) or the 

conjugation of metals to antibodies using imaging mass cytometry (Schapiro et al., 
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2017). However, this strategy requires access to appropriate tissue from patients’ 

cohorts, and the technique is expensive and time consuming.  

Genomic and gene expression data can also be used to characterize the 

immune characteristics of the tumours (Thorsson et al., 2018). The clear advantage 

provided by this approach is the existence of readily available datasets comprising 

genomic and clinical data for large numbers of patients (Lawrence et al., 2015). The 

ensuing caveat is that the information presented in these datasets corresponds to 

bulk sequencing of tumour samples. The use of bioinformatics and mathematical 

models has resulted in the creation of multiple deconvolution strategies that intend 

to solve this problem (Chakravarthy et al., 2018b; Danaher et al., 2017; Newman et 

al., 2015; Yoshihara et al., 2013).  

These methods use gene expression or methylation data from the individual 

cells that comprise the TME and use the information to build gene signatures. These 

signatures are then applied to mathematical models to infer and estimate the 

proportion and abundance of TME cells in the bulk of the tumour (See Figure 1.7). 

The selection of genes and the fit of the model can be responsible for inaccuracies 

and mistakes when comparing the estimated proportion of cells with the ground truth. 

However, benchmarking and validation studies reinforce the usefulness and 

robustness of these techniques to study the tumour immune microenvironment 

(Sturm et al., 2019). These methods have been successfully employed in multiple 

settings; to study the relationships between tumour evolution and the immune system 

(Rosenthal et al., 2019), to analyse the influence of specific gene signatures in the 

immune landscape of cancer (Chakravarthy et al., 2018a), or to correlate the immune 

infiltrate with clinical characteristics of patients (Ali et al., 2016). 
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Figure 1.8 Deconvolution strategies 
Schematic explaining how deconvolution strategies estimate the proportion of different 
cells comprised in the tumour microenvironment from bulk expression/methylation data. 
Figure created using BioRender. 
 

1.4.4 MOC1/2, a syngeneic, immune-competent oral SCC murine model 

In order to study the interplay of CAFs and the immune system, I wanted to 

use a model that recapitulated the characteristics of human cancer, and at the same 

time involved a fully competent immune system. Achieving this is challenging and 

many different approaches have been pursued. Mice with a humanised immune 

system are expensive and difficult to bread. Additionally, many of the genetically 

modified animals that spontaneously develop tumours have low immunogenicity 

driven by a low mutational burden (Sanmamed et al., 2016). 

 

MOC1/2 recapitulate human HNSCC mutations 

With these characteristics in mind, I identified a model that recapitulates the 

most frequent oncogenic process in human HNSCC and was generated in a C57/Bl6 

background. MOC1 and MOC2 cancer cell lines were originated in Bl6 females 

through treatment with the chemical carcinogen DMBA in the oral pouch (Judd et al., 
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2012b). These cell lines allow for xenograft experiments in the presence of a fully 

functional and syngeneic immune system. They also possess several mutational 

events observed in human HNSCC (Table 1.2). Interestingly, a gene expression 

signature that differentiates the more aggressive MOC2 and the indolent MOC1 is 

able to stratify prognosis of HNSCC patients (Onken et al., 2014). 
 
Table 1.2 Common HNSCC genetic alterations with equivalence in MOC1/2 OSCC 
murine model 
Gene MOC1 MOC2 
TP53 V170E and splice site E225 

NOTCH1 Splice site  

FAT1 E2054D W3896R 

MLL2  Q3647L 

FLG G288V, R487W, Q1875L  

HRAS Q61L  

CSMD3  F407Y 

KRT5 Q186L  

SLC26A7 W37R  

 

The host immune response is different against MOC1 and MOC2  

The mutational burden of MOC1 tumours was higher than in MOC2, hinting 

that some of the difference in aggressiveness may be related to the role of the 

immune system (Onken et al., 2014). MOC1 tumours have higher expression of 

MHC-1, and increased CD8+ T-cell infiltration, whereas MOC2 have lower MHC-1 

expression and higher infiltration by regulatory T-cells (Judd et al., 2012). All these 

elements support the assumption that MOC1 is more amenable to immune-

surveillance. Indeed, xenografts of MOC1 cells grew better in RAG2 -/- mice than in 

WT, while the growth of MOC2 injected tumours did not differ between the immune-

deficient and immune-competent strains (Judd et al. 2012). Further evidence 

supports the difference between both cell lines, as vaccination with irradiated MOC1 

cells generated immunological memory against re-challenge, whereas MOC2 did not 

(Moore et al., 2016b). Moreover, the response to immunotherapy varies across the 

two cell types. Both MOC1 and MOC2 did not respond to anti-PD-L1 in monotherapy, 
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but the addition of STING agonists greatly increased the efficacy of ICB in MOC1 but 

not in MOC2 (Moore et al., 2016b). 

 

Altogether, by using these two models I had a carcinogenic driven tumour in 

C57/Bl6 background, which recapitulates relevant genetic alterations present in 

HNSCC. The different immune responses triggered by the two models (MOC1 is T-

cell inflamed or “hot”, and MOC2 is not inflamed or “cold”) offer an additional 

advantage when wishing to interrogate the relationship between CAFs and immune 

cells. 

 

1.5 Research question, hypothesis and aims 

The research undertaken in this thesis attempted to answer the following 

question: How does the interplay of cells in the TME (i.e. cancer cells, CAFs and 

infiltrating immune cells) influence tumour development and therapeutic responses 

of squamous cell carcinoma?  

 

There are two main hypothesis that I endeavoured to test. Firstly, that the 

cross-talk between cancer cells and fibroblasts has a predominantly 

immunosuppressive effect in SCC, which leads to the immune escape of the tumour. 

Secondly, that the IFN response mediated by direct contact of cancer cells and CAFs 

is related to DNA sensing pathways and transfer of material from cancer cells to 

CAFs. 

 

The specific aims and experimental strategies I pursued are stated below. 

 

• to investigate the relationship between CAFs and the immune infiltrate in 

HNSCC through the analysis of published genomic data, described in 

Chapter 3. 

 

• to interrogate the mechanisms of the interaction between cancer cells and 

CAFs that lead to an IFN response and how this response influences 

therapeutic approaches in SCC. Specifically, I intended to study how 
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radiotherapy and drugs used in the treatment of SCC modified the IFN 

production process, and how the co-culture led IFN response modulated 

sensitivity to oncolytic virus therapy. The in vitro and in vivo experiments 

performed are described in Chapter 4.  

 

• to explore how this milieu of cytokines influences immune cell differentiation 

and migration. This aim was pursued through the study of cytokine 

expression, activation of immune cells, and analysis of images of migrating 

immune cells. These data are explained in Chapter 5. 

 

• to study the cross-talk between cancer cells, CAFs and the immune system 

in an in vivo model. To address this point, I analysed the interplay between 

CAFs and the immune system in a syngeneic murine oral SCC model. The 

results are described in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2. Materials & Methods 

2.1 Bioinformatics 

Database analysis and graph generation for chapter 1 was performed using R 

version 4.0.0 on a x64 Windows operating system. The schematics presented in the 

introduction were created using BioRender (Biorender.com) under an academic 

license with permission to publish in a non-profit setting.  

 

2.1.1 Access to TCGA data 

Clinical data, RSEM (RNA-Seq by Expectation-Maximization) normalised 

expression data (Illumina RNASEQ platform) and Methylation data (Illumina Human 

Methylation 450 platform) for Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC), 

Cervical squamous cell carcinoma (CESC) and Lung squamous cell carcinoma 

(LUSC) cohorts was downloaded from the Firebrowse website hosted by the Broad 

Institute of MIT and Harvard. [http://firebrowse.org/]. Data downloads were all version 

2016012800.0.0 

 

2.1.2 Deconvolution strategies 

Methyl-CIBERSORT 

Signature matrix and mixture files were obtained using MethylCIBERSORT R 

package, hosted on Zenodo at doi: 0.5281/zenodo.1284582. The detailed origin of 

the signatures and the procedure to create the deconvolution strategy is explained 

in (Chakravarthy et al., 2018b). Briefly, methylation data from the literature was used 

to create signatures for the different cell types. Of note, the fibroblast signature was 

obtained from dermal and mammary fibroblasts. After the processing we obtained a 

score ranging 0-1 for each of the cell type specified (cancer, CD14, CD19, CD4_Eff, 

CD56, CD8, Endothelial, Eosinophils, Fibroblast, Neutrophils, Treg). The score 

estimates the abundance of each cell in the patient sample, the sum of the scores 

for each sample is 1. 
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ABSOLUTE-CIBERSORT 

To calculate the immune infiltrate per sample, the library ‘CIBERSORT’ 

(version 1.04, (Newman et al., 2015)) was run within R version 3.4.3 on the RSEM 

normalised data and the LM22 signature (reference) using the parameters 

absolute=TRUE and abs_method=”no.sumto1”. The score estimates the abundance 

of each cell in the patient sample, the sum of the scores for each sample is 1. 

 

Danaher et al. 

Files containing immune cells scores for HNSC, LUSC, and CESC databases 

from TCGA were downloaded from the supplementary information on (Danaher et 

al., 2017). Briefly, these scores were calculated using RNA expression signatures 

from the literature from which candidate genes were selected using pairwise 

similarity statistics. The downloaded data contains relative scores in a log2 

transformed format. Therefore, I used an inverse log2 transformation to get the gene 

expression value before creating correlations with Fibroblast scores from Methyl-

CIBERSORT. 

 

2.1.3 Graphs 

Graphs were created using R package “ggplot” with the following main 

functions and aesthetic modifications:  

geom_histogram, creates a histogram dropping NA (not available) values. 

geom_boxplot, creates a box and whiskers plot in Tukey’s style. Lower and upper 

hinges represent 25th and 75th percentile. The whiskers extend from the hinge to the 

largest and smallest values inside of 1.5*inter-quartile range. Outliers are plotted 

individually. When multiple graphs were required I used the facet_wrap function. 

geom_point, creates a dot plot that can be edited using ggplot functions.  

 

Correlation plots  
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Correlation plots were created using R package “corrplot”. Correlation 

matrixes were calculated from the data using the cor function using Spearman’s 

correlation. p value matrix was calculated using the cor.test function.  

2.1.4 Survival analysis 

Kaplan Meier 

Overall survival (OS) data was obtained using follow up time and status 

(dead/alive) from the TCGA clinical databases and applying the survfit function. 

Kaplan-Meier plots and log rank tests were generated using ggsurvplot. 

Cox regression 

OS data was obtained as explained above, regression values were calculated 

using coxph. 

 

2.1.5 Single-cell RNA sequencing data  

Dataset GSE103322 (Puram et al., 2017) was downloaded. For the cells 

categorised as fibroblasts by the authors, single cell RNA normalised expression was 

analysed. 

 

2.1.6 Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA).  

Gene set enrichment Analysis, GSEA, (version 2.2.3) (Subramanian et al., 

2005) was carried out on the A431-VCAF2b co-culture array gene expression data 

which is available under record GSE121058. Gene sets for the analysis were 

extracted from (Twyman-Saint Victor et al., 2015). All parameters were kept as 

default. Gene signatures with FDR q-value equal or less than 0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. 

 

2.1.7 Analysis of human CAF RNA sequencing data.  

Sequencing data was obtained and analysed previously in our group as 

explained in (Park et al., 2020b). This data is deposited at the NCBI Gene Expression 
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Omnibus under GSE121536. We extracted the transcripts-per-million values for the 

expression of the desired genes and presented them in a table format.  

2.2 Tissue culture 

2.2.1 Culture conditions and cell lines 

The use of multiple different cell lines is reported in this thesis. Table 2.1 

summarizes relevant information such as origin of the cell line and media used. New 

tissue culture treated plates or flasks were used after every passage. If not otherwise 

specified; cells were incubated at 37oC and 5% CO2 and cultured in DMEM 

(ThermoFisher #41966052) containing 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (PAA Labs), 1% 

antibiotics (Pen/Strep) (Invitrogen #15140122). 1% Insulin-transferrin-Selenium 

(Invitrogen #41400045) was added to fibroblasts.  For trypsinization a 1:3 dilution of 

0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco #25200) and Versene (Gibco #15040) was used for all 

cell lines except HUVEC (1:10 solution).  

 
Table 2.1 Cell lines used in this thesis 
 

Name Species 
(H-
human, 
M-mouse) 

Origin Specifics of 
culture condition 

 
Cancer cells/Epithelial 
 
A431 H Vulvar SCC (ECACC)  
FaDu H Pharynx SCC (ATCC)  
VSCC4 H Vulvar SCC (Sahai lab, 

REC06/Q0403/125) 
+ ITS 1%+ EGF + 
Hydrocortisone + 
P/S 1% 

MOC1 M C57Bl6, DMBA treatment in oral 
pouch (kind gift from R. Uppaluri, 
Washington) 

5% FBS 

MOC2 M C57Bl6, DMBA treatment (kind gift 
from R. Uppaluri, Washington) 

5% FBS 

HEK 293 T H ATCC  
    
 
Fibroblasts 
 
VCAF2b H Vulvar CAF (Sahai Lab REC 

REC06/Q0403/125) 
+1% ITS 
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VCAF4 H Vulvar CAF (Sahai Lab REC 
REC06/Q0403/125) 

+1% ITS 

HNOF6 H Normal oral mucosa derived 
fibroblast (Sahai Lab REC 
15/EE/0151) 

+1% ITS 

NHF1-hTert H Normal dermal fibroblast (Diffley 
Lab) 

+1% ITS 

BJ-hTert H Foreskin fibroblasts (Cell 
Services) 

+1% ITS 

OCAF1 H Head and Neck SCC derived 
fibroblast (Sahai Lab REC 
15/EE/0151) 

+1% ITS 

OCAF2 H Head and Neck SCC derived 
fibroblast (Sahai Lab REC 
15/EE/0151) 

+1% ITS 

MOCAF2 M Originated in the lab from MOC2 
subcutaneous tumours 

+1% ITS 

 
Epithelial (Non-transformed) 
 
HaCaT H Robert Eltson (Cambridge)  
 
Endothelial 
 
HUVEC H ATCC EBMTM-2 Basal 

Medium (Lonza 
CC-3156) and 
EGMTM-2 
SingleQuotsTM 
Supplements 
(Lonza CC-4176) 

 

2.2.2 Isolation of cells from tumours to establish cell lines  

A number of cell lines (see Table 2.1) were derived in our laboratory using 

fresh patient material under REC: 06/Q0403/125 and REC 15/EE/0151.  

We receive tumour pieces from the operating theatre. These fragments are 

then cultured at the interface between cell culture plastic and a collagen/Matrigel mix 

with media containing serum, hydrocortisone, insulin, transferrin, and selenium. After 

a week or two, fibroblasts invade from the tumour piece onto the culture dish. At that 

point, the bulk tumour piece is removed and the gel is digested using TM Liberase 

(Roche # 5401119001). Differential adhesion and lack of supporting growth factors 

for keratinocytes is used to favour the growth of CAFs. Different culture conditions 

are used to favour the expansion of cancer cells (this includes fibroblast feeder 

layers). Once the CAFs are sufficiently expanded then cells are frozen, STR tested 
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(to ensure that they are unique and not the result of inadvertent cross-contamination), 

and stained for fibroblast markers. Primary fibroblasts are immortalized by 

transfecting an hTERT plasmid using lentivirus. 

 

MOCAF2 fibroblast cell line was established following the same protocol as 

above. MOC2 cells were injected in the flank of female Albino C57Bl6 J mice that 

express tdTomato under the Rosa26 promotor. Tumours were excised and 

fibroblasts were extracted as above, after immortalization with an E6 lentiviral 

plasmid the cells were sorted to eliminate any possible cancer cell contamination.  

 

2.2.3 Lentiviral transfection 

Fluorophores (yPET, LifeActin mCherry) for imaging and human hTERT and 

E6 for immortalization were transfected to create stable cell lines using a lentivirus 

plasmid previously available in the laboratory (pCSII-IRES with hygromycin or 

puromycin as a selection mechanism). The desired plasmid was mixed with RRE, 

REV, and VSV-G using Calcium Phosphate as a transfection reagent on HEK293T 

cells. After 24 hours media was changed and 10 mM Sodium Butyrate was added. 

After 48h the media was filtered and added to a culture of the cells that were to be 

transfected with the addition of Polybrene 10 µg/mL. After 48h selection was started 

with the adequate drug. 

 

2.2.4 Co-culture 

Different combinations of epithelial cell lines, fibroblasts, endothelial cells and 

macrophages were co-cultured in three conditions. Mono-cultures, direct co-cultures 

(cells in direct contact, touch) or indirect co-cultures (cells only in contact through 

soluble factors, no-touch). The ratio between cancer cells and other cell types was 

1:1, typically 105 cells in a 12 well plate. All co-cultures were maintained in DMEM 

(ThermoFisher #41966052) containing 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (PAA Labs), 1% 

antibiotics (Pen/Strep) (Invitrogen #15140122) and 1% Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium 

(Invitrogen #41400045). After co-culture cells were lysed for RNA extraction as 

explained below.  
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For the co-culture experiments with a defined tumour-stroma boundary, 5x103 

VCAF2b were seeded in one chamber of a 2-well silicone insert (Ibidi Cat.No:80209). 

5 days later, 2x104 A431 cells were seeded in the opposite chamber. The insert was 

removed after 24h. When the cells had proliferated and migrated so as to form a 

defined interface (around 36h later) monocytes or T-cells were added and the plate 

was imaged using a Nikon LTTL widefield system. Cells were kept at 37oC and 5% 

CO2 for the duration of the time-lapse experiment. 

 

2.2.5 STR profiling 

STR profiling was done by the Cell Services facility using Promega 

PowerPlex® 16 HS System. Additionally, a species identification test was performed 

for all lines to confirm the correct species and to ensure that there isn’t any inter-

species cross-contamination.  

 

2.2.6 Mycoplasma testing 

The Cell Services facility screened regularly all the cell lines for Mycoplasma 

first by fluorescence (Hoescht Sigma #B2261) staining and confirmed by Agar 

culture. For details see: https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/technical-

documents/protocols/biology/testing-for-mycoplasma0.html 

 

2.2.7 Radiotherapy 

Cells were irradiated in a Caesium-137 gamma irradiator (GSR D1 Gamma 

Services). The desired dose was obtained by calculating the adequate irradiation 

time on level 0. Control cells for these experiments were submitted to sham 

irradiation (cells were transported to the irradiation room for the same amount of 

time).  
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2.2.8 Drug treatment 

Gap junction inhibition.  

A431-VCAF2b direct co-cultures were treated using DMSO control, 

Tonabersat 40 µM (Sigma SML1354) and Enoxolone 100 µM (Abcam ab142579). 

Cells were cultured for 20 hours before harvesting in RNA Protect (Qiagen #76526) 

for gene expression analyses.  

 

Cell viability 

AZD6738 (Selleckchem #S7693) at 0.5-10μM, Cisplatin (Selleckchem # S1166) at 

1μM, and 5-Aza-2-deoxycytidine at 2.5 μM (Sigma #A3656), were used to treat A431 

cancer cells seeded in 96well dark wall plate for 48h. After incubation viability was 

analysed using CellTiterGlo (Promega #G7570) according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. Briefly, cells were left at room temperature for 30 minutes before adding 

a volume of CellTiter-Glo® Reagent equal to the volume of cell culture medium 

present in each well. After 2 minutes in an orbital shaker and 10 minutes incubation 

at RT, luminescence was recorded using a Tecan Infinite M1000 plate reader. 

Luminescence at 500 nm values were normalised to DMSO control defined as 100%. 

 

Micronuclei detection and influence on ISGs production  

AZD6738 (Selleckchem #S7693) at 1μM, Cisplatin (Selleckchem # S1166) at 

1μM, and 5-Aza-2-deoxycytidine at 2.5 μM (Sigma #A3656), were used to treat A431 

cancer cells for 48h before cells were trypsinized and plated in direct or indirect co-

culture with fibroblasts (VCAF2b) or on their own for 20 hours. Downstream RNA 

extraction and qPCR were performed as described in section 2.3.2. For micronuclei 

analysis; after drug treatment cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained 

with DAPI 1:1000 (Sigma D9542) for imaging in Zeiss LSM510 microscope using 

epifluorescence. Images were analysed using ImageJ. Images were converted into 

masks at the same threshold and the watershed function was run. The analyse 

particles function was used to detect the number of nuclei (size 80-Infinity) and 

micronuclei (0-60).   

 

cGAMP and polyI:C treatment 
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A431 and VCAF2b cultures were treated using 10% FCS media as a control, 

cGAMP 20 µg/mL (Selleckchem S7904) and poly:IC 6 µg/mL (Invivogen tlrl-pic). 

Cells were cultured for 8 hours before harvesting in RNA Protect (Qiagen #76526) 

for gene expression analyses.  

 

2.2.9 Oncolytic virus infection 

Cancer cells and fibroblasts were cultured in the different co-culture 

conditions (Touch, no touch, alone) for 24 hours before the addition of oncolytic virus 

HSV1716-GFP (kind gift from Sorrento Therapeutics). Multiplicity of Infection (MOI) 

numbers are indicated in the relevant text sections and figures. For siRNA 

experiment, cells were incubated for 24h with the specific siRNA before trypsinization 

and incorporation to the different co-culture conditions. 

After 48h of incorporating the virus, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) for 10 minutes. A Zeiss LSM 510 system was used to acquire epifluorescence 

micrographs. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ. The area positive for the 

virus channel (GFP) and the area positive for the epithelial cells (mCherry) was 

calculated and the ratio is presented in the appropriate figures.  

2.3 Molecular biology techniques 

2.3.1 Small interference siRNA transfection 

Cells were seeded into 6-well plates (Falcon, Thermo Fisher) at around 70% 

confluence, siRNA was diluted using serum free media Opti-Mem (Thermo Fisher, 

Cat No: 31985047) and combined with 2µL/well of DharmaFECT[2] transfection 

reagent (Dharmacon #T-2002-03). Final siRNA concentration was 100nM. 

Subsequently the mix was incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes to allow 

formation of complexes. siRNAs were obtained from Dharmacon or Sigma, 

sequences are shown in Table 2.2. Cells were incubated in siRNA containing Opti-

Mem for 24 hours before trypsinization. Afterwards they were counted using the 

automated cell counter Countess II (Invitrogen). 
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Table 2.2 siRNA sequences used in the experiments 
Gene Catalogue Number  Sequence 
IRF3 D-006875-04-0005 5’-GGGAAGAGUGGGAGUUCGA-3’ 

D-006875-05-0005 5’-CCAAGAGGCUCGUGAUGGU-3’ 
STING/TMEM173 D-024333-03 5’-GCAUCAAGGAUCGGGUUUA-3’ 

D-024333-04 5’-ACAUUCGCUUCCUGGAUAA-3’ 
cGAS D-015607-01-0002 5’-GAAGAAACAUGGCGGCUAU-3’ 

D-015607-02-0002 5’-GAAGAGAAAUGUUGCAGGA-3’ 
D-015607-03-0002 5’-GUAAGGAAUUUCUGACAAA-3’ 

ZBP1 D-014650-01-0002 5’-GCAAAGUCAGCCUCAAUUA-3’ 
D-014650-02-0002 5’-GGACACGGGAACAUCAUUA-3’ 
D-014650-03-0002 5’-GGACCCAACAGCUGGAUUU-3’ 

DDX41 D-010394-01-0002 5’-GCAAAGAGUCUGCCAAGGA-3’ 
D-010394-02-0002 5’-UCAAAGCGCUGCUGCUAGA-3’ 
D-010394-03-0002 5’-CAAGGGAGCUGCGGAGGAA-3’ 

 

 

2.3.2 RNA extraction, cDNA preparation and qRT-PCR 

After the desired culture time, media in the wells was aspirated and 

RNAprotect cell reagent (Qiagen #76526) was added to the cells. After 15 minutes 

the reagent containing the lysed cells was pipetted and stored at -80 oC until RNA 

isolation. 

RNaseZAP (Sigma #R2020) was applied to surfaces and pipettes before 

starting the process. For experiments with a small number of cells the Qiagen 

micro/mini-kit (Qiagen #74034/74104) column-based kit was used according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. 2-Mercaptoethanol (Merck #M6250) was added to the 

lysis buffer. On-column DNA digestion using DNAse was performed. For 

experiments with a larger number of samples, the MagMAXTM-96 magnetic bead-

based purification kits (ThermoFisher #AM1830) was used according to 

manufacturer’s instructions, adding an extra washing step at the end of the protocol.  

cDNA was prepared using 0.5–2 µg of RNA, 1 µg of random hexamers 

(Promega #C1181) and Rnase free water (Invitrogen #AM9932). After annealing M-

MuLV reverse transcriptase (Promega # m3682) and dNTP pool was added 

(equimolar mix of ATCG, 10 mM in total, Sigma # DNTP100-1kt). 

qRT-PCR was performed using Platinum SYBR green qRT-PCR SuperMix-

UDG with Rox (ThermoFisher #11744100). cDNA, custom primers and the SYBR 
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green mix were mixed and pipetted into a 384 wells plate using a Beckman-Coultier 

Biomek FX robot.  

 

Primers were designed using Primer-Blast and the following criteria, PCR 

product size maximum of 350 pb, primer must span an exon-exon junction, 4 

mismatches with 3 in the 5 last pairs of bases 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/index.cgi). Custom primers were 

acquired from Sigma, sequences are available in Table 2.3.  

 

For the PCR reaction I used the QuantStudio 7 Real-Time PCR systems 

(Applied Biosystems) on Standard with the following cycle characteristics for 40 

cycles  

50°C – 2 minutes 

95°C – 10 minutes 

95°C – 15 seconds Denaturing 

60°C – 60 seconds Annealing/Extension return to denaturing x 40 cycles 

4°C – hold.  

 

RNA levels were normalised using at least two housekeeping genes using 

the ΔΔCt method. For experiments in which we used a treatment control group we 

then normalised to the appropriate control (i.e. IgG for antibody treatments, scramble 

siRNA for the silencing experiments, and DMSO for the drug treatment experiments).  

 
Table 2.3 Sequence of the primers use for qRT-PCR experiments 
 

Gene Sequence 
ACTA2 Forward 5’-CCGACCGAATGCAGAAGGA-3’ 

Reverse 5’-ACAGAGTATTTGCGCTCCGAA-3’ 
CCL5 Forward 5’-AGCCCTCGCTGTCATCCT-3’ 

Reverse 3’-CACTTGGCGGTTCTTTCG-5’ 
CXCL10 Forward 5’-CCTGCAAGCCAATTTTGTCCACGTGTT-3’ 

Reverse 3’-AGCACTGCATCGATTTTGCTCCCCTC-5’ 
OAS2 Forward 5’-CCGTTGGTGTTGGCATCTTC-3’ 

Reverse 3’-GCATTGTCGGCACTTTCCAA-5’ 
PDGFRA Forward 5’-CTGGGTTTCCATCCTTGAG-3’ 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/index.cgi
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Reverse 3’-TAGTAGGCTTCCTGCGTGG-5’ 
IFNB1 Forward 5’-GCGACACTGTTCGTGTTGTC-3’ 

Reverse 3’-ATAGATGGTCAATGCGGCGT-5’ 
FAP Forward 5’-TCAAAGAAGTATCCCTTGCTAATTCA -3’ 

Reverse 3’-GCAATGACCATCCCTTCCTTAC-5’ 
CXCL8 Forward 5’-TCTGGCAACCCTAGTCTGCT -3’ 

Reverse 3’-AAACCAAGGCACAGTGGAAC-5’ 
IDO1 Forward 5’-GGGCTTTGCTCTGCCAAATC -3’ 

Reverse 3’-GGCAAGACCTTACGGACATC-5’ 
TNFSF10/TRAIL Forward 5’-TCCAAAAGTGGCATTGCTTGT-3’ 

Reverse 3’-AGCCTTTTCATTCTTGGAGTCTTTC-5’ 
IL1B Forward 5’-CATTGCTCAAGTGTCTGAAGC-3’ 

Reverse 3’-CATGGCCACAACAACTGACG-5’ 
IL6 Forward 5’-TCAATATTAGAGTCTCAACCCCCAA-3’ 

Reverse 3’-TACATGTCTCCTTTCTCAGGGC-5’ 
CSF2 Forward 5’-AAATGTTTGACCTCCAGGAGCC -3’ 

Reverse 3’-ATCTGGGTTGCACAGGAAGTT-5’ 
MX2 Forward 5’-GCCCTTAGCATGCTCCAGAA-3’ 

Reverse 3’-ATCGTGCTCTGAACAGTTTGG-5’ 
IRF3 Forward 5’-TAAACGCAACCCTTCTTTGC-3’ 

Reverse 3’-GATGCACAGCAGGAGGATTT-5’ 
GAPDH Forward 5’-CAAAAGGGTCATCATCTCTGC-3’ 

Reverse 3’-AGTTGTCATGGATGACCTTGG-5’ 
ACTIN Forward 5’-GGACTTCGAGCAAGAGATGG-3’ 

Reverse 3’-AGCACTGTGTTGGCGTACAG-5’ 
B2M Forward 5’-CGTGGCCTTAGCTGTGC-3’ 

Reverse 3’-AATGTCGGATGGATGAAACC-5’ 
 

 

2.3.3 Western blot 

Cells from culture were lysed in buffer containing 50mM Tris HCL pH 8, 150mM 

NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 1% SDS and 1mM EDTA (all 

purchased from Sigma and a protease inhibitor cocktail tablet (Roche 

#11873580001)). When in the buffer, the cells were mechanically lysed with a cell 

scraper, before being transferred into eppendorf tubes and incubated on ice for 15 

minutes. Lysates were sonicated between 10 and 14 microns (amplitude) for 10 

seconds and then centrifuged at 4˚C for 5 minutes before measuring protein levels. 
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Total protein quantification was performed using the Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) 

method in accordance with manufacturer’s protocol (ThermoFisher #23225). 

Subsequently, 20µg of sample was loaded on a 4-12% gradient Bis-Tris gel 

(Invitrogen #4561085) and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Invitrogen #1704156) 

for blotting. Blocking of the membrane was for 1 hour in a mix of 5% BSA/Milk in 

TBST. Primary antibody incubation overnight at 4˚C with IRF3 (D6I4C) antibody 

(dilution 1:1000, Cell Signalling #11904S) or anti-beta-actin (AC-15) antibody 

(dilution 1:100 000, Sigma #A1978).24h later, the membrane was washed before 

adding the HRP-conjugated secondary (Dilution 1:25 000, ThermoFisher). Followed 

by incubation for 1 hour at room temperature. After another wash, the membrane 

was developed with Luminata Western HRP substrate kit (Millipore #WBLUR0100) 

and imaged 
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2.4 Immune cells 

2.4.1 Immune cell isolation 

I received blood from healthy volunteers at the Crick after informed consent. 

The project was approved by the Crick Review Board. Afterwards, Peripheral Blood 

Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs) were isolated using gradient separation with 

Lymphoprep and SepMate tubes (Stemcell # 07851, and #85450) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Immunomagnetic negative selection EasySep © 

isolation kits were then used to isolate T cells (Stemcell # 17951) and/or monocytes 

(Stemcell # 19359). Posterior processing depended on the intended experiment.  

 

Co-culture for T-cell activation 

T-cells were activated/expanded using CD3/CD28 magnetic beads 

(ThermoFisher # 11132D at a 1:2 ratio), RPMI media (Gibco #12633 + GlutaMax 

1:100 + 10% FBS) containing IL-2 (Peprotech #200-02, final concentration 10 pg/mL) 

and IL-7 (Peprotech #200-07, final concentration 20pg/mL).  

 

Imaging 

Monocytes or activated T-cells were stained using Cell Trace Violet 

(ThermoFisher #C34557) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

Immune cell imaging on cancer cell – CAF co-culture/ Tumour-stroma boundary 

assay 

 

5x104 immune cells isolated and stained as explained directly above were 

added to a A431-VCAF2b boundary co-culture (see Methods section 2.2.4) in a 24w 

imaging Ibidi plate (#82406). After 6h the plate was transferred to a Nikon LTTL 

system with Okolab temperature and CO2 control for time-lapse imaging.  

 

Image analysis was performed in ImageJ with the following plugins;  

 

TrackMate 
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https://imagej.net/TrackMate  

Tinevez, JY.; Perry, N. & Schindelin, J. et al. (2017), "TrackMate: An open and 

extensible platform for single-particle tracking.", Methods 115: 80-90, PMID 

27713081 

 

Stitching  

https://imagej.net/Grid/Collection_Stitching_Plugin 

Preibisch S, Saalfeld S, Tomancak P. Globally optimal stitching of tiled 3D 

microscopic image acquisitions. Bioinformatics. 2009;25(11):1463-1465. 

doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btp184 

 

LoG 3D 

http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/LoG3D/ 

D. Sage, F.R. Neumann, F. Hediger, S.M. Gasser, M. Unser, "Automatic Tracking of 

Individual Fluorescence Particles: Application to the Study of Chromosome 

Dynamics," IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, vol. 14, no. 9, pp. 1372-1383, 

September 2005. 

 

 

2.4.2 Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACs) 

After activation and/or treatment with conditioned media or co-culture T-cells 

were transferred to a 96 V-bottom plate for staining. Briefly, cells were resuspended 

in FACs Buffer (PBS + 0.1% FBS), centrifuged and washed. Staining was performed 

using a 50/50 FACs buffer/ Brilliant Stain buffer (BD # 566349) solution at a final 

antibody concentration of 1:200 for 30 minutes at room temperature. After washing, 

cells were fixed using Fixation/Permeabilization buffer (BD # 554714). The antibody 

panel used is presented in Table 2.4. 

BD LSR Fortessa was used to acquire the samples using BD Diva FACs 

Software. Posterior analysis was done using FlowJo v10.6.2.  

  

https://imagej.net/TrackMate
https://imagej.net/Grid/Collection_Stitching_Plugin
http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/LoG3D/
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Table 2.4 List of antibodies and fluorophores used for FACs experiments 
Target / Fluorophore / Clone Manufacturer Catalog # 

human CD45 BV785 (HI30) BioLegend 304047 
human CD8 FITC (SK1) BioLegend 344703 
human CD4 PerCp/Cy 5.5 (A161A1) BioLegend 357413 
human CD69 PE (FN50) BioLegend 310905 

human CD25 APC (BC96) BioLegend 302609 
human PD1 BV421 (EH12.2H7) BioLegend 329919 

 

2.5 Staining 

2.5.1 Immunofluorescence 

Cells/Frozen tissue were fixed in 4% PFA before staining. Cells were 

subjected to permeabilization (0.25% Triton-X in PBS) and blocking (5% BSA in PBS 

with 0.05% Tween-20) before being incubated overnight at 4˚C in primary antibodies 

diluted in 1% BSA in PBS with 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST). Primary antibodies are 

described in Table 2.5. Cells were then washed before incubation with secondary 

antibody diluted in 1% BSA in PBST for 1 hour. After another wash, DAPI 1:1000 

(Sigma D9542) and/or Phalloidin (dilution 1:500, Sigma, 68825) were added as 

counter-staining. Imaging was done using Zeiss LSM780, Olympus FV300 (for 

confocal) or Zeiss LSM510 microscope (for epifluorescence). Images were analysed 

using ImageJ. 

 
Table 2.5 List of antibodies used for immunofluorescence staining 
Target / Species Manufacturer Catalog # 

Vimentin / Mouse Santa Cruz SC-6020 

Fibronectin / Rabbit Sigma F-3648 
αSMA / Mouse Sigma C6198 
N-cadherin / Mouse Thermo-Fisher MA1-2002 
Cytokeratin 7/17 / Mouse In house CAM2.5 

E-cadherin / Rabbit CST 3195 
Thy-1 / Rabbit CST 13801 
PDGFRα/ Goat R&D AF1062 
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2.5.2 Immunohistochemistry  

Tumour tissue was fixed in Normal Buffered Formaldehyde for 24h, then 

transferred to 70% ethanol and subsequently embedded in paraffin. After sectioning, 

slides were dewaxed with xylene and rehydrated with ethanol and rinsed with distilled 

water. Antigen retrieval was performed in the adequate buffer (see Table 2.6) using 

a microwave. After blocking endogenous peroxidase, a staining chamber was drawn 

using a hydrophobic pen. Then the tissue was blocked in BSA/PBS for 30 minutes 

before adding the primary antibody (see table) for 1 hour at room temperature. After 

washing, secondary antibody was added for 45 minutes at room temperature. Avidin-

Biotin Complex was added for 30 minutes RT before applying DAB solution. 1-minute 

haematoxylin was used as counter-staining. Some of the staining was automated 

using Ventana (Roche) technology and performed by the staff of the Experimental 

Histopathology Unit at the Francis Crick Institute.  

The slides were scanned using Zeiss AxioScan.Z1. The scanned images were 

analysed using Strataquest version 6.0.1.215 

 
Table 2.6 List of antibodies used for IHC staining 
Target  Antigen retrieval 

buffer 
Manufacturer Catalog # 

Human IRF3 Tris-EDTA pH9 R&D AF4019 
αSMA Citrate Buffer pH6 Sigma A2547 
CD8α Citrate Buffer pH6 Thermo-Fisher 14-0808-82 

CD4 Citrate Buffer pH6 Abcam ab183685 
B220 Citrate Buffer pH6 BD 553086 
Red Fluorescent Protein Citrate Buffer pH6 Rockland 600-401-379 

 

2.6 Patient Material and Ethics 

Patient material used to derive human cell lines from Head and Neck origin 

was obtained from the Royal Marsden Hospital after specific informed consent 

through the project CCR2924 (Approved by the London/Chelsea NHS REC with 

code REC: 06/Q0403/125). 
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Patient material used to derive gynaecological human cell lines and IHC 

staining was obtained from the QMUL/Royal London Hospital biobank after generic 

informed consent under REC 15/EE/0151. 

Blood used to derive PBMCs was obtained from healthy volunteers at the 

Crick after specific informed consent. The information sheet, informed consent form 

and project was approved by the Crick Review Board. 

All human material was handled according to relevant ethical regulations by 

the Human Tissue Act. 

 

2.7 Animal models 

The Francis Crick’s Institute Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body and UK 

Home Office authority provided by Project License 70/8380 approved all animal 

model procedures undertaken in this thesis. Every regulated procedure applied to 

mice in this thesis is compliant with all relevant ethical regulations regarding animal 

research. I took part in the relevant courses and obtained my licence under personal 

licence number: I44B200BF. Every effort was made to comply with the three R’s 

objectives, i.e. optimising experiment design to reduce the numbers of animal used, 

or developing co-culture models to replace some of the experiments.  

A431 cells were co-cultured with VCAF2b in 1:1 ratio for 24h before tumour 

induction. Flank subcutaneous tumours were induced by injecting female ICRF nu/nu 

or Balb/c nu/nu mice with 4x106 co-cultured cells in PBS/30% matrigel (BD 

biosciences #356235) either with or without HSV-eGFP oncolytic virus at different 

Multiplicity of Injection (MOI) (0.005, 0.00158, or 0.0005). 

MOC1 and MOC2 cells were washed twice with PBS before injection in the 

flank of male C57Bl6-J mice. 250.000 cells in 100 µL of PBS. The mice strains used 

are defined in Table 2.7. For co-injection, MOC1 and MOCAF2 cells were washed 

twice with PBS from culture before mixing (5x105 CAFs to 2.5x105 cancer cells) and 

injection in the flank of C57Bl6-J wild type mice in 100 µL of PBS. 
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Table 2.7 Mouse strains used in in vivo experiments 
Name Strain background Genes mutated 
NSG NOD/ShiLtSz Prkdc, Il2rg 
NodSCID NOD/ShiLtSz Prkdc 
Balb/c nude Balb/c Foxn1 
Albino Bl6 tomato C57BL/6J Stk19, Tyr, Gt(ROSA)26Sor, (CAG-

tdTomato) 
C57BL/6J C57BL/6J WT 
Rag1 KO C57BL/6J Rag1 

 

Tumours were measured three times a week. Mice were culled when tumours 

reached more than 12mm in mean tumour diameter, or the tumour ulcerated 

significantly. Mice were monitored clinically, and humane endpoints were defined as 

follows;  

-  Animals that display mild clinical signs such as partial piloerection, 

intermittent huddled posture, inappetence or inactivity will be killed if they do not 

improve within a 24hr period. 

- Animals that display moderate clinical signs such as marked piloerection, 

persistently hunched posture and unresponsive behaviour to extraneous activity or 

provocation, and/or clinical signs of suffering like persistently laboured respiration 

(dyspnoea), or persistent diarrhoea or dyspnoea will be killed immediately. 

- Tumour mean diameter larger than 12 mm 

- If any tumour ulcerates significantly (i.e. ulceration is bigger than 20% of 

tumour surface area, is weeping or oozing, or limits the animal’s normal behaviour) 

then the animal will be killed. 

- Body weight loss reaches 15% within a 48hr period. 
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2.8 Statistics and reproducibility 

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism software (Graphpad Software v 

7.5 and 8.3.1) or R (v 4.0.0). Mean values and standard deviation/standard error of 

the mean are shown in graphs. Additionally, wherever possible I have included the 

individual data points in the graphs. P-values were obtained from Mann-Whitney and 

t test for comparing two datasets and ANOVA followed by multiple-comparison post 

hoc test for multiple datasets. Before applying any parametric test, the normal 

distribution of the data was confirmed using Shapiro-Wilk normality test. For 

normalized data, one sample t-test referenced to a hypothetical value was used. All 

statistic tests were two-sided. Attempts at replication were successful, provided that 

internal controls for technical reliability were acceptable. The number of independent 

experiments is stated in the text and/or figure legends.  
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Chapter 3. Correlation of CAF abundance and 
infiltration by immune cell subpopulations in human 
squamous cell carcinomas.  

3.1 Chapter introduction 

Cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are a key component of the tumour 

microenvironment. Higher numbers of infiltrating CAFs have been associated with 

prognosis in many cancer types (Liu et al., 2016). The different techniques and 

markers used across different tumours led to a high degree of heterogeneity in those 

results, however, the effect of CAFs is predominantly deleterious to patient prognosis 

(Liu et al., 2016). The role of the immune system in the control of malignancies has 

been known for a long time (Dunn et al., 2004), and its importance has been 

underscored by the success of immune-therapy in the form of immune checkpoint 

inhibitors (Melero et al., 2015). Previous studies have suggested a possible 

immunosuppressive role of CAFs through multiple mechanisms (Introduction section 

1.2.5). The role of CAFs in hampering immune cell function could explain why they 

are related to poorer prognosis and a deeper understanding of this relationship could 

lead to ways of improving current immune-therapeutic strategies.  

The absence of a single bona fide CAF marker and the presence of diverse 

CAF subpopulations, added to the complexity of the immune infiltrate, hinders the 

study of the interaction between CAFs and the immune infiltrate. The use of publicly 

available gene expression databases, together with immune deconvolution 

strategies (Danaher et al., 2017; Gentles et al., 2015) has proven to be an immensely 

powerful tool to study the immune infiltrate. However, CAF plasticity and variability 

in gene expression results in lack of robustness when estimating CAF presence in 

tumours from bulk RNA sequencing. In order to circumvent this caveat, 

(Chakravarthy et al., 2018b) used a model based on methylation signatures that 

allowed them to accurately estimate the presence of CAFs in tumours from the TCGA 

cohort.  

The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to replicate the analysis 

performed using Methyl-CIBERSORT to obtain the abundance of CAFs in Head and 

Neck, Cervix and Lung squamous cell carcinoma. These data enabled me to 
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correlate fibroblast presence with immune population infiltration using other gene 

expression deconvolution strategies such as Absolute-CIBERSORT and the 

approach developed by Danaher et al.  

Probir Chakravarty, from the bioinformatics team of the Crick, applied the 

deconvolution algorithms and kindly provided the raw immune-populations and gene 

expression data for Methyl-CIBERSORT and Absolute-CIBERSORT from the TCGA 

database. I performed all further analysis and created every figure in the chapter.  

3.2 Methylation data allows for estimation of fibroblast 
component in HNSCC and correlates with survival and gene 
expression data. 

The algorithms described in the Methyl-CIBERSORT publication 

(Chakravarthy et al., 2018b) were applied to data from 518 patients of the TCGA 

HNSC data-set. As a result, I had an estimation of the fibroblast abundance in each 

analysed tumour. Figure 3.1 shows a histogram representing cumulative fibroblast 

distribution in the samples.  

 
Figure 3.1 Histogram showing fibroblast component in HNSCC TCGA samples 
Histogram showing frequencies of fibroblast component as estimated by Methyl-
CIBERSORT in 518 patients from the HNSCC TCGA dataset. Median 0.085. Range 
0.018-0.371.  
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3.2.1 Fibroblasts are more abundant in patients with worse prognosis and 
HPV negative tumours. 

Available clinical data for the TCGA cohort includes overall survival (OS), 

hence, I explored the relationship between fibroblast presence and prognosis. OS 

was significantly lower in tumours rich in CAFs both when using the median as cut-

off (Figure 3.2a), and when comparing the lower and upper quartiles (Figure 3.2b). 

The percentage of fibroblast abundance, as a continuous variable resulted in a 

hazard ratio of 1.02 (95% CI 0.99-1.04) albeit with a non-significant p value 

(p=0.0928, Cox regression). As an example, a 10% increase in the fibroblast 

component of the tumour would increase the hazard of death by 20%. The lack of 

significance could be explained by insufficient sample size or by the need for extreme 

phenotypes to be able to detect a significant effect. 

In order to elucidate the possible reasons behind the observed associations, I 

interrogated the relationship between fibroblast abundance and known prognostic 

factors such as HPV status and clinical stage at diagnosis.  

In the original Methyl-CIBERSORT publication, the authors took advantage of 

the known relationship of HPV positive tumours with a “hotter” TME with increased 

CD8 T cell infiltration (Ward et al., 2014) to help validate their model. This increase 

in CD8 T cells was inversely associated with fibroblast presence. IHC staining of a 

Head and Neck cancer cohort confirmed this correlation and also showed that both 

high tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and low CAFs were associated with better 

prognosis. (Chakravarthy et al., 2018b). Consistent with this data, HPV negative 

tumours had a much richer CAF infiltrate than HPV positive tumours (Figure 3.2c). 

On the other hand, clinical stage was not significantly related to fibroblast 

abundance, independently of HPV status (Figure 3.2d). 

As HPV status and fibroblast presence are not independent variables, I was 

not able to use a multivariate model to elucidate the effect on survival. Therefore, I 

stratified the tumours into HPV positive and negative groups and repeated the 

survival analysis. I did not observe a significant difference in survival when using the 

median as cut-off (not shown). A non-significant trend was observed for HPV 

negative patients (Figure 3.3a). Although the number of patients analysed is lower, 

there was a striking difference between the lower quartile and upper quartile of 
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fibroblasts in HPV positive tumours, with patients in the lower quartile showing better 

prognosis (Figure 3.3b). 

 
 
Figure 3.2 Higher fibroblast component correlates with poorer prognosis in Head 
and Neck SCC patients and negative HPV statuts 
a-b Kaplan Meier curves comparing overall survival of HNSC TCGA patients stratified in 
high or low fibroblast content (a. median is used as cut-off, n=259 patients per group, b. 
compares Q1 vs Q4, n=129 patients per group). Log rank test.  
c. Boxplot comparing fibroblast presence between HPV positive and negative tumours. 
Independent t-test. p<0.0001, negative n=419, positive n=97. Means 0.106 vs 0.073. 
d. Boxplots comparing fibroblast in early clinical stage vs late for all-comers, HPV 
negative and HPV positive patients. Independent t-test. Stage I-III n=235, Stage IV 
n=283. Means 0.099 vs 0.100.  
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Figure 3.3 Overall Survival in Head and Neck SCC TCGA patients stratified by 
fibroblasts and HPV 
a-b Kaplan Meier curves comparing overall survival of HNSCC TCGA patients stratified 
in high or low fibroblast content (Q1 vs Q4). a. HPV negative patients, n=105 patients 
per group, b. HPV positive patients, n=25 patients per group. Log rank test. 

3.2.2 Fibroblast abundance correlates positively with gene expression of 
known CAF markers. 

An advantage of using the TCGA cohort is that I was able to compare 

fibroblast proportion, extracted from the methylation data, with bulk RNA sequencing 

information. I wanted to further validate the accuracy of the fibroblast abundance 

predicted through methylation data, as well as to study the correlation of the different 

markers between themselves. My first step was to curate a list of known CAF 

markers extracted from the literature (ACTA2, FAP, THY1, SPARC, ITGB1, 

PDGFRB, PDGFRA, PDPN, POSTN, VIM). I then drew a correlation plot and 

observed a strong (ρ>0.6), statistically significant positive correlation between most 

of them, except for ITGB1 and PDPN. These two markers correlated strongly 

between themselves, but the strength of the correlation with all the other markers 

was weaker (Figure 3.4a). Subsequently, I explored the correlation between the 

fibroblast proportion obtained from Methyl-CIBERSORT with the gene expression of 

the cited CAF markers. Reassuringly, all genes were positively and significantly 

correlated with the proportion of fibroblasts (Figure 3.4b). ρ values of the correlations 

were similar across HPV status, except for ITGB1 and PDPN (Figure 3.4c-d). The 
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most likely reason for the lack of significance for these last markers is the expression 

of these genes by other cells in the tumour bulk.  

 
 
Figure 3.4 Correlation plots between fibroblast abundance and markers in Head 
and Neck SCC  
a. Plot depicting correlation between known CAF markers in TCGA HNSCC samples. 
Coefficients are Spearman’s ρ values. Circle size and colours represent rho values. 
Blank squares are not significant at a p value =0.001. b-d. Plots showing correlation 
between CAF markers and fibroblast abundance per Methyl-CIBERSORT. Coefficients 
are Spearman’s ρ values. All correlations are significant at a p value =0.001. b. All 
samples n=518. c. HPV positive samples n=97. d. HPV negative samples n=419.   
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3.3 CAF infiltration correlates negatively with presence of CD8 
T-cells and positively with macrophages in HNSCC.  

Once I had confirmed the validity of the CAF estimate and its clinical relevance, 

I wanted to explore its relationship with other immune cells. Methyl-CIBERSORT 

includes a methylation-based deconvolution for some components of the immune 

infiltrate (Chakravarthy et al., 2018b). I was able to replicate their results showing a 

negative correlation between CD8 and CD19 cells, and fibroblasts. At the same time 

a positive correlation between CAFs and CD14 cells was apparent (Figure 3.5a). 

Aiming to corroborate these results and explore further the nuances of immune cell 

infiltration, I used two more deconvolution strategies based on gene expression in 

bulk RNA sequencing (Danaher et al., 2017; Newman et al., 2015).  

Applying these two additional strategies, I was able to confirm that higher 

proportion of CAFs correlated with lower infiltration of CD8 T-cells, including cytotoxic 

T-cells, and B-cells. On the other hand, a higher proportion of CAFs was related to 

a lower presence of macrophages, specifically M2-type. These correlations were 

highly statistically significant (p<0.0001), albeit with a ρ ~ 0.2-0.3. Additionally, 

Natural Killer cells were negatively correlated with CAFs (Figure 3.5b-c). Plotting of 

the fibroblast component vs CD8 presence highlights the scarcity of samples with 

high-CAF/high CD8 (Figure 3.5d-e), suggesting an effective immune-surveillance in 

those tumours. 

As HPV has an influence on survival and CAF abundance, I explored whether 

there were differences in the relationship between CAFs and immune cells according 

to HPV status. Interestingly, for HPV negative samples the negative correlation with 

CD8 cells was lost, and the positive correlation with macrophages was stronger. 

Whereas for HPV positive patients it worked in the opposite direction, with stronger 

negative correlations (ρ ~ 0.4-0.5) for CD8 T-cells. (Figure 3.6a-c).  

A further comparison between extreme phenotypes (Q1 vs Q4 of the CAFs 

proportion) led to the same result. This representation helps to visualize the 

differences among the immune cells in high and low CAFs tumours and its 

relationship with HPV status (Figure3.7a-c). 
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Figure 3.5 Fibroblast abundance correlates with an immune suppressive tumour 
microenvironment in Head and Neck cancer 
a-c Correlation plots showing relationship between fibroblast and immune cell 
populations in Methyl-CIBERSORT (a), Danaher et al. (b) and Absolute-CIBERSORT 
(c). Spearman’s ρ is colour coded. P value for correlations, **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, 
** p< 0.005, *p< 0.01. d-e Plot detailing individual values for correlation between CD8 T 
cells and fibroblasts. Spearman’s ρ. 
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Figure 3.6 Correlation plots of fibroblasts and immune populations in HPV positive 
vs negative HNSCC 
a-c Correlation plots showing relationship between fibroblast and immune cell 
populations in HPV positive and HPV negative samples using Methyl-CIBERSORT (a), 
Danaher et al. (b) and Absolute-CIBERSORT (c). Spearman’s ρ is colour coded. P value 
for correlations, **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, ** p< 0.005, *p< 0.01. 
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Figure 3.7 Fibroblast quartiles differences in CD8+ T-cells, macrophages and NK 
cells 
Boxplots (mean and 25-75th percentiles) comparing median immune cell score between 
first (Q1) and fourth (Q4) quartiles of fibroblast component. Immune cell score obtained 
from Absolute-CIBERSORT. Independent t-test. a. CD8 cells. b. M0, M1, and M2 
Macrophages. c. Natural Killer Cells.  
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3.4 Results validation in Cervix and Lung Squamous Cell 
Carcinoma 

My next step was to interrogate if the results explained so far in this chapter 

were idiosyncratic to HNSCC or could also be observed in other human cancers. I 

therefore repeated the analysis using the Lung squamous (LUSC) and Cervix 

(CESC) cohorts of the TCGA dataset (Burk et al., 2017; Hammerman et al., 2012). 

Methylation data was available for 364 and 304 patients respectively.  

Both tumour types presented a richer CAF infiltrate than HNSCC, while 

following a similar Gaussian distribution (Figure 3.8a). Contrary to HNSCC, I did not 

observe an effect of fibroblast abundance in OS in these cancer types (Figure 3.8b 

and e). Moreover, there was no difference in fibroblast presence across clinical stage 

(Figure 3.8c and f). Regarding HPV status, 5% of the patients in the Cervix database 

were negative. In spite of the low sample size, HPV negative tumours had a 

significantly higher fibroblast component (Figure 3.8d) in concordance with the data 

explained in section 3.2.1 for HNSCC.  

CAF markers positively correlated with fibroblast estimation. In LUSC, the 

correlation was stronger and more resembling HNSCC (Figure 3.9b). On the other 

hand, in CESC, POSTN, ITGB1 and PDPN were not significantly correlated with 

fibroblasts (Figure 3.9a).  

Analysis of the association between fibroblasts and other cells in the immune 

infiltrate resulted in interesting observations. Tumours in the cervix database showed 

similar associations to those observed in HPV positive HNSCC samples, i.e. high 

fibroblast presence correlated with lower CD8 infiltration, and a smaller interrelation 

with monocyte/macrophages (Figure 3.6a-c and 3.10a-c). In contrast, samples from 

the LUSC database, resembled more HPV negative HNSCC tumours, i.e. the 

negative correlation with CD8 T cells was less pronounced, whereas the enrichment 

in macrophages (especially M0) was more conspicuous (Figure 3.6a-c and 3.10 a-

c). It is worth noting that, despite the differences in the strength of the correlations, I 

could not find samples with both rich fibroblast infiltration and abundant CD8 

presence across all three tumour types (HNSCC, CESC and LUSC, Figure 3.5e and 

3.9c-d)  
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Figure 3.8 Description of survival, clinical and HPV data of Lung cancer  and 
Cervical cancer according to fibroblast component 
a. Violin plot showing median and distribution of fibroblast component for HNSCC 
(n=518), LUSC (n=364) and CESC (n=304). One-way ANOVA p<0.0001 with Tukey’s 
multiple comparisons. b. Kaplan-Meier plot comparing OS for Q1 and Q4 of fibroblast 
component in CESC. c-d Box-plots of fibroblast component across clinical stage (I 
n=137, II n=43, II-IV n=42, One-way ANOVA), and HPV status (negative n=9, positive 
n=169) in CESC. e. KM plot of OS comparing Q1 and Q4 in LUSC. f. Boxplot comparing 
fibroblast component across pathologic state in LUSC (I-II n=305, III-IV n=59). 
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Figure3.9 Intercorrelation of fibroblasts markers varies between cervix and lung 
SCC, and inversely correlates with CD8+ T-cells 
a-b. Plots showing correlation between CAF markers and fibroblast abundance per 
Methyl-CIBERSORT in CESC (a) and LUSC (b). Coefficients are Spearman’s ρ values. 
Correlations with p value >0.001 the circle is blank. c-d. Plots detailing individual values 
for correlation between CD8 T cells and fibroblasts for CESC (c) and LUSC (d). 
Spearman’s ρ with p-value. CESC n=304. LUSC n=364. 
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Figure 3.10 Correlation plots of fibroblast and immune cells in Cervix and Lung 
squamous cell carcinoma. 
a-c Correlation plots showing relationship between fibroblast and immune cell 
populations in LUSC and CESC samples using Methyl-CIBERSORT (a), Danaher et al. 
(b) and Absolute-CIBERSORT (c). Spearman’s ρ is colour coded. P value for 
correlations, **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, ** p< 0.005, *p< 0.01. 
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3.5 Correlation of the immune infiltrate with specific CAF 
markers 

The majority of studies investigating the roles of CAFs performed to this date 

have used αSMA as the marker of choice to define them. ACTA2/αSMA also defines 

a proposed subtype of CAF denominated myofibroblastic (Öhlund et al., 2017). For 

these two reasons I decided to study the correlation between ACTA2 expression and 

the immune infiltrate in the HNSCC database. There is a strong correlation between 

ACTA2 expression and fibroblast abundance defined by methylome (Figure 3.4). In 

spite of that, most of the correlations between immune cells and fibroblasts were 

weaker or lost their significance when related to ACTA2 expression (Figure 3.11a-

c).  

As explained in the introduction (Section 1.2.2), some subtypes of CAFs are 

believed to have a stronger role in producing inflammatory signals and modulating 

the immune infiltrate (Costa et al., 2018). Indeed, the correlation of genes 

upregulated in those subsets of CAFs (i.e. FAP and ITGB1) had a stronger, but not 

complete, similarity with fibroblast abundance by methylome regarding immune 

infiltrate correlations (Figure 3.12 a-c). FAP is known to be expressed in immune-

suppressive macrophages (Kraman et al., 2010), and maintained a positive 

correlation with macrophages more consistently than αSMA. Alternatively, ITGB1 

was negatively correlated with T-cells but lacked a positive correlation with 

macrophages in two of the classifications (Figure 3.12). 

On the other hand, PDGFRB and PDGFRA, also thought to be present in 

inflammatory CAFs (Biffi et al., 2019) did not show a negative correlation with CD8 

T cells in this setting (Figure 3.13a-c). The fact that other myeloid cells are able to 

express these markers could explain the differences with the methylome estimated 

fibroblasts and the observed strong correlation with myeloid cells (Figure 3.13). 

This evidence points to the risks of using a single marker to determine the 

cancer-associated fibroblast presence in tumours. Additionally, it highlights the 

heterogeneity of CAF markers and sub-populations. Altogether, the information 

presented emphasizes the usefulness of techniques that allow for integration of 

multiple parameters simultaneously. 
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Figure 3.11 Correlation plots of fibroblast and CAF marker ACTA2 with immune 
cells in Head and Neck SCC 
a-c Correlation plots showing relationship between fibroblast compared with CAF marker 
ACTA2 with immune cell populations in HNSCC samples using Methyl-CIBERSORT (a), 
Danaher et al. (b) and Absolute-CIBERSORT (c). Spearman’s ρ is colour coded. P value 
for correlations, **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, ** p< 0.005, *p< 0.01. 
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Figure 3.12 Correlation plots of CAF markers FAP and ITGB1 with immune cells in 
Head and Neck SCC 
a-c Correlation plots showing relationship between CAF markers FAP and ITGB1 with 
immune cell populations in HNSCC samples using Methyl-CIBERSORT (a), Danaher et 
al. (b) and Absolute-CIBERSORT (c). Spearman’s ρ is colour coded. P value for 
correlations, **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, ** p< 0.005, *p< 0.01. 
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Figure 3.13 Correlation plots of CAF markers PDGFRA and PDGFRB with immune 
cells in Head and Neck SCC 
a-c Correlation plots showing relationship between CAF markers PDGFRA and 
PDGFRB with immune cell populations in HNSCC samples using Methyl-CIBERSORT 
(a), Danaher et al. (b) and Absolute-CIBERSORT (c). Spearman’s ρ is colour coded. P 
value for correlations, **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, ** p< 0.005, *p< 0.01. 
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3.6 Technical discussion 

The use of published datasets with clinical annotations, together with 

bioinformatics tools for deconvolution allowed me to study the relationship between 

CAFs and other immune cells. The main advantage of this approach is that the data 

is readily available and allows for multiple hypothesis testing in an affordable manner.  

However, there are some caveats that need to be considered. The main one is 

that this analysis only points to correlations and does not give information on 

causation or order of processes. Therefore, it is not possible to elucidate if CAFs are 

immune-suppressive per se, or if the same cues that lead to immune-suppression 

result in a richer fibroblast infiltrate. Another possible caveat is the bias derived from 

sample collection in TCGA, as tumours may not be representative of the full clinical 

spectrum.  

 Finally, the use of deconvolution strategies may result in inexact estimations 

of immune cell abundance. In order to address this last issue, I have used three 

different strategies. I have used both methylation and two different gene expression 

signatures. These three approaches gave rise to similar results. One of the factors 

that could explain the differences is the origin of the signatures, i.e. in Absolute-

CIBERSORT the reference signature originates from circulating immune cells, 

whereas the signatures obtained from Danaher et al. come from tumours.  

Moreover, I have explored three different tumour types with concordant results 

that seem logical according to origin and pathogenesis of the malignancies. 

Differences present among those may be related to diversity in CAF subpopulations, 

abundance in other cells, or behaviour of the genes themselves. 

It is important to note that all of the information was extracted from nucleic acid-

based techniques (methylation and gene expression). In order to validate these 

results, a protein-based approach is needed. Multiplexed antibody imaging 

techniques such as immunofluorescence (Parra et al., 2017) or imaging mass 

cytometry (Schapiro et al., 2017) would be suitable for this purpose. These 

techniques would not only allow me to corroborate the relationships between the 

numbers of different populations, but also to explore the spatial relation across cell 

populations, which is relevant to the interplay between stromal and immune cells 

(Failmezger et al., 2020). 
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3.7 Summary 

Methylation data from the TCGA collection allows for a good estimate of the 

fibroblast abundance in tumours. The presence of CAFs by methylome data 

correlates with CAFs markers expression and outperforms the use of single genes 

as estimators of CAF abundance. In HNSCC, tumours richer in fibroblasts have a 

worse prognosis and are characterised by a higher infiltration of macrophages and 

lower numbers of CD8 T-cells, NK cells and B cells. These correlations with immune 

cells vary according to HPV status. The study of Lung and Cervix datasets 

corroborates these results, as characteristics of lung squamous tumours are closer 

to HPV negative HNSCC. On the other hand, cervical samples resemble HNSCC 

HPV positive samples. Differences between HPV positive and negative tumours 

warrant further study of the effect of IFN signalling and viral infection in CAF function 

and also the effect of viruses, including oncolytic virus, in the cancer cell-CAF 

interaction. The study of the IFN production by cancer cell-CAF interaction on 

oncolytic viruses is especially relevant given that modulation of IFN expression can 

influence the efficacy of OV therapy (See Introduction section 1.3.3). 
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Chapter 4. Heterotypic cancer cell-cancer associated 
fibroblast interaction leads to cGAS/STING activation 
and cytokine production, restricting oncolytic virus 
efficacy. 

4.1 Chapter introduction 

As explained previously (Introduction section 1.2.5), the interaction between 

cancer cells and CAFs leads to the production of a milieu of cytokines and 

chemokines. Previous work performed by S. Derzsi and E. Arwert in our team wanted 

to explore how different co-culture conditions would impact in the resulting secreted 

factors. With this aim in mind, they designed an in vitro model of co-culture to mimic 

a situation in which cells are in direct physical contact (Touch – direct co-culture) and 

another in which cells are only able to communicate using soluble paracrine factors 

(No Touch – indirect co-culture). For this second situation they used a 0.4 µm 

transwell as explained in the Methods section 2.2.4 and Figure 4.1. After 24h of co-

culture they isolated both populations using FACs sorting and performed gene 

expression analysis. As described in our jointly published work (Arwert et al., 2020), 

direct co-culture led to significant upregulation in many cytokines and cytokine 

pathway components. Among those, the most dramatic differences observed were 

present in genes related to IFN type I signalling (Figure 4.1b). 

These results are of great interest, as IFN signalling plays a key role in cancer 

immune-surveillance (Minn and Wherry, 2016), and can influence the efficacy of 

many therapeutic interventions used in squamous cell carcinoma, such as 

chemotherapy, radiotherapy, immune checkpoint blockade, and oncolytic 

virotherapy (see Introduction section 1.3.2).  

The aim of this results chapter is; firstly, to interrogate the mechanism through 

which this cytokine production happens, secondly, to explore if this phenomenon is 

happening in situ in patients, and thirdly, to understand how therapies can influence/ 

be influenced by this phenomenon. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of experimental design for direct and indirect co-culture 
conditions and gene expression results showing upregulation of IFN related 
genes in direct co-culture.  
a. Schematic of experimental design. b. Volcano plots showing upregulated genes when 
comparing Touch versus No Touch conditions in CAFs (left) and cancer cells (right). 
Highlighted in yellow are relevant cytokines and in purple Interferon-Stimulated Genes. 
Data from two independent experiments. These data were obtained by S. Derzsi and E. 
Arwert. Volcano plots were generated by P. Chakrabarthy.  
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4.2 Cytoplasmic transfer of cGAMP from cancer cells to CAFs 
leads to IFN type 1 and ISGs production. 

4.2.1 Validation of microarray data in an additional cancer cell – CAF pair 
derived from the same patient 

Intrigued by the need of direct physical contact between CAFs and cancer 

cells to enable induction of ISGs, I wanted to explore which molecular mechanisms 

and pathways were involved in the process. The first step was to validate the results 

of the gene expression experiment. E. Milford validated the production of ISGs in the 

A431-VCAF2b cancer cell-CAF co-culture using qRT-PCR and immunofluorescence 

(Arwert et al., 2020). 

In order to ascertain that this phenomenon was not exclusive of that specific 

cell line model, I took advantage of a different pair of CAF-cancer cell lines (VCAF4 

and VSCC4) derived previously in our laboratory as described in Methods section 

2.2.2. These cells are syngeneic, as they were derived from a single vulvar 

carcinoma sample. The first step I undertook was to validate the epithelial and 

fibroblastic origin from VSCC4 and VCAF4 respectively. As shown in the 

immunofluorescence images presented in Figure 4.2; VCAF4 express vimentin, 

fibronectin, α-SMA and N-cadherin, whereas VSCC4 express cytokeratin and E-

cadherin. Co-staining of direct co-culture shows specificity of these markers for the 

mentioned cell types. STR profiling of both cell lines confirms that they originated 

from the same patient (Table 4.1). The presence of three single nucleotide changes 

(in green in the table) between cancer cells and CAFs support the assumption that 

they arise from different lineages, and that CAFs are not cancer cells that have 

undergone epithelial to mesenchymal transition.  

Subsequently, I performed qRT-PCR on cells cultured on their own (Alone), 

co-cultured through a transwell (No-Touch) and in direct co-culture (Touch), 

confirming that upregulation of the ISGs MX2 and OAS2 was exclusive to the Touch 

condition (Figure 4.2b). 
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Figure 4.2 VSCC4/VCAF4 characterization confirms respective epithelial and 
fibroblastic origin. Direct co-culture shows upregulation of ISGs. 
a. Immunofluorescence of VCAF4 and VSCC4 on their own and in direct co-culture. 
Fibroblast markers Vimentin, fibronectin, α-SMA and N-cadherin are shown in magenta. 
Epithelial markers cytokeratin and E-cadherin in yellow. Nuclear marker DAPI in cyan. 
Scale bar is 30 µm. Representative images from two independent experiments. b. qRT-
PCR data showing mRNA level relative to housekeeping genes Actin and GAPDH of 
MX2 and OAS2 in VSCC4-VCAF4 co-culture. Each dot represents an independent 
experiment (MX2 n=4, OAS2 n=3). Depicted is mean with standard deviation.  
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Table 4.1 STR profile of VSCC4 and VCAF4 
 

 
FGA TPOX D8S1179 vWA AMEL Penta D CSF1PO D16S539 

VCAF4  20,25 11,11 15,15 16,17 X, X 10,11 10,13 8,9 

VSCC4 20,25 11,11 15,15 16,17 X, X 10,11 10,10 8,9 
 

D7S820 D13S317 D5S818 Penta E D18S51 D21S11 TH01 D3S1358 
VCAF4  10,10 8,12 12,13 12,16 14,20 29,30 6,9.3 16,17 

VSCC4 10,10 8,12 13,13 12,16 14,20 29,30 6,9.3 17,17 

 

 

 Once reassured that the production of ISGs was not exclusive of the A431-

VCAF2b model I wanted to discover which molecular mechanisms specific of direct 

cell to cell contact were responsible for the IFN response and to uncover its potential 

biological relevance. 

 

One set of experiments that I thought could help me reach those goals was 

to culture the cancer cells with other type of cells. Firstly, I wanted to test if this 

process was exclusive to CAFs, or if non-cancer educated fibroblasts were also able 

to trigger the production of ISGs upon co-culture. I also wanted to interrogate if direct 

co-culture of other cells in the tumour microenvironment with cancer cells also led to 

production of ISGs. I decided to test endothelial cells and macrophages.  
 

4.2.2 Direct co-culture with fibroblasts derived from non-malignant tissue 
also triggers ISGs, with no effect on CAF subtype markers. 

I showed that ISGs upregulation is not exclusive to CAFs by using fibroblasts 

derived from normal tissue obtained in different organs (Figure 4.3a, HNOF6-oral 

mucosa, BJ-normal lung, NHF1-dermis). In order to support the hypothesis that 

fibroblasts not associated with cancer were also able to trigger the pathway, I wanted 

to discard the possibility that the co-culture system with cancer cells was turning 

these fibroblasts into CAFs. As described in Figure 4.3b, expression of genes related 

to activation of diverse subsets of CAFs was not modified significantly after 24 h co-

culture.  

Diverse CAF subtypes have been proven to perform different functions. I 

wanted to explore if the ability to trigger ISGs production was determined by the 
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expression of some of the markers that define these populations. In this case, gene 

expression data was not able to clearly discriminate CAFs across defined subtypes 

(e.g. ACTA2 for myofibroblasts and IL6 and CXCL12 for inflammatory CAFs (Öhlund 

et al., 2017), or FAP and ITGB1 for CAFS4 (Costa et al., 2018)) (Table 4.2).  

 
Table 4.2 Gene expression of CAF markers across three different CAFs 

  ISGs ACTA2 THY1 IL6 CXCL12 FAP ITGB1 
VCAF2B +++ 244.6 397.1 9.5 316.8 23.8 745.3 
VCAF8 ++ 179.0 304.6 9.3 335.2 29.4 606.5 
CERCAF + 232.9 226.8 15.2 237.2 52.9 555.4 

 

 

4.2.3 ISGs production of direct cancer cell co-culture with CAFs compared 
with other cell types in the tumour microenvironment 

In contrast with the previous data, I did not find similar upregulation of MX2 in 

direct co-culture of A431 cells with other cell types present in the TME such as 

macrophages or endothelial cells (HUVECs). OAS2 was slightly upregulated in the 

HUVEC co-culture, but the magnitude of the effect was much smaller (Figure 4.4a-

b). Co-culture of non-transformed human epithelial cells (HaCaT) with VCAF2b did 

not result in MX2 upregulation and only in slight OAS2 increase, suggesting this 

event may be preferentially related to malignant cells. (Figure 4.4c).  
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Figure 4.3 A431 co-culture with normal fibroblasts 
a. qRT-PCR showing mRNA level relative to Actin and GAPDH of MX2 in A431 co-
culture with HNOF6 (n=3), NHF1(n=3), BJ(n=2) and VCAF2b control (n=3). b. mRNA 
levels of ACTA2, PDGFRa and FAP comparing NHF1 and HNOF6 in the three different 
co-culture conditions (n=3). Each dot represents an independent experiment. Depicted 
is mean with standard deviation.  
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Figure 4.4 A431-HUVEC and Macrophages, HaCaT-VCAF2b co-cultures 
a. qRT-PCR showing mRNA level relative to Actin and GAPDH of OAS2 and MX2 in 
A431 co-culture with HUVEC (n=3 independent experiments) and b. Macrophages(n=3) 
both with VCAF2b control (n=3). c. qRT-PCR showing mRNA level relative to Actin and 
GAPDH of OAS2 and MX2 in HaCaT-VCAF2b co-culture (n=3) with A431 control. Each 
dot represents an independent experiment. Depicted is mean with standard deviation.  
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4.2.4 A431 cells do not produce IFN in response to STING agonist, suggesting 
a defect in cytoplasmic DNA sensing.  

Given the results of the previous experiments I focused on the co-culture with 

CAFS in order to determine which pathway was involved in ISGs production. My 

hypothesis was that defects in replication in the A431 cell line were leading to 

accumulation of cytoplasmic DNA which in turn triggered the production of IFN via 

cGAS and STING.  

That hypothesis leads to the question of why were the A431 cells in 

monoculture not triggering an IFN response. One possible explanation would have 

been the existence of mutations that inactivated key components of that pathway. 

However, exploration of the mutation profile in the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopaedia  

https://portals.broadinstitute.org/ccle  refuted that possibility.  

Some tumours deactivate IFN production by hypermethylation of the STING 

promotor (Bakhoum and Cantley, 2018). STING mRNA levels were significantly 

lower than those of VCAF2b (Figure 4.5a), supporting the idea that VCAF2b are 

more proficient in producing IFN, thus being able to trigger the pathway were A431 

cannot. Another piece of evidence supporting the hypothesis that VCAF2b were able 

to produce IFN upon sensing cytoplasmic DNA and cancer cells were not was the 

fact that A431 cells did not produce ISGs when treated with the STING agonist 

cGAMP, while VCAF2b did (Figure 4.5b). In contrast, A431 cells produced ISGs 

when treated with the dsRNA analogue polyI:C (Figure 4.5b). These data suggested 

that the alteration in DNA sensing by the A431 cells was upstream of the IFN 

production. 

https://portals.broadinstitute.org/ccle/page?cell_line=A431_SKIN
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Figure 4.5 A431 cells have lower expression of STING than VCAF2b, and do not 
respond to treatment with STING agonist cGAMP. 
a. Graph shows mean and SD of STING mRNA levels normalised to two housekeeping 
genes in A431 and VCAF2b cell line. Independent t-test. 
b. Graph shows mean and SD of MX2 mRNA levels normalised to two housekeeping 
genes in A431 and VCAF2b cell lines after treatment with culture media(control), cGAMP 
20 µg/mL or poly I:C 6 µg/mL. One-way ANOVA with Tukey multiple comparisons. 
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4.2.5 ISGs production depends on IFNβ, IRF3, TBK/IKKε and STING in CAFs 
and cGAS in cancer cells.  

Therefore, we used a combination of blocking antibodies, siRNA and small 

molecule inhibitors in order to discover which proteins were needed to be active in 

which cell type (cancer cells vs CAFs). This work is part of a collaboration with 

E.Arwert and E. Milford, and to provide context for my experiments, some key results 

from our publication (Arwert et al., 2020) are reproduced in Figure 4.6. IRF3 is a 

transcription factor upstream of IFNB1 (Sweeney, 2011). Silencing IRF3 expression 

in CAFs but not in cancer cells led to a decrease in IFNB1, OAS2 and MX2 (Figure 

4.6a, gene knockdown efficiency shown in upper panel of the western blot in figure 

4.6b). Overexpression of IRF3 in VCAF2b by using a siRNA resistant construct led 

to a greater than two-fold increase in ISGs (Figure 4.6b). Together, this evidence 

supports the hypothesis that CAFs are the cell type producing IFN and starting the 

process.  

Inhibition of the upstream kinase TBK/IKKε also annulled the increase of ISGs 

(Arwert et al., 2020). A multitude of viral nucleic acid sensors converge in TBK to 

phosphorylate IRF3 and start an IFN response (Won and Bakhoum, 2020). As 

STING plays a relevant role in cancer biology (Bakhoum and Cantley, 2018), I was 

interested in studying its effect in our system. I used siRNA against 

TMEM173/STING in both A431, and VCAF2b. I also pre-incubated either A431 or 

VCAF2b with the siRNA to achieve a cell-specific inhibition. This allowed me to 

elucidate which of both cells were responsible for that specific step of the pathway. 

Silencing of STING in both cells almost completely abrogated the production of ISGs 

(knockdown efficiency was 85% for siRNA(a) and 74% for siRNA(b)). The effect was 

significant exclusively when STING was inhibited in the CAFs (Figure 4.7a).  

2-3 cGAMP is a potent second messenger which activates STING (Wu et al., 

2013). I therefore used siRNA against cGAS and observed that when treating both 

cell types ISGs expression diminished to almost zero. However, for this gene, no 

significant effect was detected when the siRNA was used in the CAFs, suggesting 

that an intact cGAS function was required specifically in the cancer cells. (Figure 

4.7b, knockdown efficiency for cGAS was not confirmed as an oversight). Other 

adaptor proteins can act upstream of STING and they could be directly sensing 

cytoplasmic DNA in CAFs. However, silencing ZBP1 and DDX41 at the same time 
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in both cancer cells and in CAFs led to a much more discrete reduction in ISGs that 

the one accomplished when silencing STING or cGAS. The smaller effect could also 

be a consequence of lesser knockdown efficiency (around 50% for both genes, E. 

Milford, personal communication, unpublished). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Effect of IRF3 expression and silencing and TBK inhibition 
a. qRT-PCR of direct A431/VCAF2b co-cultures after cell-type specific siRNA KD of IRF3 
with two different sequences (a/b). N of independent experiments written in the figure. 
mRNA levels normalised to siScramble control. One sample t test. b. Western blot of 
IRF3 expression in VCAF2b cells after incubation with scrambled control or IRF3 siRNA. 
Bottom panels show IRF3 expression in VCAF2b parental and lentiviral transfected 
VCAF2b with siRNA resistant IRF3 (VCAF2b OE). Representative of two independent 
experiments. qRT-PCR of A431 and VCAF2b parental or VCAF2b IRF3 OE co-cultures. 
n=4 independent experiments. Unpaired t test. These experiments were performed by 
E. Milford, figures adapted from Arwert et al. 2020. 
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Figure 4.7 Effect of silencing DNA sensors, STING and cGAS in A431-VCAF2b 
direct co-culture 
qRT-PCR of direct A431/VCAF2b co-cultures after cell-type specific siRNA KD of ZBP1 
and DDX41(a, standard pool of 3 siRNA each), STING (b, two different sequences) and 
cGAS (c, sp. of three different siRNA). N of independent experiments written in the figure. 
mRNA levels normalised to siScramble control. One sample t test. Each dot is a 
biological replicate. Depicted is mean with standard deviation.  
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4.2.6 Gap junctions are not responsible for cancer cells transfer of cGAMP to 
fibroblasts. 

The fact that cGAS function is required in cancer cells and not in CAFs 

suggested that transfer of cGAMP from cancer cells to fibroblasts could be 

responsible for starting the signalling cascade in the CAFs. cGAMP is known to be 

transferred between cells in a number of ways. cGAMP molecules are incorporated 

into viral particles, triggering STING when they infect new cells (Bridgeman et al., 

2015; Gentili et al., 2015). Breast cancer cells transfer cGAMP to astrocytes through 

gap junctions promoting tumour growth and resistance to chemotherapy (Chen et al., 

2016). Finally, transport of cGAMP from cancer cells to an unknown cell in the TME 

is relevant for immune-surveillance (Marcus et al., 2018).  

Firstly, I tried to elucidate if gap junctions were responsible for the transfer in 

this situation. I treated both cell types with GAP junction inhibitors Tonabersat and 

Enoxolone as used in Chen et al. Figure 4.8 shows that these drugs did not have an 

effect on ISGs upregulation upon co-culture. Further experiments performed by E. 

Arwert using calcium transfer parachute assays (see Appendix, Arwert et al. 2020) 

helped to refute the hypothesis that cGAMP was being transferred by GAP junctions. 

Our next step was to look for an alternative mechanism of transfer for the cGAMP 

molecules from the cancer cells to the fibroblasts. E. Milford performed live-imaging 

of direct co-cultures of A431 and VCAF2b and was able to observe transfer of 

cytoplasmic vesicles from cancer cells to VCAF2b, these vesicles disappeared inside 

of the CAFs, suggesting that its content is released in the CAFs cytoplasm. cGAMP 

present in the VCAF2b cytoplasm can then trigger STING and start the IFN response 

(Arwert et al. 2020). The fact that silencing E-cadherin reduces the amount of ISGs 

produced in direct co-cultures points at the relevance of heterotypic cancer cell-CAF 

cell membrane interactions in this transfer process (Arwert et al. 2020). 
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Figure 4.8 Gap junctions are not responsible for cGAMP transfer 
qRT-PCR of MX2 and OAS2 of A431-VCAF2b co-culture after 24h treatment with 
Tonabersat 40 µM or Enoxolone 100 µM. 3 independent experiments. mRNA levels 
normalised to DMSO control. One sample t test. Depicted is mean with standard 
deviation 
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4.2.7 Pharmacologically-induced increase of genomic instability enhances 
ISGs response.  

To support the hypothesis that genomic instability in the cancer cells was 

responsible for triggering the STING-IRF3-ISGs cascade, I decided to perform a gain 

of function experiment. AZD6738 inhibits the serine/threonine kinase ATR thus 

avoiding phosphorylation of CHK1. This leads to defective control of DNA double 

stranded breaks and cell cycle arrest, increasing genomic instability (Awasthi et al., 

2016). This drug is in clinical development for HNSCC (NCT02223923). The 

presence of acentric micronuclei is a good marker of its effect in cancer cells (Dillon 

et al., 2017). Treatment of A431 cells with AZD6738 over 48 hours led to a dose-

dependent increase of micronuclei as shown in Figure 4.9a-c. Cell viability was not 

significantly affected by the drug at the chosen concentration of 1 µM (Figure 4.9d). 

Co-culture of A431 pre-treated cells with VCAF2b resulted in an increase of MX2 

and OAS2 in the direct co-culture but not in the indirect co-culture (Figure 4.10a). On 

the other hand, pre-treatment of VCAF2b with the ATR inhibitor did not augment 

production of ISGs when compared to DMSO control (Figure 4.10b). Treatment of 

both cells led to an increment in MX2, OAS2, CCL5 and CXCL10 when compared to 

treatment of A431 cells only. This difference was only statistically significant for MX2. 

(Figure 4.10b). 

Other treatments used in SCC can also induce genomic instability through 

diverse mechanisms. I decided to study the influence of treating the co-culture with 

cisplatin (CDDP) and 5-aza-2'-deoxycytidine (5-Aza) on ISG production. As depicted 

in Figure 4.11a-b, 5-Aza but not CDDP, significantly augmented the number of 

micronuclei formed by A431 cells at concentrations that did not alter cell viability. 

MX2 production after direct co-culture with VCAF2b increased with 5-Aza treatment, 

albeit with high variability, suggesting additional ways of triggering ISGs. Treatment 

with CDDP, consistent with the absence of micronuclei increase, did not enhance 

MX2 transcription (Figure 4.11c). 

Radical radiotherapy is the treatment of choice for many SCCs and has been 

shown to increase micronuclei presence (Dillon et al., 2019), therefore I studied the 

effect of irradiating direct co-cultures of A431 with VCAF2b. I observed a trend 

towards an increase in ISGs (Figure 4.11d). However, likely due to the pleiotropic 

effects of radiotherapy, the experiment showed high levels of variability.   
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Figure 4.9 AZD6738 treatment increases micronuclei formation without affecting 
viability. 
a. Graph showing percentage of viability versus control in an ATP releasing assay after 
48h treatment with AZD6738 in A431 cells. b. Number of micronuclei per field of view in 
A431 cells treated with AZD6738. c. Micrograph showing example of DAPI staining in 
A431 cells after DMSO or AZD6738 treatment. Arrow oranges highlight micronuclei. 
Scale bar is 10 µm. d. Detail of a and b for 1 µM concentration. Wilcoxon and t-test. For 
all panels n=3 independent experiments. Shown mean and SD. 
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Figure 4.10 AZD6738 treatment in A431 increases ISGs production in the co-
culture 
qRT-PCR of OAS2 and MX2 (a) and Oas2, MX2, CCL5, and CXCL10 (b) in A431-
VCAF2b 20h co-cultures, after 48h treatment of A431 with either DMSO or AZD6738 
1µM(ATRi). Each dot is an independent experiment (n=3 for all panels except n=4 for 
(a)MX2). mRNA levels shown were normalized to DMSO control. One sample t test. For 
all graphs, represented is mean with SD.  
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Figure 4.11 Cisplatin, 5-Azacitidine and radiotherapy effect on A431-VCAF2b co-
culture 
a. Graph showing percentage of viability versus control in an ATP releasing assay after 
48h treatment with AZD6738 1µM, CDDP 1µM or 5-Aza 2.5µM in A431 cells. Each dot 
is an independent experiment. b. Number of micronuclei per field of view in A431 cells 
treated with AZD6738, CDDP or 5-Aza. Each dot is a field of view, data from 3 
independent experiments Unpaired t-test. c. qRT-PCR of MX2 in A431-VCAF2b 20h co-
cultures, after 48h treatment of A431 with either DMSO, CDDP, 5-Aza or AZD6738. Each 
dot is an independent experiment. One sample t test. mRNA levels shown were 
normalized to DMSO control. d. qRT-PCR of OAS2, MX2, IFNB1, CCL5, and CXCL10 
after 24h of irradiation at the written doses of A431-VCAF2b direct co-cultures. mRNA 
levels shown were normalized to sham irradiation control. For all graphs, represented is 
mean with SD.  
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4.3 IHC and gene expression data suggests translational 
relevance in human tumours. 

All the data presented so far in this chapter were obtained using cell culture 

models derived from human samples. I wanted to explore if this IFN activation 

process was also present in situ in human SCC cancers. Technical limitations 

precluded us from gathering of direct evidence of this phenomenon in human 

tumours. Therefore, we used slides of human tissue and single cell RNA databases 

to explore it indirectly.  

4.3.1 Nuclear IRF3 is present in CAFs adjacent to cancer cells.  

To interrogate if CAFs at the boundary of tumours could be activated by 

cGAMP transfer I had two samples from human vulvar SCC stained for IRF3. The 

active, phosphorylated form of IRF3 translocate to the nucleus where it exerts its 

function (Abe and Barber, 2014). As shown in Figure 4.12, stromal cells likely to be 

fibroblasts express nuclear IRF3 in close proximity to cancer cells in 2/2 samples. It 

is worth noting that nuclear positivity of IRF3 was present only in a fraction of stromal 

cells, indicating heterogeneity of the CAF response.  

 

 
Figure 4.12 IRF3 IHC on vulvar SCC samples 
Immunohistochemistry of IRF3 on vulvar SCC samples, stromal cells with nuclear IRF3 
marked with arrows. Scale bar is 50 µm. 
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4.3.2 Analysis of gene expression data shows IRF3/7 and ISGs in fibroblasts 
and enrichment for resistance to immunotherapy genes.  

Analysis of an existing single cell RNA sequencing database for HNSCC 

(Puram et al., 2017) permitted the exploration of expression of genes related to our 

pathway in a more direct manner.  

I found high levels of IRF3 or the functional equivalent IRF7 (shown to have 

a similar effect than IRF3 in direct co-culture in Arwert et al.), in more than 20% of 

the fibroblasts within the tumour. Fibroblasts positive for these genes showed 

significant upregulation of ISGs (Figure 4.13a). I wanted to explore if there was a 

specific CAF subpopulation able to produce ISGs. I therefore compared expression 

of myofibroblast marker ACTA2, and inflammatory fibroblast markers FAP, IL6 and 

CXCL12. IRF3/7 positive and negative fibroblasts showed similar expression of 

these markers (Figure 4.13b), supporting the hypothesis that ISGs upregulation is 

not likely to happen exclusively in a subset of CAFs.  

Although IRF3 activation is known to drive senescence (Glück et al., 2017; 

Hassona et al., 2014), I did not find evidence of this process happening preferentially 

in IRF3/7 positive fibroblasts of the transcriptomic database, as shown by 

comparable values of TOP2A (proliferation marker) and CDKN2a (senescence) 

across both CAF groups (Figure 4.13c).  

IFN response gene signatures are able to predict the effect of immune-

therapy strategies in murine models and patient data (Benci et al., 2016; Twyman-

Saint Victor et al., 2015). I compared published datasets with our direct co-culture 

derived ISGs signatures. Using Gene-Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), I found that 

“touch-induced” genes are similar to a signature related to resistance to CTLA4 and 

radiotherapy in melanoma patients (Twyman-Saint Victor et al., 2015) (Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.13 Fibroblast IRF3/7 and ISGs expression in Head and Neck cancer single 
cell dataset 
a. Graph shows average ISG expression in IRF3/7 positive (gene expression of IRF3 
or IRF7 >0) and IRF3/7 negative CAFs in a HNSCC single cell RNA expression 
dataset. ISG expression was calculated as the mean of MX1, MX2, OAS1, and OAS2. 
Quartiles, 90% value, and outliers are shown. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. b-c) Graphs 
show ACTA2, FAP, IL6 and CXCL12 (b) and TOP2A and CDKN2A (c) expression in 
IRF3/7 positive and IRF3/7 negative CAFs. Each dot represents single cell value. 
Line at mean. Dataset GSE103322 (Puram et al., 2017)  
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Figure 4.14 GSEA of co-culture against anti-CTLA4 and radiotherapy resistance 
signature 
Gene set enrichment analysis graphs comparing the gene expression data from 
VCAF2b (Touch vs No Touch) (a) and A431 (Touch vs No Touch). As gene set 
reference I used data obtained from patients resistant to radiation and CTLA-4 
published in Twyman-St Victor et al.  
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4.4 ISGs production due to cancer cell–CAF interaction 
promotes resistance to oncolytic virus in vitro and in vivo. 

The evidence I have discussed previously, suggests that cytokines derived 

from direct cancer cell-CAF interaction could have a relevant effect on treatments 

used on SCC patients. One therapeutic approach that could be strongly influenced 

by alterations in ISGs would be oncolytic virotherapy. This effect may be of particular 

importance, given that changes in IFN production are known to modulate OV efficacy 

(Lemos de Matos et al., 2020) and combination treatment with oncolytic viruses and 

immune checkpoint blockade showed promising results (Ribas et al., 2017). 

4.4.1 Resistance to oncolytic virotherapy in vitro. 

To explore the effect of direct co-culture in oncolytic virus infection I used a 

modified HSV virus (ICP34.5 null mutant and expressing GFP, see Methods section 

2.2.9). My hypothesis was that the IFN and ISGs derived from direct co-culture would 

lead to resistance to infection by the OV in that setting. I co-cultured cancer cells and 

CAFs in the three previously described conditions (Touch, No Touch, Alone) for 24 

hours. Next, I added the HSV at the desired MOI (multiplicity of infection). 48 hours 

after infection I fixed and imaged the cells. Direct co-culture of A431 and VCAF2b 

cells decreased infection by HSV1716-GFP virus in vitro (Arwert et al., 2020). I was 

able to replicate these results using a HNSCC cancer cell- CAF pair (FaDu-OCAF1). 

As shown in Figure 4.15a-b, GFP signal (used as an indicator for viral replication) 

after 48h infection is dramatically lower in the Touch situation. In our paper, E. Arwert 

showed that this effect was not exclusive to HSV virus, as the same resistance to 

infection was observed for vaccinia and reovirus (Arwert et al., 2020). These results 

indicate that ISGs resulting from the direct co-culture do have a biological impact on 

viral infection and replication. As expected from the absence of ISGs upregulation by 

qRT-PCR (Figure 4.4), co-culture of A431 cells with HUVEC or Macrophages did not 

confer similar protection against HSV in contrast to co-culture with VCAF2b (Figure 

4.16a-b). Direct co-culture of HaCaT cells with VCAF2b also showed susceptibility 

to viral infection (Figure 4.16c). Altogether, these results support the hypothesis that 

ISGs production, and no other mechanisms triggered by direct co-culture, are 

responsible for inhibiting replication of HSV1716.  
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Figure 4.15 FaDu-OCAF1 direct co-culture confers resistance to HSV infection 
a. Micrographs showing different co-culture conditions for FaDu-OCAF1 cells after 48h 
of addition of HSV1716 with MOI=0.1. HSV1716 GFP (Cyan). IF staining for CK7/17 
(Red). Scale bar is 50 µm. Representative images from 3 independent experiments. b. 
Quantification of a. Graph shows relative GFP/AF647 signal in area. Each dot is a field 
of view. Depicted mean and SD. Independent t-test.  
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Figure 4.16 Co-culture with HUVEC, Macrophages and HaCaT does not confer 
resistance to HSV infection 
a Micrographs of A431 cells alone and in direct co-culture with VCAF2b and HUVEC 
cells after 48h of HSV-GFP infection (MOI=1). B. Micrographs of A431 cells alone and 
in direct co-culture with VCAF2b and PBMC derived macrophages after 48h of HSV 
(MOI=1). c. Micrographs of HaCaT cells alone and co-cultured with VCAF2b after 48h of 
HSV infection (MOI=1). For a-c, scale bar is 50µm. images representative from two 
independent experiments 
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4.4.2 Expression of IRF3 modulates resistance to oncolytic virus in vitro. 

I wanted to investigate how alterations of the different elements of the cGAS-

IRF3-IFN pathway changed the effect of HSV1716. With that purpose, prior to co-

culture and infection, I incubated the cancer cells and fibroblasts with either a control 

scramble siRNA or an IRF3 directed siRNA. Consistent with the data explained in 

section 4.2.2, silencing of IRF3 in the fibroblasts, but not in the A431 cells, almost 

completely eliminated the resistance to infection derived from direct co-culture 

(Figure 4.17 and quantification in Figure 4.18a). Alternatively, IRF3 overexpression 

in VCAF2b using a siRNA unaffected form (See Figure 4.5b), increased resistance 

to the virus (Figure 4.17 and 4.18b). This enhanced resistance was maintained even 

when the cells were confronted with titres of infection five times higher (Figure 4.18b). 

I obtained similar results with another cell culture model (FaDu-OCAF2, Figure 

4.19a). Knockdown efficiency for IRF3 siRNA treatment can be found in the 

supplementary material of (Arwert et al., 2020) 

Pre-treatment of A431 cells with ATRi AZD6738 was able to increase 

expression of MX2 and OAS2 (Section 4.2.6), therefore I hypothesized that pre-

treating the cancer cells with the ATRi could increase the resistance to the oncolytic 

virus in the direct contact situation. Indeed, treatment with AZD6738 decreased 

infection by HSV1716 of direct A431-VCAF2b co-culture at higher doses without 

modifying the effect on A431 cells alone (Figure 4.19b-c)). 
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Figure 4.17 A431-VCAF2b HSV infection is modulated by different levels of IRF3 
(Images) 
Micrographs showing A431 alone (a) and A431-VCAF2b direct co-culture with three 
different levels of IRF3 expression (siIRF3 on fibroblasts (b), VCAF2b parental (c), IRF3 
overexpressing VCAF2b (c)). Cells were co-cultured for 24h and then treated with 
HSV1716-GFP for 48h at MOI 1 (left) and MOI 5 (right). HSV1716-GFP (Cyan), A431 
mCherry (red). Scale bar is 100 µm.  
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Figure 4.18 A431-VCAF2b HSV infection is modulated by different levels of IRF3 
(Quantification) 
Quantification of HSV1716 infection on A431-VCAF2b co-culture as area of GFP relative 
to mCherry. a. Cell specific siIRF3 in A431, VCAF2b or both. One-way Anova with 
Dunn’s multiple comparisons. b. A431-VCAF2b with three different IRF3 levels and HSV 
at MOI 1 and 5. MOI 1 Kruskal-Wallis p<0.0001 with Dunn’s multiple comparisons. MOI 
5 One-way ANOVA p<0.0001 with Tukey’s multiple comparisons. a-b Each dot is a field 
of view. Depicted mean and SD. Data from three independent experiments.   
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Figure 4.19 IRF3 modulation changes HSV susceptibility on FaDu-OCAF and ATRi 
treatment increases resistance to HSV 
a. Western blot confirming IRF3 overexpression of OCAF2 fibroblasts after lentiviral 
infection. B Graph showing relative GFP/mCherry area for HSV1716-GFP infected 
FaDu-OCAF2 direct co-culture with three different levels of IRF3 (siIRF3 vs parental vs 
IRF3 o.e.). One-way ANOVA p=0.0005 with Tukey’s multiple comparisons. c. Levels of 
GFP relative to mCherry of A431 cells pre-treated with DMSO or AZD6738 and infected 
with HSV1716 at different MOI. Two-way ANOVA (MOI p=0.5057, AZD6738 p=0.0887). 
d. Same as c with A431-VCAF2b co-culture prior to HSV treatment. Two-way ANOVA 
(MOI p=0.0084, AZD6738 p=0.0032, Sidak’s multiple comparisons). b-d shown media 
with SD. Each point is a FoV, data from two independent experiments.   
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4.4.3 Resistance to oncolytic virotherapy in vivo. 

The next step was to elucidate if the resistance to HSV observed in vitro was 

maintained in an in vivo system. As all our experiments were performed using human 

cells, we used immune-deficient Balb/c Nude mice. For practical and ethical reasons, 

we decided to inject the cancer cells subcutaneously in the flank of the mice, rather 

than using an orthotopic approach.  

My goal was to analyse if alterations of the system, such as IRF3 silencing 

and overexpression, maintained the ability to modulate HSV responses in vivo. 

Silencing of IRF3 in VCAF2b prior to co-injection with A431 was translated into a 

marked decrease in tumour growth (~75%) with 4/12 mice cured against the 

siScramble control (Figure 4.20a). The differences in tumour growth started after day 

5. Uninfected tumours did not show a difference in growth after VCAF2b treatment 

with siIRF3 (Figure 4.20b). Transfection of an IRF3 construct resistant to siIRF3 (see 

Section 4.2.3) rescued the function of VCAF2b. The use of this construct helps to 

minimise the likelihood of an off-target effect of the siRNA. Indeed, infected tumours 

grew at the same rate when the IRF3 over-expressing. fibroblasts were pre-treated 

with siScramble or siIRF3 RNA (Figure 4.20a). Additionally, the overexpression of 

IRF3 in those CAFs allowed me to explore if a gain of function could be observed. 

However, at the MOI (Multiplicity of Infection) used, I did not observe an increase in 

resistance to HSV between parental and IRF3 over-expressing VCAF2b, in contrast 

with the in vitro data (Figure 4.20a and 4.18b). The most likely explanation is, that 

resistance to oncolytic virus was already maximised in this setting, as there was no 

difference in growth between infected and uninfected tumours with the VCAF2b 

parental fibroblasts (Figure 4.20c).  

I wanted to validate these results using another pair of cancer cell-CAF co-

culture. I used FaDu-OCAF2 injected subcutaneously into the flank of Balb/c Nude 

mice. As I wanted to explore if IRF3 overexpression led to higher levels of resistance 

I performed an initial pilot experiment using a MOI of 0.015. Nevertheless, FaDu cells 

showed more sensitivity to HSV infection than A431, as treatment with these viral 

titres completely abrogated resistance to the virus (Figure 4.21a). Next, I decided to 

do a dose-response experiment, with three different levels of IRF3 expression 

(siIRF3, siScramble and IRF3 overexpression) and three different MOI (0.005, 

0.00158, and 0.0005). Both IRF3 expression and MOI level had a significant impact 
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on tumour growth of HSV infected tumours, and IRF3 overexpression consistently 

increased resistance to viral treatment across all MOIs (Figure 4.21b-e). Uninfected 

tumours grew comparably across the three different IRF3 expression levels (Figure 

4.21c-e). Knockdown efficiency was not specifically checked for this in vivo 

experiments, in vitro efficiency can be found in (Arwert et al. 2020). 

 
Figure 4.20 A431-VCAF2b co-injection with different expression of IRF3 and HSV 
treatment in vivo 
Graphs showing changes in tumour volume after s.c. injection in the flank of Balbc/nude 
mice of A431 cells co-cultured with VCAF2b parental or IRF3 overexpressing. VCAF2b 
cells were incubated with siScramble or siIRF3 prior to co-culture. a. HSV1716 at MOI 
of 0.005 was co-administered. b. uninfected tumours. c. detail comparing A431-VCAF2b 
parental siScramble infected vs uninfected. n=2 independent experiments. Statistical 
test at day14, One-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons. Shown mean + SEM. 
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Figure 4.21 FaDu-OCAF2 co-injection with different expression of IRF3 and HSV 
treatment in vivo 
Graphs showing changes in tumour volume after s.c. injection in the flank of Balbc/nude 
mice of FaDu cancer cells co-cultured with OCAF2 parental or IRF3 overexpressing. 
OCAF2 cells were incubated with siScramble or siIRF3 prior to co-culture. a. Treatment 
with HSV1716 at MOI 0.015 n=3 mice per group, 1 experiment. b. Dose response curve 
at day 13. MOI, A= 0.005, B = 0.00158 and C= 0.0005. n=36 mice from one independent 
experiment. Statistics Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons, interaction 
p=ns, MOI effect p<0.001 (n=9 per condition), IRF3 expression effect p= 0.0055 (n=12 
per condition). c-e show the evolution of the tumours in b. Depicted mean +/- SEM.  
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4.5 Technical discussion. 

The use of multiple human cell line models, different inhibitory strategies, and 

successful rescue and over-expressing strategies, vouches for the robustness of the 

data. Some limitations are pointed out below.  

Direct detection of cGAMP is challenging and expensive (Carozza et al., 2020), 

and IFN is produced in low quantities, so we relied mostly on ISGs as indirect 

markers of activity. Also, the human translational evidence is circumstantial and we 

do not show any direct evidence of cGAMP transfer inside human tumours.  

The use of CRISPR technology to knock out IRF3 in the CAFs would have 

provided a more efficient and specific approach. Nonetheless, attempts to recover 

CAF cell lines from single cell clones were unsuccessful. This method would also 

have meant losing any existent fibroblast heterogeneity. The use of a shRNA, which 

would have extended the duration of the silencing would also have been a better 

option, especially in the in vivo setting.  

The experiments described in this chapter rely heavily in the RT-PCR 

technique. This approach has two main limitations; firstly, post-translational 

modifications and processes mean that the correlation with the protein levels may 

not be accurate. However, protein-based techniques like immunofluorescence were 

performed in (Arwert et al. 2020) to validate our approach. Further quantification of 

proteins by western blot would have been helpful to validate the changes described 

after gene silencing of drug treatment. Secondly, as a result of its relative nature, 

RT-PCR results can be altered by variations in the expression of the housekeeping 

genes selected to normalise the expression of the target mRNA. Attempting to 

minimise this risk, I always used two housekeeping genes when normalising. 

Additionally, the fact that I could show a biological effect (changes in resistance to 

the virus) of the siRNA and drug treatments, helps to give robustness to the data.  

The human data presented is very limited, as the IHC was done only in two 

cases, and does not show the need of a direct contact for the nuclear translocation 

of IRF3. Regarding the single cell RNA data, the presence of a significant portion of 

CAFs that are expressing IRF3 and ISGs supports the hypothesis that production of 

IFN by CAFs happens in patients, however there is no spatial information available 

from that technique to indicate that this is secondary to transfer of cGAMP from 

cancer cells. 
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Regarding the mouse model, co-administration of HSV virus at the time of cell 

injection allowed me to evaluate the effect of interferon signalling, but this is does not 

bear the closest resemblance to the actual therapeutic use of the virus. Intra-tumoral 

administration of the virus, after the establishment of the tumours would have 

modelled better its clinical use, but did not allow for study of the early cancer cell – 

CAF interactions. The technical reason behind this is the need for relatively large 

tumours to be able to insert a needle into them. In any case, differences in tumour 

growth started to be evident after five days, revealing the ability of the virus to be 

effective several days post-infection. This fact reinforces that the observed effects 

are present in the in vivo setting, and not exclusively a consequence of initial in vitro 

contact. Additionally, the fact that we were using human cell lines compelled us to 

use immune-deficient mice. Therefore, the effect of the immune infiltrate in the IFN 

inflammatory response and tumour clearance is not taken into account. 

The work performed in this chapter is a fundamental part of our conjointly-

published paper (Arwert et al., 2020). As such, some of the data is the product of a 

collaboration with E. Arwert and E. Milford. For completion, some results shown are 

part of their work, as specified in the text and figure legends (Figures 4.1, 4.5). Panels 

on some of the other figures are representations or adaptations from data published 

in our manuscript (see Appendix for the original article), with addition of data and 

expanded explanations where adequate. 

 

4.6 Summary 

Genomic instability in cancer cells leads to cGAS activation and cGAMP 

production. Many cancer cells are unable to produce an interferon response in 

response to cGAMP (Bakhoum and Cantley, 2018). Although we do not know which 

mechanism is involved, the cancer cell lines I used do not produce IFN in the 

presence of cGAMP (Arwert et al., 2020). Even if the cells do not trigger an IFN 

response themselves, I provide evidence that the produced cGAMP is incorporated 

into cytoplasmic vesicles. These vesicles are then transferred to cancer-associated 

fibroblasts in direct contact with the cancer cells. CAFs use STING to sense cGAMP 

and activate TBK, which phosphorylates IRF3 leading to IFNβ production. The IFN 
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is then sensed by both cell types and through IRF7/9 and JAK/STAT, activates the 

transcription program resulting in ISGs production.  

Therapeutic interventions used in human SCC such as ATR inhibitors or 

demethylating agents can modulate ISGs production, which could have an effect on 

the efficacy of these treatments. We were able to find ISG-producing CAFs in single 

cell data from human HNSCC patients. We also found that cancer cell-CAF direct 

co-culture conferred resistance to treatment with HSV oncolytic virus both in vitro 

and in vivo. Silencing of IRF3 expression on CAFs abrogated this effect, whereas 

IRF3 overexpression enhanced resistance to infection.  

Altogether, the data presented in this chapter manifest the relevance of direct 

cancer cell -CAF interaction on the tumoral inflammatory response. The data also 

reveal how this interaction modulates/is modulated by therapeutic interventions that 

are part of human SCC treatment.  
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Chapter 5. Crosstalk between cancer cells, CAFs and 
immune cells influences the TME 

5.1 Chapter introduction 

The previous chapter focused on how IFN signalling was derived from direct 

cancer cell-CAF contact. However, there are multiple other cytokines and 

chemokines that have a relevant role in tumour development and immune-

surveillance. The presence of these molecules at the tumour-stroma interface 

warrants special attention, as it is potentially one of the settings in which immune cell 

exclusion from tumours happens. Therefore, I interrogated our gene expression 

database to look for other cytokines upregulated upon direct contact besides ISGs. 

The majority of immunoregulatory cytokines can have a varying suppressive or 

stimulatory effect, depending on the regulation by other simultaneous cues and 

factors. Hence, I used in vitro experimental settings to model the effect of direct 

cancer cell – CAF co-culture on immune cell activation, differentiation, migration, and 

infiltration. 

5.2 CAF-cancer cell interaction leads to upregulation of 
immune-modulatory cytokines in addition to ISGs. 

5.2.1 Direct co-culture upregulates CSF2, IL6, IL1b, TRAIL and IDO1. 

In order to explore the changes of cytokine and chemokine production as a 

consequence of direct cell contact, I interrogated the RNA expression data derived 

from A431-VCAF2b co-culture for cytokines and cytokine family pathways. As 

described in Figure 5.1, I observed upregulation of cytokine genes not directly related 

to IFN signalling such as CSF2, IL6 and IL10. I then proceeded to validate these 

results using qRT-PCR on direct and indirect co-cultures. Figure 5.2a-b confirms 

upregulation of CSF2 and IL6 upon direct contact. Simultaneously, I studied other 

cytokines that may have an important immunosuppressive role in tumour biology and 

were not described in the previous chapter. In such a way, I found that IL1B, 

TNFSF10 and IDO1 were upregulated in the direct co-culture situation (Figure 5.2c-

e) 
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Figure 5.1 Heatmap of cytokines and cytokine pathway components in A431-
VCAF2b co-culture 
Heatmap of cytokines and cytokine related genes compared across direct and indirect 
A431-VCAF2b cells co-cultured and then sorted. This data was generated by S. Derzsi 
and E. Arwert. P. Chakrabarthy created the heatmap.   
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Figure 5.2 CSF2, IL6, IL1B, TNFSF10 and IDO1 are upregulated after A431-VCAF2b 
direct co-culture 
qRT-PCR data showing mRNA level relative to housekeeping genes Actin and GAPDH 
of CSF2 (a), IL6 (b), IL1B (c), TNFSF10 (d), and IDO1 (e) in A431-VCAF2b co-culture 
comparing Touch, No Touch and Alone situation. Each dot represents an independent 
experiment. Depicted is mean with standard deviation. Independent t-test.  
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5.2.2 Silencing cGAS and IRF3 expression in the cancer cell – CAF co-culture 
diminishes ISG related cytokines expression. 

Unsurprisingly, given their close relation to IFN signalling (Zhai et al., 2018), 

IDO1 and TNFSF10 followed a similar pattern to the one described in previous 

chapters for ISGs such as MX2 and OAS2. Silencing of cGAS or IRF3 greatly 

diminished the production of both genes (Figure 5.3a-b), whereas overexpression of 

IRF3 in the CAFs augmented mean mRNA presence more than two-fold. The high 

variability observed in these results probably explains why this increase was not 

statistically significant (Figure 5.3c). 

The effect of silencing cGAS or IRF3 on IL6 production after direct co-culture 

was present but of lesser magnitude than the one observed in ISGs (Figure 5.4a-b). 

Overexpression of IRF3 in the CAFs only modestly increased IL6 mRNA in non-

statistically significant way (Figure 5.4c). These results suggest a partial regulation 

of IL6 by cGAMP transfer, while there might be an alternative pathway that increases 

IL6 expression upon direct co-culture. It is worth noting that some IL6 is produced by 

the cells basally, as shown in the Alone condition in Figure 5.2b. 

 

5.2.3 Touch-related upregulation of CSF2 and IL1b is independent of 
cGAS/IRF3 expression 

On the other hand, CSF2 and IL1B expression did not change significantly after 

silencing cGAS neither in the cancer cells nor in the VCAF2b (Figure 5.5a). Silencing 

of IRF3 did not decrease production of IL1B. (Figure 5.5b). Silencing of IRF3 reduced 

the gene expression of CSF2, but in contrast to what I had observed in the ISGs, this 

reduction was more evident when IRF3 was silenced in the A431 cancer cells than 

in the CAFs (Figure 5.5b). Lastly, overexpression of IRF3 in the fibroblasts did not 

result in augmented expression of neither CSF2 or IL1B (Figure 5.5c). This evidence 

points at the existence of a different mechanism besides transcytosis of cGAMP, by 

which direct physical contact between cancer cells and CAFs is able to regulate 

relevant immune-modulatory factors.  
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Figure 5.3 Regulation of TNFSF10 and IDO1 is dependant of cGAS and IRF3 in 
direct co-culture 
a-b qRT-PCR data showing mRNA level relative to siScramble control of TNFSF10, and 
IDO1 in A431-VCAF2b co-culture comparing sicGAS in both cells or individually (a, n=3) 
and siIRF3 in both cells with two different siRNAs (b, n=2). c. qRT-PCR showing mRNA 
levels of TNFSF10 and IDO1 in A431 direct co-culture with parental or IRF3 
overexpressing VCAF2b (n=3). Each dot represents an independent experiment. 
Depicted is mean with standard deviation. Independent t-test.  
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Figure 5.4 Regulation of IL6 is partially dependent of cGAS and IRF3 in direct co-
culture 
a-b qRT-PCR data showing mRNA level relative to siScramble control of IL6 in A431-
VCAF2b co-culture comparing sicGAS in both cells or individually (a, n=3) and siIRF3 in 
both cells with two different siRNAs (b, n=2). c. qRT-PCR showing mRNA levels of IL6 
in A431 direct co-culture with parental or IRF3 overexpressing VCAF2b (n=3). Each dot 
represents an independent experiment. Depicted is mean with standard deviation. 
Independent t-test.  
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Figure 5.5 Regulation of CSF2 and IL1b in direct co-culture is not dependent on 
cGAS and IRF3 presence.  
a-b qRT-PCR data showing mRNA level relative to siScramble control of CSF2, and IL1b 
in A431-VCAF2b co-culture comparing sicGAS in both cells or individually (a, n=3) and 
siIRF3 in both cells or cell specific, with two different siRNAs (b, n=2). c. qRT-PCR 
showing mRNA levels of TNFSF10 and IDO1 in A431 direct co-culture with parental or 
IRF3 overexpressing VCAF2b (n=3). Each dot represents an independent experiment. 
Depicted is mean with standard deviation. Independent t-test.  
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5.2.4 CXCL8/IL8 is upregulated after 48 hours of co-culture in an IRF3 
dependent manner 

Finally, I explored the upregulation of IL8/CXCL8 upon cancer cell-CAF co-

culture. Despite the fact that I could not observe any change in IL8 expression after 

24h of co-culture (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.6a), the impact of IL8 in response to 

immune checkpoint blockade (Sanmamed et al., 2014; Schalper et al., 2020; Yuen 

et al., 2020) warranted further study. I decided to analyse if a longer co-culture time 

led to any difference. In fact, 48h after starting the co-culture, IL8 was significantly 

upregulated in direct cell to cell contact (Figure 5.6a). Interestingly, IRF3 

overexpression. in the fibroblasts led to a considerable increment of IL8 production 

when compared to parental VCAF2b. Nevertheless, the effect of IRF3 increased 

expression could be observed again exclusively at the 48h timepoint (Figure 5.6b-c). 

A plausible explanation for this behaviour would be the existence of a secondary loop 

of signalling related to NFκB function. 

 

Altogether, the data presented in this section illustrates the complexity of the 

immune-modulatory signalling arising from direct cancer cell – CAF co-culture and 

opens interesting questions about how this can affect infiltrating immune cells at the 

tumour-stroma boundary. 

Knockdown siRNA efficiency for IRF3 and cGAS was not specifically checked 

for the set of experiments described through sections 5.2.2 to 5.2.4. Representative 

examples of knockdown efficiency for similar in vitro experiments can be found in the 

supplementary figures of Arwert et al. reproduced in the appendix.  
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Figure 5.6 Regulation of CXCL8 in direct co-culture at 24 and 48 hours 
a-b qRT-PCR data showing mRNA level relative to housekeeping genes Actin and 
GAPDH of CXCL8 in A431-VCAF2b co-culture comparing Touch, No Touch and Alone 
situation at 24 and 48h with parental VCAF2b (a) or IRF3 overexpressing VCAF2b (b). 
c. Comparison of expression between parental fibroblast (from a) and IRF3 o.e. (from b). 
Each dot represents an independent experiment (n=3). Depicted is mean with standard 
deviation. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons.  
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5.3 Effect of CAF-cancer cell co-culture on activation and 
differentiation markers of T-cells. 

The changes in cytokine production described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 

comprise a mixture of immune-activating and suppressing molecules. Additionally, 

most of the actions of these cytokines in immune cells are determined by their 

concentration and interaction with other signals. In order to interrogate the actual 

effect on the immune system I explored how conditioned media treatment and direct 

contact with the cancer cell - CAF co-culture influenced activation of T-cells. In this 

setting, I used T-cells derived from PBMCs (peripheral blood mononucleated cells) 

obtained from healthy donors. FACs technology allowed me to interrogate the 

expression of activation and exhaustion markers such as CD69, CD25 and PD1 

(Labiano et al., 2016). 

5.3.1 Conditioned media from A431-VCAF2b different co-culture conditions 
has a similar effect on T-cell activation. 

In my first experimental setting for this section, I obtained fresh conditioned 

media (CM) from Touch – No Touch and Alone 24h co-cultures of A431-VCAF2b. I 

filtered the resulting media so as to eliminate any contaminating cancer cell or 

fibroblast. T-cells were derived from PBMCs from healthy donors using negative 

magnetic isolation. Afterwards, I incubated the T-cells with CD3/CD28 activating 

beads and the mentioned conditioned media for 24 hours, before staining and fixing 

for flow cytometry (See detailed protocol and antibodies used in Methods section 

2.4.2). I used CD4 and CD8 as population markers. An example of the gating strategy 

for the different markers is presented in Figure 5.7.  

As shown in Figure 5.8a-b, incubation with 24h CM did not have a relevant 

influence in T-cell activation when compared with the outcome with the CD3/CD28 

beads on their own. Additionally, there was minimal variability between different co-

culture conditions. The previous observations were sustained both for CD4 and CD8 

positive T-cells (Figure 5.8).  
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Figure 5.7 Gating strategy for T cell activation experiments 
Flow cytometry plots showing gating strategy for T-cell activation experiments using 
CD45, CD8 and CD4 as population markers and CD69, CD25 and PD1 as activation 
markers in both CD8+ and CD4+ subpopulations.  
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Figure 5.8 24h conditioned media from co-cultures does not have an effect on T-
cell activation 
Graphs showing percentage of PD1 high (a, c) and CD69+CD25+ cells (b, d) from the 
parental CD4 and CD8 populations respectively after 24h exposure to 24h conditioned 
media of A431-VCAF2b co-culture. Values are normalised to the percentage of activated 
T-cells when they were incubated with CD3-CD28 beads (Beads only). T-cells incubated 
with DMEM media only are shown as negative control. Each dot is a biological replicate 
from an independent donor. Shown mean and SD.  
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As explained in the previous section, the expression of cytokines varied when the 

cancer cell – CAF co-culture was maintained for 48 hours. I repeated the same T-

cell activation experiment, this time using CM obtained after 48 hours. In this setting, 

T-cell activation was higher with the conditioned media compared to the effect of the 

CD3/CD28 beads exclusively. However, I observed no difference among the three 

different co-culture conditions (Figure 5.9). Also, as I mixed the conditioned media 

from both cell types, I was not able to identify which cell type is responsible for this 

increase in activation.  

 

 
Figure 5.9 Effect of 48h conditioned media on T-cell activation. 
Graphs showing percentage of PD1 high (a, c) and CD69+CD25+ cells (b, d) from the 
parental CD4 and CD8 populations respectively after 24h exposure to 48h conditioned 
media of A431-VCAF2b co-culture. Values are normalised to the percentage of activated 
T-cells when they were incubated with CD3-CD28 beads (Beads only). T-cells incubated 
with DMEM media only are shown as negative control. Each dot is a biological replicate 
from an independent donor. Shown mean and SD.   
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5.3.2 Direct contact with CAFs tends to allow for higher T-cell activation 
compared to contact with cancer cells. 

In line with the idea that direct cell to cell contact is relevant in the crosstalk 

present in the TME, I explored the effect of adding T-cells to the different co-culture 

conditions. First, I plated A431 and VCAF2b in the different co-culture conditions. 

After 48h of plating; I placed T-cells mixed with CD3/CD28 beads (1:2 ratio) on top 

of CAFs and cancer cells. The five conditions I used are specified in the schematic 

of experimental design illustrated in Figure 5.10. 24 hours later I collected the T-cells 

by pipetting and proceeded to stain for FACs with the same activation and exhaustion 

markers used in the previous sections. As I did not use trypsin, the contamination by 

cancer cells and CAFs was low, I also used CD45 to differentiate among cell 

populations. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.10 Schematic of experimental design for T-cell activation in contact with 
cancer cells and fibroblasts. 

The data presented in Figure 5.11 shows a trend towards lower T-cell 

activation when in contact with cancer cells, as opposed to higher activation when 

the T-cells were in contact with CAFs. Although the T-cells were effectively sharing 

the same media, I could observe small differences in activation in the No Touch 

condition, with activation of T-cells slightly higher where the T-cells were in direct 

contact with CAFs. This could be caused by imperfect mixing of cytokines in the 

media, or by difference in surface molecules between cancer cells and CAFs. For 
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the direct touch condition, the percentage of CD8 T-cells with highPD1 expression 

increased, which indicates activation and exhaustion. On the other hand, there was 

not a significant increase of the percentage of CD8 T-cells positive for the purer 

activation markers CD69 and CD25. In any case, I observed high inter-donor 

variability for this experiment, even after normalisation. This fact, together with the 

small sample size precludes from reaching definitive conclusions.  

 

 
Figure 5.11 Effect of direct co-culture on T-cell activation. 
Graphs showing percentage of PD1 high (a, c) and CD69+CD25+ cells (b, d) from the 
parental CD4 and CD8 populations respectively, after 24h of direct co-culture with A431 
and VCAF2b cells in the different co-culture conditions. Values are normalised to the 
percentage of activated T-cells when they were incubated with CD3-CD28 beads (Beads 
only). T-cells incubated with DMEM media only are shown as negative control. Each dot 
is a biological replicate from an independent donor. Shown mean and SD. P values 
reflect one sample t-test against beads.  
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5.4 Effect of direct co-culture with CC-CAFs on the migration 
and infiltration of T-cells and monocytes. 

Besides cytokine and chemokine signalling, the interaction between cancer 

cells, stromal cells and the immune infiltrate in the tumour microenvironment is also 

mediated by the spatial setting of those cells. Indeed, the location of TILs in relation 

to stroma and cancer cells impacts patient prognosis. Inflamed tumours, which have 

lymphocytes inside cancer cell clusters, have better outcomes (Gruosso et al., 2019; 

Khoury et al., 2018).Stromal cells location and disposition influence how lymphocytes 

infiltrate tumours (Failmezger et al., 2020). The tumour-stroma boundary is likely to 

play a relevant role in these processes, maybe in relation to the previously exposed 

changes in cancer cell and CAF functions when the cells are in direct contact. For 

these reasons, I wanted to examine the motility of T-cells and monocytes in a cancer 

cell – CAF co-culture setting.  

In order to create a clearly defined boundary I used a silicone insert (Figure 

5.12, explained in detail in Methods section 2.2.4). T-cells and monocytes from 

healthy donors were obtained as explained in section 2.4.1, stained with a membrane 

marker and added on top of the cancer cell-CAF co-culture.  

 
Figure 5.12 Schematic of experimental design for immune cell migration on co-
culture 
a. Schematic of experimental setup. b. Example of image with A431-yPET cells in green, 
VCAF2b-mCherry in blue and CellTrace Violet monocytes in red. Scale bar is 100 µm. 
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5.4.1 Monocytes preferentially co-localise with CAFs while T-cells are equally 
distributed.  

My first observation when looking at the images of the experiment described in 

Figure 5.12 was that there was a higher density of monocytes on top of the region 

occupied by CAFs as opposed to the one in which the cancer cells were. 

Quantification of the number of cells per square mm in the two different regions 

confirmed that there was a larger number of monocytes in the fibroblast occupied 

zone after 24h of adding the immune cells (Figure 5.13a). However, this is unlikely 

to be related to the co-culture, as when cancer cells and CAFs are cultured in a 

silicone insert on their own, monocytes are also found in a higher density on top of 

CAFs (Figure 5.13b). Monocytes accumulated in the edges of the A431 region 

(Figure 5.13c), suggesting that there might be some factor that hinders the migration 

of the immune cells, from the boundary into the central region of the epithelial 

monolayer.  

On the other hand, when T-cells were added to the co-culture, they distributed 

homogeneously across the two regions (Figure 5.13d), with no preference for 

fibroblasts or cancer cells.  

5.4.2 Immune cells follow fibroblast patterns and show higher persistence 
when moving on top of CAFs than on cancer cells.  

Time lapses of the migration of immune cells on top of both CAFs and cancer 

cells led to the observation that T-cells and monocytes moved along the patterns 

established by CAFs (Figure 5.14a-b). In order to quantify this behaviour, I took 

advantage of a script developed by R. Jenkins and E. Wershof in our team (Park et 

al., 2020b) that calculates the persistence of tracked cells (defined as displacement 

over distance). Both for monocytes and T-cells, their average persistence at t 0-45 

minutes was statistically significantly higher when they moved in areas occupied by 

VCAF2b cells (Figure 5.14c-d). To investigate the possibility that this difference in 

persistence was related to variations in the total motility of the immune cells I 

calculated the total distance travelled on both populations on tracks spanning 10, 15 

and 45 minutes. I did not observe a significant difference in the average distance 

travelled when either T cells or monocytes were moving on CAFs or cancer cells 

(Figure 5.14 e-f).  
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Figure 5.13 Immune cell location on A431-VCA2b boundary co-culture shows 
preference of monocytes for CAF regions 
Graphs depict mean and SD of number of monocytes per mm2 located on top of A431 
or VCAF2b regions for boundary co-culture (a) and monoculture in inserts (b). c mask 
image representing monocytes on the edge of a A431 monoculture in an insert, green 
line delimits the edge of the cancer cell layer. d shows Graphs depict mean and SD of 
number of T cells per mm2 located on top of A431 or VCAF2b regions for boundary co-
culture. Each dot is a different donor, data from three independent experiments. 
Unpaired t-test.  
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Figure 5.14 Persistence of immune cells on top of A431-VCAF2b co-culture is 
higher in the CAF regions. 
a. Micrograph shows VCAF2b-mCherry (blue) and monocytes stained with CellTrace 
Violet (red). Scale bar is 100 µm. On the right, superimposed position of a time-lapse 
taken every 90s. Every 5 frames the colour of the monocyte channel is changed to allow 
for visualization of the trajectories. Scale bar is 100 µm. b Micrographs of A431(right) 
and VCAF2b (left) with T cells (cyan). T cell tracks are superimposed. Scale bar is 100 
µm.  c Graphs depict mean and SD persistence (value 0-1) of T cells and monocytes 
when in areas occupied by A431 or VCAF2b. Unpaired t test. d Mean and SD of total 
distance travelled by T cells and monocytes on top of A431 and VCAF2b cells. T cells 
Unpaired t-test, monocytes U Mann-Whitney. For c and d, data from three independent 
experiments.  
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5.4.3 The migration of immune cells between stromal and tumour regions 
could be determined by the shape of the boundary 

Thus far, I have defined the migration patterns of both monocytes and T-cells 

when moving in cancer cell or CAF regions. However, the question that could 

potentially be more relevant for my research is: can the direct interaction between 

cancer cells and fibroblasts influence the infiltration of immune cells to clusters of 

cancer cells? The spatial disposition of this system, which defines a clear tumour-

stromal boundary, allowed me to address this issue in a reductionist approach.  

I imaged the contact region between cancer cells and CAFs to explore the 

movement of immune cells in that area. I analysed the resulting movies with a 

tracking algorithm that defined the spatial coordinates of the immune cells at each 

timepoint. In order to define how many cells were going across the boundary and the 

specific location of that crossing, I worked with E. Wershof to develop a script able 

to quantify the numbers of traversing cells as well as the specific location for the 

change of CAF/cancer cell region. Figure 5.15 represents an example of the resulting 

output, with a representation of the tracks and a schematic of the points of cross. 

From those schematics, it became apparent that there are zones of the boundary in 

which there is a higher concentration of crossing cells. (Figure 5.15 a-b). 

The way this experiment is set up tends to create a straight, well defined limit 

between A431 cancer cells and VCAF2b. Nevertheless, in some occasions, the 

orientation of the CAFs and the way the cancer cells migrate towards the fibroblast 

region, allows for the formation of irregular edges (Figure 5.16). I showed, in two 

independent experiments, that when the fibroblasts adopted that conformation, there 

was a higher interchange between regions (26 and 29 in regions represented in 

Figure 5.16 a, c vs 9 and 7 in regions represented Figure 5.16 b, d) of monocytes 

obtained from the same donor.  
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Figure 5.15 Crossing of T-cells and monocytes on A431-VCAF2b boundary 
Micrographs of A431-yPET (green) and VCAF2b-mCherry (blue) boundary assay with 
superimposed tracks (yellow) of T cells for panel a and monocytes for panel b. Time-
lapses were acquired, every 60 seconds for 3h, 24h after the addition of T cells (a), and 
every90 seconds for 3h, 16 hours after the addition of monocytes (b). Scale bar is 200 
µm. Alongside and below schematic representing those tracks that have changed 
regions, in red when they were inside of the cancer cell region and in black when the 
tracks were on the fibroblast region. Representative images from two independent 
experiments each.  
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Figure 5.16. Crossing of monocytes on different shapes of cancer cell-fibroblast 
boundary 
Left – Micrographs of A431-yPET (green) and VCAF2b-mCherry (blue) boundary assay 
with monocytes (red) from the same donor in an “irregular limit” (a, c) and a “straight” 
limit (b, d). Middle – Grayscale of the VCAF2b-mCherry channel to allow for better 
visualization of the shape of the edge. Right – Schematic of crossing monocytes from 
one region to the other, in red when on the cancer cell region and black when on the 
fibroblast region. Representative images from two independent experiments (a, b and c, 
d monocytes obtained from the same donor each). Scale bars are 100 µm.  
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5.5 Technical discussion 

The first section of this chapter explores the role of direct cancer cell – CAF 

contact in the expression of cytokine genes with influence on T-cell function in the 

TME. Additionally, recent analysis of clinical trials suggest they have translational 

relevance (Schalper et al., 2020; Yuen et al., 2020). In order to explain the broader 

scene of cytokine regulation by direct touch, I have used complementary strategies. 

In this way, I have silenced or overexpressed various elements of the cGAS-STING-

IRF3 signalling pathway to determine the differences in regulation across the studied 

cytokines. I had planned to repeat these experiments in a HNSCC-CAF pair in order 

to verify its reproducibility. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in 

problems accessing qRT-PCR equipment necessary for those experiments. 

Additionally, all the data I produced is based on mRNA levels, and confirmation of 

these results by methods that detect protein levels (e.g. ELISA, cytokine beads array) 

would be required. Regarding the immune cell activation experiments by conditioned 

media, I was unable to access blood from healthy volunteers for logistic reasons, 

also derived from the pandemic. This problem impeded the repetition of the 

conditioned media assays in macrophages derived from PBMCs. 

Incubation with CD3/CD28 beads is a potent activation cue, which could 

muddle the interpretation of the T-cell activation experiments. However, experiments 

without adding the beads did not show any T-cell activation at all. An additional 

control with high concentrations of an immunostimulatory cytokine would also have 

rendered useful information. The use of allogeneic circulating T-cells also hampers 

the generalisation of both the T-cell activation and migration assays. In order to 

circumvent this issue, I isolated TILs, cancer cells and CAFs originating from the 

same tumour, which will be useful in future experiments. The next result chapter 

explains a detailed characterization of a murine SCC model. This model in 

combination with splenocyte derived mouse T-cells would also solve the genetic 

mismatch problem. In addition, it would allow me to use cancer specific T-cells (e.g. 

OT-1 cells and OVA transfected cancer cells).  

Finally, the data presented about T-cell and monocytes migration in a 2D model 

of cancer cells and CAFs is mostly exploratory and it lacks adequate quantification. 

Further optimisation is needed to explore in depth the infiltration of immune cells in 

the tumour-stroma boundary.  
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5.6 Summary 

In this chapter of the thesis, I explore the effect of cancer cell – CAF interaction 

over immune cells. The first section confirms the upregulation of cytokine genes with 

relevance in the tumour immune microenvironment upon direct contact of CCs and 

CAFs. Some of those are ISGs related to IFN signalling and the previous chapter 

(e.g. IDO1, TRAIL), while others are not regulated in this case by the cGAS-STING-

IRF3 pathway (e.g. CSF2, IL1b). Table 5.3 shows a summary of the proposed 

regulatory mechanisms for the studied cytokines.  

 
Table 5.1 Summary of cytokine regulation by direct cancer cell-CAF contact and 
alterations of the cGAS-STING-IRF3 pathway. 

 

Cytokine Upregulation 
upon direct 
contact (24h) 

sicGAS 
on 
cancer 
cells 

siIRF3 
on CAFs 

IRF3o.e, 
by CAFs 

Secondary 
loop (48h) 

TNFSF10/TRAIL Yes ↓↓↓ ↓↓↓ ↓↓↓ No 

IDO1 Yes ↓↓↓ ↓↓↓ ↓↓↓ No 

IL6 Yes ↓ ↓ = No 

CSF2/GMCSF Yes = = = No 

IL1B Yes = = = No 

CXCL8/IL8 No    Yes 

 

 

My experiments do not show a specific effect of the cancer cell – CAF direct 

interaction on T cell activation, either with the use conditioned media or direct co-

culture. 

Lastly, I developed a model with the goal of exploring leukocyte motility in the 

tumour-stroma boundary. Using this approach, I observed that monocytes are 

located preferably in the CAF region. Both T-cells and monocytes followed the 

pattern and distribution of CAFs and moved with a greater persistence in those 

regions. To finish with, I provide an example on how leukocyte migration may be 

affected by the spatial orientation of CAFs in the confines between tumour and 
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stroma. The ability of immune cells to infiltrate tumours is crucial for the success of 

immunotherapy. Therefore, further exploration of the effect of CAFs on lymphocyte 

infiltration is warranted.  
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Chapter 6. Characterization of the immune infiltrate-
CAF interaction in a syngeneic HNSCC mouse model. 

6.1 Chapter introduction. 

In this thesis I describe the study of interactions between cancer cells, CAFs, 

and immune cells using a variety of approaches and models. Thus far, I used human 

samples and human derived cells, as this offers a more direct translational relevance. 

However, the use of human material precludes the ability to study this cell-to-cell 

interaction in the presence of a fully competent immune system. The use of a murine 

syngeneic immunocompetent model allowed me to overcome this limitation.  

The chosen model (MOC1 and MOC2) is described in detail in Introduction 

section 1.4.4. Briefly, these cell lines were obtained from oral cavity tumours of 

C57/Bl6 females after treatment with DMBA. The model recapitulates human 

mutation patterns (Onken et al., 2014). MOC1 and MOC2 have a different growth 

pattern in mice, probably due to differences in mutational load and immune-

surveillance (Moore et al., 2016). These cell lines have been used in a variety of 

published reports (Greene et al., 2020; Judd et al., 2012a; Moore et al., 2016a; Shah 

et al., 2016; Zolkind et al., 2018), however, there has been little previous work 

interrogating the effects of CAFs in the relation of these tumours with the immune 

infiltrate.  

In the following chapter I interrogate the extent to which MOC tumours recruit 

and activate CAFs. Additionally, I describe the differences in growth and immune 

infiltration of these tumours among different genetically-modified mice. Finally, I 

examine how variations in the numbers of CAFs can influence the relationship 

between the tumour and infiltrating immune cells.  

 

6.2 MOC1 and MOC2 derived tumours recruit CAFs 

I injected 2.5x105 MOC1 or MOC2 cells subcutaneously in the flank of C57/Bl6 

WT mice. As previously reported (Judd et al., 2012b) MOC2 cell derived tumours 

were more aggressive and tumour volume increased at a faster rate (Figure 6.1 a). 

MOC1 tumours grew at a slower pace, and the engraftment efficiency was lower 
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(9/20 for MOC1 vs 14/14 for MOC2, Figure 6.1b). IHC staining for α-SMA showed 

presence of α-SMA positive CAFs (Figure 6.2a). These CAFs were inside the tumour 

mass, showing close spatial relationships and interaction with cancer cells (Figure 

6.2b-c) Interestingly, MOC1 tumours had a significantly higher α-SMA positive area 

than MOC2 (Fig 6.2d). 

 

 
Figure 6.1 MOC1 and MOC2 tumour growth comparison on C57/Bl6 mice 
Tumour volume growth curves for individual tumours (a) and mean +/-SEM (b) after 
subcutaneous injection of 2.5x105 MOC1 or MOC2 cells in the flank of male C57/Bl6 
mice. MOC1 n=20 mice, 9/20 injected mice developed tumours, MOC2 n=14 
engraftment 14/14. Type II ANOVA.  
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Figure 6.2 αSMA IHC staining on MOC1 and MOC2 tumours 
Micrographs showing IHC αSMA staining of MOC1 (a, zoomed in region in b) and MOC2 
(c, zoomed in in d) cells injected in WT mice. Scale bars are 500 µm and 50 µm 
respectively. Graph in e shows mean and SD for the percentage of DAB positive area 
for MOC1 and MOC2 tumours. Each dot is an individual tumour, data from four 
independent experiments. Unpaired t-test. 
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6.3 MOC1 tumours are subjected to a more effective immune-
surveillance than MOC2 

Data available from the literature suggested that the reason behind the slower 

growth and inefficient engraftment of MOC1 tumours was the presence of an anti-

tumoral immune response (Moore et al., 2016b). My hypothesis was that the 

adaptive immune system was responsible for the majority of this effect, therefore I 

decided to test the growth of MOC1 and MOC2 tumours in different strains of 

immune-deficient mice. Indeed, when injected in NOD-SCID mice lacking adoptive 

immunity, MOC1 cells gave raise to tumours in 100% of cases (Figure 6.3a). These 

results were replicated in RAG1 KO mice, which also lack functional T and B-cells 

and are derived from the same C57/Bl6 background as MOC1 cells (Figure 6.3b). 

When compared with the previous strains, NSG mice additionally present defects in 

the innate immunity response, with dysfunctional NK cells. The rate of growth in 

those mice was slightly higher, albeit the difference in growth rate was not statistically 

significant when compared to NOD-SCID and RAG1 KO mice (Figure 6.3c-d). This 

fact suggests that the adaptive immune response was accountable for the majority 

of the effect. Those tumours enable to overcome immune-surveillance in WT 

immunocompetent mice, grew at a comparable pace to those implanted in immune-

deficient mice (Fig 6.3e).  

In contrast to MOC1, I did not observe any difference in tumour development 

when injecting MOC2 cells in immune-deficient vs immune-competent mice strains. 

All of the injected animals presented tumours in both WT and immune defective mice. 

The growth curves overlapped when comparing C57/Bl6 mice with NOD-SCIDs 

(Figure 6.4a). Figure 6.4b shows that MOC2 derived tumours may increase in 

volume faster in NSG mice as compared to WT mice. Although the difference and 

the sample size are limited, this would be consistent with the role of NK cells in the 

immune surveillance of these tumours (Greene et al., 2020).  

I wanted to interrogate the immune infiltrate of these two different types of 

tumours. IHC staining revealed that MOC1 tumours had a larger infiltration of CD8 

T-cells than MOC2 as defined by the percentage of area DAB positive (Figure 6.4b). 

This fact could indicate a “hotter” TME for MOC1 even in the tumours able to resist 

elimination by the immune system. In contrary, I could observe no difference 

between the two models regarding the presence of CD4 T-cells (Figure 6.4c). 
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Infiltration by B cells (defined by the marker B220) was very scarce across all 

samples analysed, and once more, the percentage of DAB positive area did not differ 

between MOC1 and MOC2 samples (Figure 6.4d).  

 
 
Figure 6.3 MOC1 growth in WT vs immune-deficient mice 
Tumour volume growth curves after subcutaneous injection of 2.5x105 MOC1 cells in the 
flank of male C57/Bl6 mice and NOD-SCID (a), RAG1KO (b) and NSG(c). d shows 
combined data from 4 independent experiment (mean +/- SEM) and e growth curves for 
individual tumours. Engraftment WT 9/20, NOD-SCID 5/5, RAG1KO 5/5, NSG 5/5. P 
values are adjuvant p values from Type II ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple 
comparisons.  
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Figure 6.4 MOC2 growth in WT vs immune-deficient mice and MOC1 vs MOC2 
immune infiltrate analysis 
a. Tumour volume growth of MOC2 cells after subcutaneous injection in the flank of WT 
vs NOD-SCID male mice. Type II ANOVA. b same as a, for WT vs NSG male mice. c,d,e 
show mean and SD for the percentage of DAB positive area for CD8, CD4 and B220 in 
MOC1 and MOC2 tumours. Each dot is an individual tumour, data from four independent 
experiments. Mann-Whitney U test 
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6.4 αSMA positive area in MOC1/2 tumours varies according to 
the host immunological competence. 

When analysing the tumours grown in WT immunocompetent mice, and 

according to the data shown in the human HNSCC samples, I expected that MOC2 

tumours which are poorer in CD8 T-cells would have higher amounts of αSMA 

positive CAFs, however this was not the case (DAB positive in % of area: MOC1 WT 

mean 6.715 vs MOC2 WT mean 4.181, independent t-test p=0.0189). This would 

suggest that CAF recruitment was not the main responsible for immune-evasion in 

this model. 

My next step was to analyse the abundance of CAFs in the tumours grown in 

host mice with different immunological state. I thought that there could be two 

different possibilities, the first was that, in accordance to the human data, those 

tumours lacking T-cells would have an increased infiltration of CAFs. The other 

option was that the lack of inflammation resulting from the absence of an adaptive 

immune response would diminish the activation and recruitment of CAFs. The αSMA 

positive area increased in MOC1 tumours that grew in mice lacking adaptive 

immunity, but that maintained NK cell and myeloid functionality (Figure 6.5a), which 

was in line with my first hypothesis. On the other hand, it tended to decrease in NSG 

mice (not statistically significant Figure 6.5a) suggesting that some degree of innate 

immunity was needed for CAF activation and recruitment. However, these processes 

are probably model dependent, as the area occupied by αSMA positive CAFs 

decreased in MOC2 tumours growing both in mice lacking adaptive immune 

response (NOD-SCID) and NK cell activity (NSG) (Figure 6.5b). 
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Figure 6.5 IHC for αSMA in different immune-deficient mice for MOC1 and MOC2 
tumours. 
a Graph represent mean and SD for DAB positive area after IHC for αSMA in MOC1 
tumours in WT, Nod-SCID, RAG1 KO and NSG mice. Each dot is an individual mouse. 
One-way ANOVA (p=0.0003) with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons. 
b Graph represent mean and SD for DAB positive area after IHC for αSMA in MOC2 
tumours in WT, Nod-SCID, and NSG mice. Each dot is an individual mouse. One-way 
ANOVA (p=0.0053) with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons. 
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6.5 Co-injection of CAFs overcomes immune-surveillance in 
MOC1 tumours 

As explained in the Introduction section 1.2.5, CAFs have numerous immune-

suppressive functions. I also established that CAFs are related to a “colder” immune 

TME in human SCC (Results Chapter 3). The MOC1 mouse model described in this 

chapter is amenable to immune-surveillance. Furthermore, changes in the host 

immunity altered the presence of CAFs. With all those elements in place, I wanted 

to interrogate the effect of increasing the number of CAFs in the tumours in relation 

to the immune response. With that goal in mind, I derived cancer associated 

fibroblasts from MOC2 tumours grown in female albino Bl6 mice that express 

tdTomato after the Rosa26 promoter (See Methods section 2.2.2). That allowed me 

to sort the CAFs and ensure that I was not injecting cancer cells that had undergone 

epithelial to mesenchymal transition. These CAFs (MOCAF2) are a heterogenous 

population that expresses CAF markers vimentin, αSMA, Thy1 and PDGFRα. The 

cells are negative for cytokeratin and positive for the fluorescent protein TdTomato. 

(Figure 6.6). To allow for expansion for future experiments and in vivo injection, I 

immortalised the cells by transfecting the HPV E6 protein with a lentiviral vector.  

I injected MOC1 and MOCAF2 cells in a 1:2 ratio in the flank of C57/Bl6 mice 

and used MOC1 as a control. The addition of CAFs to the injection dramatically 

increased the engraftment ability of MOC1 cells in this experiment (5/5 tumours grew 

in the co-injection setting against 2/5 tumours when the cells were injected alone, 

Figure 6.7). IHC against red fluorescent protein showed that the injected CAFs 

cannot be found in the tumour stroma 26 days after injection (Figure 6.7). This 

observation suggests that the initial presence of CAFs has a relevant effect in 

immune surveillance. Therefore, the effect on the immune surveillance would not 

require for the CAFs co-injected in the first place to persist in the tumour. Consistent 

with this hypothesis, I observed a trend in which MOC1 tumours had a larger mean 

area of αSMA positivity than those with MOCAF2 (p=0.0553, Figure 6.7). There was 

no significant difference across adoptive immune cell infiltration (CD8, CD4 and 

B220, Figure 6.7), although the mean for CD8 was lower in the co-injection setting.  
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Figure 6.6 IF staining of CAF markers in MOCAF2 cells 
Micrographs of immunofluorescence staining of MOCAF2 cells in culture. a red-
TdTomato, blue Thy1-APC, green αSMA-AF488. b red TdTomato, cyan PDGFRα-
AF488. d red TdTomato, cyan Cytokeratin-AF488. Representative images from two 
independent experiments. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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Figure 6.7 Co-injection of MOC1 and MOC1/MOCAF2 cells, tumour growth and 
αSMA IHC 
a Tumour volume growth curve after injection of 2.5x105 MOC1 cells alone or co-injected 
with 5x105 MOCAF2 cells in the flank of Bl6 mice. MOC1 n=2/5 tumours, co-injection 
n=5/5 tumours. One independent experiment. b graph depicts mean and SD of DAB 
positive area in percentage for αSMA IHC staining. Each dot is an individual tumour. 
Unpaired t-test. c micrographs of co-injection tumours showing IHC for αSMA and RFP, 
with an embryonic positive control. Scale bar 200 µm.  
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of CD8, CD4 and B220 IHC in tumours grown after injection 
of MOC1 vs co-injection of MOC1 and MOCAF2 cells 
Micrographs of co-injection tumours showing IHC for CD8 (a), CD4(b) and B220 (c) from 
tumours grown after injection of MOC1 (top) or co-injection of MOC1 and MOCAF2 
(bottom). Scale bar 200 µm. d-f graphs depict mean and SD of DAB positive area in 
percentage for CD8, B220 and CD4 IHC staining. Each dot is an individual tumour. 
Unpaired t-test. Mann-Whitney U test. For IHC quantification 1 independent experiment 
for co-injection, 4 independent experiments for MOC1. 
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6.6 Technical discussion 

The use of a carcinogenic induced syngeneic head and neck model is one of 

the most physiologically relevant models to study the interaction of CAFs with the 

immune infiltrate. Another strong point is that I had available two cell lines with 

different interrelations with the immune system 

The use of subcutaneous injection instead of an orthotopic approach is a 

relevant caveat. I chose not to inject the cancer cells in the oral pouch for ethical and 

logistical reasons. In retrospective, intradermal injection of the cells may have been 

a better option, as that location may be closer to the epithelial origin of squamous 

cell carcinoma. I used male mice instead of female with the awareness that these 

cell lines originated from female animals. My appreciation was that in this case, the 

impact on the results would not be deleterious, and this approach helped avoid 

culling of surplus animals.  

Regarding IHC staining, I acknowledge that using αSMA as a CAF marker is 

reductionist and would not identify all CAFs or its heterogeneity. However, in my 

opinion, it is still the best single marker to detect CAFs. The other advantage of using 

αSMA is the availability of a robust specific antibody. All efforts were undertaken to 

homogenise IHC staining and analysis, nevertheless due to the characteristics of the 

technique it is difficult to eliminate every possible bias arising from differences in 

batches. Another potential caveat of using αSMA is that it stains some peri-vascular 

cells. 

Due to logistic problems derived from the COVID-19 global pandemic, the 

cancer cell CAF co-injection experiment could not be repeated as desired in the 

timeframe before handing this thesis. Still, the effect of the CAFs on MOC1 tumour 

growth and engraftment is notable. The difference in engraftment and the tumour 

growth dynamic, with fluctuations of volume around days 15-20, supports the 

hypothesis that the immune system is involved in the differences observed. However, 

consistent with the literature, co-injection of CAFs likely offers growth advantages 

due to improved angiogenesis and availability of growth factors (See Introduction 

section 1.2.4). The addition of a RAG1 KO control group would help to clarify to which 

extent the differences in tumour growth are due to an adaptive immune response as 

opposed to differences derived from the mouse strain background. The analysis of 
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the exhaustion markers and T-cell phenotype in the co-injection tumours could also 

shed light on that question. 

Finally, in the light of the results explained in section 3.3 about the relationship 

between CAF and macrophages, I stained slides both from MOC1, MOC2 and 

MOC1/MOCAF2 tumours with the macrophage marker F4/80. Unfortunately, I did 

not manage to obtain consistent and reproducible results across batches that would 

allow for an accurate comparison between samples. This technical limitation is the 

reason why I did not include any data regarding macrophages in this thesis.  

6.7 Summary  

In this chapter I characterised some aspects of the relationships between a 

syngeneic murine oral squamous cancer with CAFs and the immune infiltrate. MOC2 

tumours are intrinsically resistant to immune surveillance, whereas MOC1 injected 

cells can be cleared by the immune system in approximately 50% of the cases when 

injected in immune competent mice. The area of tumour occupied by αSMA positive 

cells is larger in MOC1 tumours. CD8 T cell infiltration is also more evident in tumours 

derived from MOC1 cell injection. When transplanted into mice lacking adaptive 

immunity, MOC1 cells were able to develop tumours in all cases, and the αSMA 

positive area of the tumour increased. On the other hand, the opposite was true for 

MOC2 tumours, with a decrease in αSMA positive cells.  

Co-injection of MOC2 derived CAFs drastically increase the growth and 

engraftment ratio of MOC1 cells, highlighting the potential role of CAFs in influencing 

tumorigenesis and the ability of the immune system to control malignancies.  
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Chapter 7. Discussion and future work 

The main goal of this thesis was to explore the interaction, association and 

communication of diverse cells in the TME, namely cancer cells, CAFs and the 

immune infiltrate. Normal epithelial homeostasis is maintained through a finely tuned 

balance created by multiple physical and chemical cues, shared across the 

epithelium and the stroma. Malignant cells hijack these communication networks in 

order to favour tumour growth and avoid detection and elimination by the immune 

system (Valkenburg et al., 2018). In this way, the physiological functions of 

fibroblasts are alienated, and CAFs exert an immunosuppressive role in squamous 

cell carcinoma (De Jaeghere et al., 2019). This is relevant for patients, because a 

defective anti-tumoral immune response is related to worse prognosis (Mlecnik et 

al., 2016).  

In this thesis, I tried to address this research question from a number of different 

perspectives. I used reductionist in vitro experiments, relevant animal models, and 

human genomic data, to explore the interrelation between cancer cells, CAFs, and 

immune cells. In each of the chapters I included a technical discussion section which 

describes strengths and potential drawbacks of the experimental approaches 

utilised. In this discussion, I aim to set my research in the context of the existing 

literature for each of the results chapters. I have also added ideas for future 

experiments that could reinforce and expand the data presented. Finally, I have tried 

to illustrate the potential impact of my research. 

 

7.1 CAFs are correlated with an immunosuppressive TME in 
human SCC 

In Chapter 3 of this thesis I used the TCGA database, together with 

deconvolution strategies, to explore the relationships between CAFs and the immune 

system in Head and Neck, Lung, and Cervix SCC. I decided to use Methyl-

CIBERSORT as means to estimate the abundance of CAFs in tumours. The main 

reason was that it relies on methylation instead of gene expression data, which 

represents a potential advantage when trying to identify CAFs with a wide variety of 

gene expression patterns.  
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In the first sections, I succeeded in replicating the results published by 

Chakravarthy et al. which show an association between CAFs and an 

immunosuppressive TME. As such there is a negative correlation between CAFs and 

TILs and a positive correlation between CAFs and macrophages. In order to validate 

these results, I repeated the bioinformatic analysis with two additional deconvolution 

strategies (Absolute-CIBERSORT and Danaher et. al), which showed a similar 

outcome. I was also able to replicate the findings showing that HPV negative tumours 

are richer in CAFs. This could be related to variability in CAF activation and 

proliferation driven by the inflammation caused by smoking and drinking, as opposed 

to the one caused by viral infection. The unfavourable prognostic significance of 

CAFs in HNSCC using TCGA survival data is also in concordance with the published 

literature (Chakravarthy et al., 2018b; Dourado et al., 2018). The deleterious effect 

of CAF presence can be explained by their tumour promoting and immune 

suppressive functions.  

7.1.1 CAF markers and heterogeneity 

Recently, there has been a drive to acknowledge the heterogeneity of CAFs. 

As such, diverse CAF populations would have variable effects in tumour biology. I 

used gene expression data available from TCGA to explore this concept further in 

human SCC. This setting, in which I analysed bulk RNAseq data, presents the caveat 

that other cells can also express the genes designated as CAF markers. Therefore, 

it is not possible to unequivocally ascribe the gene expression exclusively to CAFs, 

nor to identify specific CAF populations as a single cell analysis approach can do. 

However, this kind of analysis can be useful to explore patterns and generate 

hypotheses.  

Reassuringly, all of the selected CAF markers correlated positively with the 

estimation of the fibroblast abundance by methylation data. However, the magnitude 

and level of significance of the correlations was not equivalent when comparing 

different tumour types or HPV positive and negative HNSCC (Figures 3.4 and 3.9). 

In HNSCC HPV+ tumours, the correlation of FAP, SPARC and ITGB1 with the 

methylome CAF estimation was stronger than in HPV- tumours. The correlation 

between gene markers was very similar when comparing HNSCC HPV- tumours and 

LUSC, whereas the strength of the correlation between FAP and CAFs was weaker 
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in CESC. Moreover, the correlations between POSTN, ITGB1 and PDPN and CAFs 

in CESC was not statistically significant.  These observations support the idea of 

CAF heterogeneity across different tumour types and aetiologies, although some of 

the variability could be explained by variations in gene expressions of cancer cells 

and immune cells across the different tumour types.  

The study of the correlation of different CAF markers among themselves 

(Figure 3.4a) suggests the existence of predominant class defining markers (e.g. 

FAP, SPARC, PDGFRB), as opposed to genes coding for markers that may be 

expressed at lower values or only in specific subpopulations (e.g. ITGB1, PDPN, 

PDGFRA). Most of the existing literature identifies CAFs based on IHC staining of a 

single marker (mainly αSMA). However, it is likely that a single marker does not 

reflect the full spectrum of CAF functions. In section 3.5, I showed the correlation 

between CAF markers and the immune infiltrate changes remarkably across the 

different markers. This is evident even for markers that are quite closely correlated 

within themselves and with the estimated fibroblast abundance. In that regard, the 

magnitude and direction of the correlations between FAP and other cells in the 

immune infiltrate are very similar to those of the CAF abundance as calculated using 

the methylome. In contrast, there are larger disparities when comparing the 

correlations with the immune infiltrate of ACTA2 and CAF abundance. Therefore, 

according to my results, αSMA may not be the best marker to identify those CAFs 

that have the main role in modulation the immune infiltrate. This data is consistent 

with the observation by Costa et al., that the subpopulation associated with 

immunosuppression express high levels of FAP (CAFS1, (Costa et al., 2018)). 

Furthermore, inside this CAFS1 FAP high subpopulation the authors could identify 

sub-clusters able to predict therapy outcome for antibodies targeting the PD1/PD-L1 

axis (Kieffer et al., 2020). Altogether, these remarks highlight the need to improve 

our understanding of CAF heterogeneity. 

7.1.2 HPV positive vs negative tumours 

HPV negative tumours present a richer CAF infiltrate than HPV positive 

tumours ((Chakravarthy et al., 2018b), Figure 3.2). This finding is consistent with 

work demonstrating that HPV negative carcinoma cells induce a more potent 

fibroblast response in vitro (Al-Sahaf et al., 2019; Bolt et al., 2018). The explanation 
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behind this difference is likely to be the difference in oncogenic pathways and 

mutated genes between both subtypes, especially in regard to the p53 pathway (See 

Introduction section 1.4.1). Published evidence shows that alterations in p53 and 

KRAS function modulate the behaviour of CAFs and the stroma (Tape et al., 2016; 

Vennin et al., 2019). 

However, HPV positive and negative tumours present a markedly different 

immune infiltrate (See Introduction section 1.4.1), which could also be influencing the 

activation and proliferation of CAFs. HPV positive tumours are “hotter” and present 

with a richer tumour infiltrate. Interestingly, my analysis found that the inverse 

association between CAFs and effector immune cells is notably stronger in the HPV 

positive as compared with the HPV negative tumours (Figure 3.6). This is likely 

related to differences in the carcinogenic process and signalling pathways involved. 

As demonstrated previously in multiple tumour types, different genetic alterations in 

key oncogenic pathways ,like p53, lead to the formation of dissimilar tumour 

microenvironments. (Bezzi et al., 2018; Schwitalla et al., 2013; Wellenstein et al., 

2019; Wörmann et al.). The hypothesis that HPV driven alterations is responsible for 

the differences in the correlations between CAFs and the immune infiltrate is further 

supported by the fact that the directions and magnitudes of the correlations are 

similar in cervix tumours and HPV+ HNSCC, whereas LUSC is comparable to HPV- 

HNSCC. 

HPV positive tumours develop from epithelia subjected to chronic viral 

inflammation and an activated immune system. Hence the need for development of 

strategies to evade immune-surveillance. The promotion of increasing numbers of 

immunosuppressive CAFs could be one of the ways by which cancer cells are able 

to avoid effective cancer cell killing by T-cells. Available evidence suggests that there 

is a subgroup of patients with non-inflamed HPV+ tumours (Ward et al., 2014). The 

prognosis of these patients is worse, closer to the one of patients with HPV- tumours. 

The data presented by Chakravarthy et al. and my own (Figure 3.3) leads me to the 

hypothesis that this sub-group may be the one that has a greater activation and 

recruitment of CAFs. These ideas are represented in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 Differences between CAF content and immune infiltrate in HPV positive 
and negative tumours. 
Schematic of suggested hypothesis, HPV+ tumours that have lower CAF infiltrate have 
a higher presence of TILs and better prognosis. HPV+ tumours with higher CAF content 
are more alike to HPV negative in levels of TIL infiltration and prognosis. Figure created 
using BioRender.   
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7.1.3 CAFs and other immune cells 

CAFs secrete cytokines such as CXCL12, GM-CSF, CCL2, IL6 and IL8 that 

attract myeloid cells and polarise them towards an immunosuppressive phenotype 

(See Introduction section 1.2.5) This is consistent with the positive association 

between CAFs and the monocyte/macrophage populations in my data. Furthermore, 

the macrophage population enriched in high-CAF tumours per absolute 

CIBERSORT are M2 macrophages, which are considered predominantly 

immunosuppressive (Biswas and Mantovani, 2010).  

Although cytotoxic T-cells are considered the principal element in 

antitumoural immune responses, recent literature supports the relevance of B-cells 

and tertiary lymphoid structures (Cabrita et al., 2020; Helmink et al., 2020; Petitprez 

et al., 2020). In my data, abundance of fibroblasts is correlated with lower numbers 

of B-cells and T-helper/T-follicular cells. This observation suggests that the kind of 

immunosuppressive microenvironment of CAF rich tumours also impairs the humoral 

immune response. Whether this impairment results from the direct effect of CAFs or 

is secondary to the effect of other immune cells remains an open question.   

 

7.1.4 Future work 

The deconvolution strategies I explored rely on TCGA to build their model, 

and I used the same database for my analysis. Overfitting of the model is a risk that 

can arise when using the same cohort for both creation and validation of the 

deconvolution strategies. An independent cohort would be needed to validate the 

results. Applying this analysis to a cohort of patients that have received 

immunotherapy with ICB would also shed light on the role of CAFs and the immune 

infiltrate as predictors of therapy outcome. 

An additional way of improving the analysis would be to explore the 

differences in CAFs and the immune infiltrate across the anatomical sites of cancer 

origin in HNSCC (i.e. oral cavity, oropharynx, and larynx). Nevertheless, the 

fragmentation of the data in smaller subgroups would reduce statistical power and 

may preclude extracting clear conclusions.  

The bioinformatic approach I have pursued has two fundamental caveats. 

Firstly, it only offers information about correlation between cells, and further 
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alternative experimental settings are needed to explore causal relationships. 

Strategies that permit dynamic observation of CAFs and immune elements, such as 

intravital imaging of murine models or live imaging of tumour slices could overcome 

that problem. Secondly, in order to perform the extraction of nucleic acids for 

sequencing, all the spatial information relative to cancer cells, CAFs and immune 

cells is lost. Other techniques conserve the spatial information of the cells, while still 

using multiple markers to identify subpopulations of cells, examples of these 

technologies are; imaging mass cytometry, multiplexed ion beam imaging, spatially 

resolved multiplexed immunofluorescence, and image guided spatial 

transcriptomics. These suggested techniques would help to improve our 

understanding of the relationship between cancer cells, CAFs and the immune 

infiltrate.  

7.2 Heterotypic contact between cancer-cells and CAFs leads to 
production of IFN and resistance to oncolytic virus 

In normal tissue homeostasis, epithelial cells and stromal fibroblasts are not in 

direct contact with each other, as the basal membrane precludes contact. In 

pathologic breaches of epithelial integrity, such as infections or cancer, this 

separation can be bridged. My data and the information published in our paper 

(Arwert et al. 2020, See Appendix) shows that direct contact between cancer cells 

and CAFs results in the production of type 1 IFN and ISGs.  

7.2.1 Transfer of cGAMP and production of IFN 

The observation that direct contact between CAFs and cancer cells triggered 

an IFN response was surprising and gave rise to several questions. Which 

mechanism is involved in IFN production? Why is this pathway activated only in direct 

contact? The fact that physical touch was needed to start the process already 

indicated that exosomes or secreted factors were not likely to be the cause.  

Because the production of IFN was involved, it was probable that cytosolic 

DNA was detected at some stage. Genomic instability can lead to the presence of 

DNA in the cytoplasm of cancer cells. Moreover, malignant cells are able to inactivate 

production of IFN (Bakhoum et al., 2018), which would explain why no ISGs were 

produced by cancer cells in mono-culture. Initially, the hypothesis was that nucleic 
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acids were transferred from cancer cells to CAFs through vesicles. However, my 

experiments finally showed that the cGAS-STING pathway was the principal 

mechanism resulting in the production of ISGs. Figure 4.6 shows that cGAS function 

was required in the cancer cells and not in the fibroblasts, while STING and the rest 

of the elements upstream of IFNB1 were needed in the CAFs (Arwert et al. 2020). 

Subsequently to the secretion of IFNβ, both cell types produced ISGs. A schematic 

of the proposed pathway is presented in Figure 7.2.  

 

 
Figure 7.2 Proposed pathway explaining ISGs production upon cancer cell - CAF 
direct co-culture 
Figure created using BioRender. 
 

In the last four years, a number of papers have been published illustrating the 

transfer of cGAMP in the context of tumours (Chen et al., 2016; Marcus et al., 2018; 

Schadt et al., 2019), reinforcing the relevance of this phenomenon. However, the 

studies published either do not explain how the transfer is happening (Marcus et al., 

2018) or suggest that either exosomes (Schadt et al., 2019) or Gap junctions (Chen 
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et al., 2016) are involved. These proposed mechanisms are unlike the one suggested 

by our evidence. Elegant live imaging experiments by E. Milford showed that 

cytoplasmic vesicles were shuttled from cancer cells to CAFs through active 

transcytosis (Arwert et al. 2020). This hypothesis is in accordance with the necessity 

of direct contact between cells in our system. An open question is, how does cGAMP 

molecules exit the cytoplasmic vesicles once inside the CAFs? Imaging data 

indicates that at least some of the vesicles are dissolved, which would lead to the 

shedding of their contents to the CAF cytoplasm. Another possibility is that cGAMP 

molecules are transferred to the cytoplasm by membrane transporters (Ritchie et al., 

2019). 

An alternative explanation to the exchange of cytoplasmic vesicles would be 

that cGAMP is secreted into the extracellular space and then imported into the CAFs 

(Ritchie et al., 2019), but published evidence shows that exported cGAMP is readily 

hydrolysed by the enzyme ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase phosphodiesterase 1 

ENPP1 (Carozza et al., 2020). This hypothesis would also not account for the fact 

that treatment with dynasore or silencing of E-cadherin decreases the effect of the 

direct cancer cell – CAF contact in the IFN pathway (Arwert et al, 2020.). 

There are evolutionary reasons for why this mechanism of cGAMP transfer is 

in place. Propagation of cGAMP from one cell to another is an effective way of swiftly 

disseminating an alarm signal, and trigger an early response to viral infection. In the 

case of epithelial cell and fibroblast contact, this would happen during a breach of 

epithelial integrity, so it can be a built-in defence mechanism against infection.  

7.2.2 Relevance of IFN production by cancer cell – CAF direct contact 

The importance of IFN production by cancer cell-CAF interaction in human 

tumours in situ is harder to elucidate. Our experimental in vivo work shows that 

increased levels of ISGs can be found at least up to 4 days after co-injection of CAFs 

and cancer cells in a mouse model (Arwert et al., 2020). This observation 

strengthens the hypothesis that ISGs production is not an effect of an artificial in vitro 

setting. Furthermore, published single cell RNAseq data identified a cluster of 

fibroblasts with a clear IFN type I signature in breast cancer patients (Kieffer et al., 

2020). Together with the indirect data presented in this thesis (Results section 4.3), 
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this evidence would suggest that IFN production by CAFs upon direct contact with 

cancer cells could be happening in human tumours. 

The magnitude of the resulting effect on human tumour biology still needs to 

be established. However, it could be of relevance, as chronic IFN signalling in 

tumours is related to resistance to cancer therapy (Introduction section 1.3.2). 

Cancer cells containing cytosolic DNA, frequently reroute STING signalling from the 

production of IFN to NFκB signalling (Bakhoum and Cantley, 2018). Single cell and 

IHC data showed that CAFs can express IRF3 and ISGs (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). 

Thus, CAFs could be a source for tumour IFN even when cancer cells suppress their 

own IFN response to genomic instability.  

This possibility opens an interesting avenue regarding the effect of CAF spatial 

location and functionality in the immune infiltrate of tumours. Previous work in 

pancreatic cancer suggests that the distance between CAFs and cancer cells could 

be an important determinant of CAF function (Öhlund et al., 2017). CAFs that are 

physically closer to the core of the tumour were identified as myofibroblast, whereas 

CAFs further away from cancer cells were termed inflammatory fibroblasts. Further 

work using single cell RNAseq in pancreatic cancer and other tumour types 

reinforced the pertinence of this classification (Biffi et al., 2019; Elyada et al., 2019; 

Izar et al., 2020; Kieffer et al., 2020). However, the nomenclature may be misguiding, 

as CAFs presenting a myofibroblastic gene signature have been shown to influence 

greatly the immune infiltrate and response to immunotherapy (Dominguez et al., 

2020; Kieffer et al., 2020). In our case, CAFs that are close to the tumour, in direct 

contact with the cancer cells, would be secreting IFN and ISGs, hence performing a 

relevant role in inflammation. Interestingly, evidence in human lung tumours shows 

that a more intricated spatial contact between CAFs and cancer cells is associated 

with a “colder” TME (Abduljabbar et al., 2020). The contribution of CAFs to chronic 

IFN signalling could also be one of the ways they contribute to resistance to ICB. 

Another relevant observation is that therapeutic strategies used in the 

treatment of human SCC are able to modulate IFN production upon direct cancer 

cell-CAF contact. Indeed, an ATR inhibitor and a demethylating drug, used in clinical 

trials in SCC, increase the production of ISGs in this setting.  

In the case of radiotherapy, probably due to the multiplicity of its effects, and 

also because of model limitations, I was not able to show a clear effect of radiation 

treatment in this system. Use of radiotherapy could, however, potentially modulate 
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this interaction. This regulation is likely to be part of a fine-tuned balance, as high 

doses of radiotherapy have also shown to increase TREX1, thus limiting the 

presence and response to cytoplasmic DNA (Vanpouille-Box et al., 2017). 

 

7.2.3 Oncolytic viruses 

The use of oncolytic viruses (OV) as a way of increasing the immune infiltrate 

of “cold” tumours is a promising tool to improve the efficacy of current 

immunotherapies (Ribas et al., 2017). There is very little published work describing 

how CAFs influence tumoral response to OV. Evidence by Ilkow et al. suggests that 

CAFs are more sensitive to infection than normal fibroblasts, but that TGFβ signalling 

from cancer cells can render CAFs insensitive to OV infection. CAFs produce FGF2 

which compels cancer cells to be more susceptible to Maraba virus. Thus, treatment 

with FGF2 improves the oncolytic efficacy of Maraba virus both in vitro and in vivo 

(Ilkow et al., 2015). 

In contrast, my data (see Results section 4.4) demonstrates that, in my 

experimental setting, co-culture of CAFs and cancer cells increases resistance to OV 

in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, this resistance is due to the transfer of cGAMP from 

cancer cells to CAFs and is dependent on IRF3 activation. This observation would 

suggest the opposite to the paper mentioned above, that CAFs triggering an IFN 

response could make cancer cells resistant to OV infection.  

The effect of IFN modulation in the efficacy of OV therapy in our model is 

consistent with the existing literature(Allagui et al., 2017). The A431 cell line is unable 

to express IFN when in monoculture, therefore it is sensitive to infection with HSV. 

When CAFs are introduced in direct contact the expression of IFN results in 

resistance to the OV. Silencing of IRF3 rescues the effect of HSV infection in the 

same way that inhibiting JAK-STAT with ruxolitinib (Allagui et al., 2017; Felt et al., 

2017; Jackson et al., 2016). 

In spite of the apparent contradictory nature of the data, it is likely that both 

instances could be happening, albeit in different circumstances. This range of 

possibilities would depend on many factors i.e. level of physical interaction between 

cancer cells and CAFs, subtypes of CAFs implicated, relative amount of growth 
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factors and cytokines produced by CAFs and cancer cells, the inflammatory status 

of the tumour and other factors.  

In any case, further research is needed to help elucidate the role played by 

CAFs in the efficacy of OV, as it could ultimately help to identify which patients could 

benefit most from OV therapy.  

 

7.2.4 Future work 

cGAMP transfer 

Crucial cancer processes, such as invasion and cytokine production, can be 

modulated by heterotypic direct interaction between cancer cells and CAFs 

happening in the tumour stroma boundary (Arwert et al., 2020; Labernadie et al., 

2017). Hence, it would be useful to understand better the mechanism involved in 

cytoplasmic vesicle transfer from cancer cells to CAFs and vice versa. In vitro knock 

down and/or pharmacological inhibition of elements involved in endocytosis 

mechanisms, and cell-cell adhesion molecules, would be informative. 

 

CAFs, IFN and oncolytic viruses 

Another open research question arising from my data is to know how 

immunostimulatory strategies, such as STING agonists and OV, effect stromal 

components, especially CAFs. These cells are likely to also produce IFN in response 

to STING agonists in the tumour. Are CAFs going to kick-start an immune response 

in tumours that are not able to respond to STING themselves? Or are they going to 

be a stromal source of IFN that is going to prevent T-cell stimulation in opposition to 

IFN/ISGs produced by the immune system (Benci et al., 2019)? 

 

A wide range of experimental approaches can be applied to this phenomenon. 

I would start with in vitro experiments treating CAFs from different origins with STING 

agonists or OV. It would be of great interest to explore if the CAF response would 

change when treated with different types of virus (dsDNA, ssDNA) or different 

families of STING agonists (cyclic dinucleotide analogues, polyI:C, macrocycle-

bridged STING agonists). The use of CAF-rich vs CAF-poor murine models, could 

also shed light on how CAFs influence these types of treatments. Finally, the analysis 
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of patient data (either genomic approaches or staining for CAF markers) in samples 

from patients treated with OV or STING agonists, could explore if tumour 

characteristics related to CAFs can act as predictors of treatment efficacy. 

 

Explore STING and ISGs expression and association with CAFs and the 

immune system in the TCGA dataset. 

 The bioinformatics tools described in Chapter 3 allow for further exploration 

of the relationship between CAF and immune cells abundance with the expression 

of STING and ISGs. It would be interesting to interrogate if those tumours richer in 

CAFs have higher expression of ISGs. It would also be of value to check if tumours 

deficient in STING have lower or higher levels of ISGs depending on the abundance 

of CAFs. This last hypothesis could be especially relevant for tumours with genomic 

instability, as suggested by the increased ISGs signalling after treatment with ATRi 

(Section 4.2.7). All of these hypotheses can be tested readily, as there are tools to 

infer chromosomal and genome instability from DNA and RNA sequencing data 

which is available for the TCGA dataset (Jamal-Hanjani et al., 2017; Turajlic et al., 

2018). Finally, using the deconvolution tools explained in Chapter 3, I would be able 

to explore the relationships between CAFs and ISGs with the immune infiltrate of the 

tumours.  

7.3 Cancer cell – CAF interaction modulates the expression of 
cytokines and influences T-cell and monocyte migration 

7.3.1 Additional cytokines are upregulated upon direct physical contact of 
CAFs and cancer cells independent to cGAMP transfer. 

In the Results section 5.2, I explore the upregulation of immunologically 

relevant molecules after direct co-culture of CAFs and cancer cells. Table 5.3 

summarises the effect of the manipulations of the cGAS/STING/IRF3 pathway for 

the various cytokines. The expression of genes like IDO1 and TNFSF10/TRAIL is 

upregulated upon “touch” and it is clearly dependent on IFN. These genes behave 

similarly to other ISGs studied in the previous section (Figure 5.3). However, there 

are other cytokines with a different response to manipulations of the 

cGAS/STING/IRF3 pathway, suggesting the presence of additional regulatory 

mechanisms upon direct cancer cell-CAF physical contact.  
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Regulation of IL6, CSF2 and IL1B 

The regulation of the production of IL6, is driven mainly by the transcription 

factors NF-κB, NF-IL6 and AP-1 (Luo and Zheng, 2016; Tanaka et al., 2014). The 

promotor of IL6 also contains an IRF binding site (Faggioli et al., 1997). Thus, IRF7 

is able to increase IL6 expression by stabilising the messenger RNA (Sweeney, 

2011). This is in concordance with the observation that STING activation through 

cGAMP transfer in direct contact increases the expression of IL6. However, silencing 

components of the pathway only leads to a reduction of half the IL6 mRNA in contrast 

to the almost complete abolition of the upregulation of other ISGs. This observation 

suggests that other mechanisms may also increase NF-κB and/or AP-1 transcription 

factor activity upon direct touch.  

A study looking into co-culture of two pairs of lung cancer cells and fibroblasts 

showed upregulation of NF-κB targets for both pairs, whereas only one of the cancer 

cell lines increased expression of IFN related genes (Rudisch et al., 2015). It is likely 

that the transfer of cGAMP reported by us was also taking place in the pair that 

increased IFN signalling unbeknownst to the authors, while the other cell line did not 

transfer cGAMP. This hypothesis would be consistent with our observation that some 

cell lines are able to trigger IFN production (Inducers), but others are unable (non-

inducers) (Arwert et al., 2020) 

In that same study (Rudisch et al., 2015), the authors investigate further which 

cytokines were controlled by NF-κB signalling. Their results show that CSF2, IL6, 

IL1B and IL8 are upregulated upon direct contact of cancer cells and fibroblasts. 

Interestingly, CSF2 induction was exclusive of tumour cell lines expressing an EMT 

signature including higher N-cadherin/E-cadherin ratio. Treatment with selective 

inhibitors confirmed that the canonical NF-κB pathway was responsible for the 

production of CSF2. Other signalling pathways, such as AP-1 and HIF1α, that can 

lead to cytokine production were also upregulated upon co-culture. 

The data mentioned above could help explain my results regarding the 

upregulation of IL6, CSF2, and IL1B independently of cGAMP-transfer. However, 

this notion leads to the open question; How does direct cell to cell contact results in 

activation of NF-κB in a cGAS/STING independent way? One theory could be that 

the same cytoplasmic vesicles that are responsible for cGAMP transfer would also 

contain other NFκB activators (Arwert et al., 2020). Another possible explanation 
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could be linked to signalling by surface molecules, such as integrins and cadherins, 

upon heterotypic cancer cell-CAF physical interaction. Disruption of E-cadherin-E-

cadherin junctions has been shown to induce NF-κB signalling (Kobielak and Fuchs, 

2006), which would be consistent with the higher activation of the NF-κB pathway in 

cells expressing lower E-cadherin (Rudisch et al., 2015). Integrin signalling through 

FAK and Rho GTPases could also be responsible for inducing NF-κB (Skuli et al., 

2009) and subsequently cytokine production. 

 

Regulation of IL8 

Recent evidence highlights the relevance of IL8, both in the blood and in the 

tumour, as a predictor of poorer prognosis in patients treated with immune 

checkpoint inhibitors (Bakouny and Choueiri, 2020). The transcriptional regulation of 

IL8 presents many commonalities with IL6, as it has binding sites for AP-1, NF-κB 

and NF-IL6 (Jundi and Greene, 2015). Despite that, direct cancer cell-CAF co-culture 

at 24 hours resulted in upregulation of IL6 exclusively and not IL8. Remarkably, when 

the cells were co-cultured for 48 hours, I observed a significant upregulation of IL8 

only in the direct contact situation. This fact could suggest that IL8 production 

requires the activation of a secondary signalling loop after ISGs production. One 

possibility is the need for IL1B presence to enhance expression of IL8 (Jundi and 

Greene, 2015). Another possible explanation is the stimulation of JAK/STAT by IL-

6, as this pathway has been described to regulate IL8 (Gharavi et al., 2007). 

However, many other mechanisms are possible. Additionally, IRF3 binds directly to 

the promotor of CXCL8 and can act as a trans-activator (Wagoner et al., 2007). This 

binding would explain the noticeable increase in IL8 gene expression when A431 

cells were co-cultured with IRF3 overexpressing VCAF2b. However, higher levels of 

IRF3 alone were not sufficient, as 24 hours co-cultures with IRF3 overexpressing 

fibroblasts and 48h co-culture when the cells were not in physical contact with each 

other did not result in upregulation of IL8.  

7.3.2 Effect of cancer cell-CAF direct contact on T-cell activation 

After exploring which cytokines were upregulated upon cancer cell-CAF direct 

co-culture I wanted to study the effect of this condition on T-cell activation. As 

explained in section 5.3.1, I treated T-cells with conditioned media and CD3/CD28 
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beads. The addition of conditioned media (CM) harvested from a 24h cancer cell-

CAF co-culture did not lead to any change for any of the co-culture conditions, when 

compared with the activation with beads only. In contrast, the addition of 48h 

conditioned media led to higher activation than beads only, again with no difference 

between coculture conditions. 

My initial hypothesis was that the conditioned media from the direct contact 

co-culture would have increased T-cell activation due to the presence of an IFN 

response. A possible reason for that unexpected result could be that at the same 

time that IFN and ISGs are upregulated, the co-culture also triggers expression of 

anti-inflammatory molecules. As described in the literature (Introduction section 

1.3.2) IFN originated in the tumour is related to an exhausted T-cell phenotype, in 

opposition to the increase of antitumoural activity derived from IFN signalling 

produced by immune cells. A higher concentration of pro-inflammatory cytokines at 

48h could explain why I observed more T-cell activation at that time point as 

compared with the beads control. However, the effect is also seen when using 

conditioned media mixed from media from each cell on their own. This could be 

explained if the main activator molecules are secreted by the cancer cells or CAFs 

consecutively, independently of the co-culture.  

It is also plausible that direct cancer cell-CAF contact would be able to modify 

T-cell activation in a localised manner, but that the secreted cytokines, and thus the 

effect, are diluted in the total volume of media. Moreover, the CD3/CD28 beads 

generate a potent activation signal, which could be diluting more subtle effects of the 

cytokines produced upon co-culture.  

Experiments interrogating T-cell activation with the cells in direct physical 

contact with cancer cells and CAFs (experimental design in figure 5.10) showed the 

following results: T-cell activation was lower when the lymphocytes were in direct 

contact with cancer cells, while this activation was higher when the T-cells were in 

contact with CAFs. This trend was observed both when the cancer cells and CAFs 

were cultured on their own, and when they were set in indirect co-culture. A possible 

explanation for these results would be that the inhibitory cues produced by direct 

contact of the T-cells with the cancer cells are predominant over the soluble signals 

derived from the CAFs in the indirect co-culture. Interestingly, for CD8 T-cells, the 

activation/exhaustion marker PD1, but not CD69/CD25 markers, is upregulated in 

the direct contact situation. This observation would be consistent with the hypothesis 
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that IFN originating from the tumour leads to a more exhausted phenotype. Figure 

7.3 displays a graphical representation of the results and proposed hypothesis.  

As pointed out in the technical discussion of the results chapter (Section 5.5), 

there are important caveats when interpreting my data. The sample size is limited, 

there is high variability between donors, and the different origin of cancer cells, CAFs, 

and T-cells results in HLA mismatch. 

 
 
Figure 7.3 Schematic representation of the results of direct T-cell co-culture with 
cancer cells and CAFs and suggested hypothesis 

7.3.3 T-cell and monocyte location and migration on a cancer cell-CAF 
boundary co-culture system 

One interesting observation derived from the tumour-stroma boundary assays 

(Section 5.4 and Figure 5.11) is that seeded monocytes became more abundant in 

the fibroblast region. The fact that I observed this higher density of monocytes in the 

fibroblast region also when the cells were cultured on their own, hints at something 

intrinsic to cell type, rather than dependent on the co-culture. A possible explanation 

is that CAFs produce chemo-attractants for monocytes e.g. CSF2. Additionally, the 
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characteristics of cell adhesions are different between cancer cells or CAFs, and 

those of CAFs may be easier for the monocytes to overcome. These results are in 

concordance to the evidence described in Results chapter 3 which describes a 

positive correlation between CAF and macrophages in human tumours.  

Existing evidence points out that T-cells can be led by the existing stroma in 

the tumours (Kaur et al., 2018; Salmon et al., 2012). This is consistent with my 

analysis showing that the persistence, both of monocytes and T-cells, was higher on 

top of VCAF2b. The videos I took suggest that monocytes were following the 

direction offered by the body of the CAFs. However, due to the way the assay is set 

up, it is difficult to ascertain if the immune cells were following the shape of the 

fibroblasts, the underlying matrix or both. This is so, because in order to generate a 

clear boundary, the CAFs are kept in culture for seven days, time during which they 

produce ECM.  

The aspect of this set of experiments that is likely to have more relevance is 

the observation that the transition of lymphocytes from one region to the other does 

not happen homogenously across the boundary. My results suggest that the shape 

and the intermixing of the cells in the boundary could play a role in how easily 

lymphocytes go from one region to the other. In my opinion, this type of assay, using 

human cells, could potentially be very useful to address this interesting hypothesis. 

However, I acknowledge that the results presented in this thesis are very preliminary 

and further work is needed to confirm my findings. The main caveat is probably that 

the 2D co-culture allows for lymphocytes to go into suspension in the media. This 

may be playing a role especially in the migration of T-cells. Another aspect to 

consider is that the three cell types in the system originate from different individuals.  

7.3.4 Future work 

Cytokine upregulation 

In order to investigate the pathways implicated in cytokine upregulation upon 

direct cell contact, I would like to perform experiments using canonical and non-

canonical NF-κB inhibitors, and JAK inhibitors in the co-culture. Additionally, 

knockdown of different members of the cadherin and integrin families, and inhibition 

of FAK could offer more information about which mechanisms not related to vesicle 

transfer are implicated in cytokine upregulation. It would also be worthwhile to silence 
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IRF3 and cGAS in the 48h co-culture to check the effect on IL8 production. To 

increase the robustness of the data, and see how generalizable the results are I 

would repeat some of the experiments in an additional cancer cell-CAF pair (e.g. 

FaDu-OCAF). 

 

T-cell activation 

T-cell activation experiments could be repeated with concentrated 

conditioned media, this approach would help replicate more local conditions of the 

direct co-culture and answer the question raised about dilution of the cytokines in the 

media. Syngeneic experiments using TILs would help to get closer to the situation in 

tumours in vivo. Moreover, it would be very interesting to explore how the expression 

of other immune checkpoints (e.g. TIM3, LAG3) changes in those experiments. As 

mentioned in the technical discussion, I planned to repeat the 

activation/differentiation experiments with macrophages derived from PBMCs. This 

plan was thwarted by the COVID-19 pandemic, but in my opinion could provide 

valuable information.  

 

Lymphocyte migration 

A more exhaustive exploration of boundary shape is needed to help understand 

the effect of the boundary shape on migration. This could be done applying 

mathematical analysis to the orientation of the CAFs. It would also be worth 

investigating how different morphologies for the boundary (e.g. spherical) influence 

the shape of the interface. A further step would be to interrogate how 

pharmacological treatment and genetic alterations of CAFs change the shape of the 

boundary and the migration of lymphocytes. Some suggestions would be to use 

Hsp90 and Mek inhibitors known to alter the alignment of the CAFs (Park et al., 

2020b). Experiments looking at lymphocyte migration in an acellular matrix assay 

could provide more information about the extent to which the matrix also guides 

lymphocytes (Park et al., 2020b). Syngeneic experiments using TILs, CAFs and 

cancer cells from the same patient would solve the problem of the HLA mismatch. 

This approach has the additional advantage that the T-cells would actually be the 

ones that were in the tumours in the first place. Similar experiments with mouse 

cancer cells transfected with OVA and OT1 antigen specific T-cells would be 

illustrative of a more directed cancer cell killing. Finally, the use of 3D models, or the 
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addition of agar on top of the 2D monolayer would address the problem of the 

detachment of the T-cells from the monolayer and the artefact of floating cells.  

 

7.4 CAFs and immune cells establish a dynamic relationship in 
an immune competent murine SCC model 

7.4.1 Growth and CAF infiltration is variable across immune deficient mouse 
strains for MOC1 and MOC2 tumours 

The characteristics of the MOC model (explained in detail in Introduction 

section 1.4.4) made it an excellent tool to study the interaction of CAFs and the 

immune system. Firstly, I confirmed that MOC1 and MOC2 cells behave differently 

with regard to immune surveillance. MOC1 derived tumours grow better in 

immunodeficient mice, whereas MOC2 tumours have a similar rate of growth and 

engraftment both in immunodeficient and immune competent mice. These results 

suggest that MOC2 is inherently resistant to immune surveillance while MOC1 can 

acquire this resistance in some occasions. The next step was to observe the 

recruitment of CAFs in the models. Both MOC1 and MOC2 recruited CAFs, and they 

were more abundant in MOC1. A possible explanation is that, because MOC1 

tumours take longer to grow, CAFs have more time to infiltrate the tumour/get 

activated. An alternative hypothesis would be that infiltration by CAFs helps to 

overcome the immune response in MOC1, and as we are only able to analyse the 

tumours that are able to escape the immune system, these tumours have a higher 

amount of CAFs. The differences between MOC1 and MOC2 could also be related 

to the specific secretome of both cell lines, it is possible that MOC1 cells produce 

more molecules able to activate and recruit CAFs.  

Most of the published work so far has been focused in exploring how the 

cancer cells home and activate fibroblasts, but there is very little work on how the 

presence or absence of immune cells in the TME changes the number of CAFs being 

recruited by the tumours or how they activate. I explored the presence of CAFs using 

αSMA IHC staining on the tissue of different immune deficient strains as compared 

to WT. Again, I could observe differences between the MOC1 and MOC2 models. 

For NSG mice, which lack an adaptive immune response and also present with an 

impaired innate immunity, I observed a trend to a diminution of the surface of αSMA 
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positive area for both models. For mice lacking only the adaptive immunity (NOD-

SCID), αSMA area increased for MOC1 but decreased for MOC2. With the limited 

data that I have available, it is hard to offer a clear hypothesis that would explain 

these changes. One idea is that, as mentioned before, the immune response 

triggered by MOC1 and MOC2 is different, with a higher number of CD8+ T-cells 

infiltrating MOC1 tumours. As the immune response is more effective controlling 

MOC1 tumours, it is likely that these infiltrating T-cells are tumour reactive. It is 

possible that these tumour reactive T-cells could be inhibiting CAF recruitment in 

MOC1 tumours. The type of immune response present in MOC2 tumours would be 

different, and it is possible that either the immune cells themselves, or the cancer 

cells in response to the pressure by the immune system, could be increasing the 

production of factors that increase CAF recruitment for MOC2 tumours.   

 

7.4.2 Co-injection of CAFs helps MOC1 cancer cells to evade immune 
surveillance.  

My data (Results section 6.5) shows that co-injection of CAFs with MOC1 

cells helps these tumours evade control by the immune system. This is consistent 

with published data showing that co-injection of CAFs with cancer cells help them 

grow in immune competent mice, reduces the amount of CD8 TILs in the tumour 

(Kato et al., 2018) and increases resistance to immunotherapy, both in the form of 

vaccines and ICB (Ford et al., 2020). Interestingly, the initially injected fibroblasts are 

replaced by stroma from the host (Figure 6.7), and some of the co-injected tumours 

shrank around day 10, to grow again later. Together, these two observations hints 

that the early effect of the co-injected CAFs continues to modulate the response to 

the immune system over a longer period of time. 

In contrast to what it was observed in the two studies mentioned above (Kato, 

Ford), I did not observe a richer stroma in the tumours arising from co-injections 

when compared to the injection of cancer cells alone. It is difficult to pinpoint the 

causes behind this difference. One possibility would be that the kind of immune 

infiltrate generated by an ineffective immune response could be stromagenic. In 

support of this last hypothesis, depletion of T-regs led to a decrease in stroma 
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formation in a pancreatic model (Lennon et al., 2019), and T-regs are correlated with 

a CAF S1 cluster that increases resistance to IT (Kieffer et al., 2020).  

My data did not show a noticeable difference in the infiltrate of CD8, CD4 T-

cells or B-cells between the MOC1 vs. the co-injection tumours (Figure 6.7). 

However, there could be differences in other components of the immune response 

that would explain the differences in immune surveillance. Additionally, even if the 

number of CD8 effector T-cells is similar on both conditions, the T-cells in the co-

injection tumours could present a more exhausted phenotype. 

7.4.3 Future work 

Inter-relation between CAFs and the immune system 

One of the questions that warrants further exploration is why the recruitment 

of CAFs both in MOC1 and MOC2 varies according to the immune competence of 

the host animal. It would be very informative to repeat these experiments with 

additional transplantable models that are known to recruit CAFs, and observe if there 

are differences in the number of CAFs between tumours grown in immune competent 

and immune deficient mice. Staining for other CAF markers could also offer useful 

information, as the immune competence of the host may not only alter the number 

of CAFs present, but also the subtypes and activation processes. It would also be 

informative to perform in vitro experiments to investigate the effect of the co-culture 

of different types of T-cells upon the proliferation and phenotype of CAFs.  

The data presented in section 6.4 is gathered in NOD-SCID, RAG1KO and 

NSG mice, which have a defective T-cell adaptive response. It could be very 

informative to investigate the recruitment of CAFs when there is a deficiency in other 

immune populations. One example would be to grow MOC1 and MOC2 tumours in 

a CCR2 knockout background, which is unable to recruit circulating myeloid cells. An 

interesting orthogonal approach to explore the relationship between CAFs and other 

immune populations would be to deplete specific immune cells (i.e. CD8, CD4, NKs) 

in a WT model using neutralising antibodies.  

Finally, the use of multiplexed staining (e.g. using imaging mass cytometry) 

would allow me to evaluate the differences of CAF markers/subtypes, characteristics 

of infiltrating macrophages, abundance of the various T-cell subpopulations etc. 
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between MOC1 and MOC2. This technique would improve our understanding of the 

interplay between CAFs and the immune system.  

 

Co-injection of CAFs and MOC1 cells 

Another outstanding question emanating from the ability of CAFs to help 

evade the immune system in MOC1 tumours is to know if this effect is exclusive of 

some types of CAFs, or even if injection of normal fibroblasts could have a similar 

effect. In order to answer that question, I would repeat the co-injection experiment 

using CAFs derived from MOC1 tumours and normal mice dermal fibroblasts. It 

would also be very informative to alter CAF polarisation, for example by 

overexpressing YAP or IRF3, and see how this changes the outcome of the co-

injection experiment.  

So as to gather more information about the difference between MOC1 and 

MOC1+CAF tumours I would use techniques such as flow cytometry or imaging 

mass cytometry that could give more information about the differences of the immune 

infiltrates. It would be particularly interesting to interrogate the status of T-cell 

exhaustion markers.  

The fact that a higher amount of CAFs increases the resistance of MOC1 cells 

to an antitumoural immune response opens exciting possibilities. It would be very 

informative to explore if depleting CAFs or inhibiting CAF activation/differentiation 

(e.g. NOX inhibitors, TGFβ inhibitors) would improve the sensitivity of the MOC1 

model to immunotherapy. Another potential use of this model would be to try 

answering the question mentioned earlier about the role of CAFs upon STING 

agonists or OV treatment. MOC1 derived tumours are sensitive to treatment with 

STING agonists, and the responses are improved by the addition of anti-PD1 

treatment (Moore et al., 2016a). Would the co-injection of CAFs render the model 

more resistant or more sensitive to this combination? 

 

7.5 Potential impact of the research 

The data generated from the study of the TCGA in human SCC reinforces the 

idea of a relationship between CAFs and an immunosuppressive TME. It also 

highlights the relevance of CAF heterogeneity in that regard. Previous trials targeting 
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other CAF function (e.g. SHH inhibitors) led to disappointing results. In contrast, the 

use of CAFs as a mechanism to home immune stimulant strategies to the most 

relevant locations has shown promising results (Soerensen et al., 2018). Additionally, 

new data showed the relevance of CAFs in the response to immune checkpoint 

inhibitors (Dominguez et al., 2020; Kieffer et al., 2020). Altogether, these 

observations underscore the potential and the need to develop strategies which 

target the interplay between CAFs and the immune infiltrate.  

An increasing amount of clinical trials are testing drugs directed against 

cytokines, in combination with anti-PD1 antibodies (NCT03742349 - IL1B and M-

CSF, NCT04191421 - IL6, NCT03400332 - IL8). These cytokines can be secreted 

as a result of the interaction between CAFs and cancer cells. My work offers valuable 

insight into how direct physical contact between both cell types can influence the 

production of some of the cytokines being targeted using antagonists in the above-

mentioned clinical trials. The fact that this heterotypic cell contact is likely to happen 

mostly in the invasive front of tumours confers additional relevance to how it 

modulates the signalling environment. 

My data also shows that direct cancer cell-CAF interaction leads to an 

Interferon type I response. Deeper investigation in this process reveals that cGAMP 

produced in cancer cells is transmitted to fibroblasts, which trigger the production of 

Interferon. Experimental and logistic limitations hamper our ability to uncover direct 

evidence of this process in patients. However, we detected nuclear translocation of 

IRF3 to the nucleus of stromal fibroblasts in close proximity to cancer cells. In 

addition, data from a single cell RNA sequence database shows that IRF3 and ISGs 

are commonly expressed in cancer associated fibroblasts in the tumour. This data 

suggest that this process may happen in the invasive front in human tumours.  

The interferon response generated by the interaction of cancer cells and 

CAFs could be relevant in patients, as chronic interferon stimulation can lead to 

impaired anti-tumoral immune responses (Bakhoum and Cantley, 2018; Benci et al., 

2016). In addition, combination of oncolytic virus therapy with immune checkpoint 

inhibitors has shown promising results (Ribas et al., 2017). In vitro and in vivo 

experiments showed that cancer cell-CAF direct interaction can promote resistance 

to oncolytic virus treatment. The presence of interferon stimulated genes in the 

tumour microenvironment could lead to primary resistance to infection by oncolytic 

virus in patients. Further investigations are needed to clarify the roles of CAFs in this 
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setting, which could potentially inform which interventions would improve the effect 

of oncolytic viruses in the tumour.  

In order to be able to discover new strategies to harness CAFs so as to 

improve cancer treatment, suitable mouse models are required. Generally, little 

attention is paid to the recruitment of stroma and the role of CAFs on the immune 

infiltrate when studying murine models. My research comprises a useful model to 

address these questions. Work derived from these data could help stimulate the 

study of the CAF component in additional models. Moreover, the data presented 

suggests that this murine model could be a good starting point to test how CAFs 

influence promising immune stimulant strategies like OV or STING agonists.  

In conclusion, a better understanding of how fibroblasts interact with the 

immune infiltrate could help to design new strategies to enhance the effect of 

immunotherapy-based treatment. 
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Chapter 8. Appendix 

This appendix contains my first co-author paper: 

 

Arwert, Esther N, Emma L Milford, Antonio Rullan, Stefanie Derzsi, Steven Hooper, 

Takuya Kato, David Mansfield, Alan Melcher, Kevin J Harrington, and Erik Sahai. 

2020. “STING and IRF3 in Stromal Fibroblasts Enable Sensing of Genomic Stress 

in Cancer Cells to Undermine Oncolytic Viral Therapy.” Nature Cell Biology 22 (7): 

758–66. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41556-020-0527-7. 
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Cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) perform diverse roles 
and can modulate therapy responses1. The inflammatory 
environment within tumours also influences responses to 
many therapies, including the efficacy of oncolytic viruses2; 
however, the role of CAFs in this context remains unclear. 
Furthermore, little is known about the cell signalling triggered 
by heterotypic cancer cell–fibroblast contacts and about what 
activates fibroblasts to express inflammatory mediators1,3. 
Here, we show that direct contact between cancer cells and 
CAFs triggers the expression of a wide range of inflammatory 
modulators by fibroblasts. This is initiated following trans-
cytosis of cytoplasm from cancer cells into fibroblasts, leading 
to the activation of STING and IRF3-mediated expression of 
interferon-β1 and other cytokines. Interferon-β1 then drives 
interferon-stimulated transcriptional programs in both cancer 
cells and stromal fibroblasts and ultimately undermines the 
efficacy of oncolytic viruses, both in vitro and in vivo. Further, 
targeting IRF3 solely in stromal fibroblasts restores oncolytic 
herpes simplex virus function.

The phenotype of cancers is dictated by the interplay of can-
cer cells with genetic mutations and, in many squamous cell car-
cinomas also oncogenic human papilloma virus infection, with 
non-transformed cells in the tumour microenvironment4. CAFs 
within the tumour microenvironment promote remodelling of the 
extracellular matrix and cancer invasion1,3,5,6, and modulate the effi-
cacy of cancer therapies7,8. The presence of and subtype of CAF can 
also be correlated with differing levels of lymphocytes and myeloid 
cells within tumours9,10, but it remains unclear what promotes the 
immune-modulatory effects of CAFs and how this might influence 
cancer therapies.

Oncolytic viral therapies, such as the herpes simplex virus 
(HSV) derivative talimogene laherparepvec (known by the trade 
name T-Vec)11, exploit differences in cancer cells to enhance viral 
replication and killing of malignant cells while sparing normal 
cells12. They can also reawaken immune responses to the tumour13. 
However, oncolytic viruses only work in a minority of patients and 
an improved understanding of the determinants of their efficacy 
is needed12. The activation of innate viral-defence mechanisms 
that detect aberrant cytosolic nucleic acids in cancer cells can 
undermine viral infection14, but little is known about their role in 
stromal modulation of oncolytic viral therapies. In this study, we 
explore mechanisms that trigger the expression of inflammatory 
modulators by CAFs and investigate how they modulate oncolytic 
viral therapy.

To study the consequences of heterotypic contact between can-
cer cells and fibroblasts, we performed transcriptomic analysis of 
monocultures, direct co-cultures or indirect co-cultures with the dif-
ferent cell types separated by a 0.4 μm filter (Extended Data Fig. 1a).  
This revealed that direct co-culture, but not indirect co-culture, 
leads to large increases in several inflammatory modulators in 
CAFs, including chemokines, cytokines and interferon-stimulated 
genes (ISGs) (Fig. 1a,c, Extended Data Fig. 1b,c and Supplementary 
Table 1). Induction of MX2 was also detectable by immunofluores-
cence (Fig. 1b). We validated these results using matched pairs of 
cancer cells and CAFs from two patients with vulval squamous cell 
carcinoma (SCC) (Fig. 1d). Co-culture of A431 cancer cells with 
fibroblasts isolated from normal tissue also increased MX2, indicat-
ing that the induction of ISGs is not restricted to CAFs (Fig. 1e). 
Non-transformed human keratinocyte HaCAT cells (Extended 
Data Fig. 1d) or co-cultures of A431 cells with endothelial cells 
or macrophages (Extended Data Fig. 1e,f) did not trigger ISG 
expression. Time-course analysis indicated that upregulation of 
the interferon-β1 gene (IFNB1) began 4-8 h after contact, whereas 
the majority of other genes, including the ISGs OAS2 and MX2, 
were induced later (Fig. 2a), with upregulation of ISGs persist-
ing for 4 d (Extended Data Fig. 2a). Of note, in situ RNA analysis 
indicated that IFNB1 upregulation was observed in less than 5% of 
fibroblasts (Fig. 2b; controls are shown in Extended Data Fig. 2b). 
Furthermore, IFNB1 was specifically upregulated in fibroblasts in 
contact with cancer cells when polydimethylsiloxane templates were 
used to recreate defined cancer cell–fibroblast interfaces (Extended 
Data Fig. 2c). Reverse transcription with quantitative PCR (RT–
qPCR) analysis of cancer cells and stromal fibroblasts sorted using 
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) after co-culture con-
firmed the in  situ analysis (Fig. 2c; the flow-sorting strategy is 
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1). These data indicate that there is an 
amplification loop in which IFNB1 expression is triggered following 
cell–cell contact in a subset of CAFs, leading to paracrine signalling 
inducing ISGs in both cell types.

We next sought to determine the pathway driving the expres-
sion of ISGs. Blockade of IFNB1 using either small interfering 
RNA (siRNA) or a blocking antibody reduced expression of MX2 
and OAS2 (Fig. 2e,f). Consistent with these results, depletion of 
the IFNB1 receptors IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 in both cell types of 
different cancer cell–CAF pairs also reduced expression of MX2 
and OAS2 (Extended Data Fig. 2d,e). IRF9 was also required for 
induction of MX2 and OAS2, but did not regulate IFNB1 mRNA 
levels, consistent with its role downstream of IFNB115 (Extended 
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Fig. 1 | Cancer cell–CAF contact triggers the expression of ISGs and other inflammatory modulators. a, RT–qPCR analysis of IFNB1, MX1, OAS2, MX2, 
CXCL10 and CCL5 after culture of A431 cancer cells on their own (alone) or in indirect (no touch) or direct (touch) co-cultures with VCAF2b. Each dot 
represents a biological replicate from five independent experiments (n = 5). One-way ANOVA with Dunnet’s multiple-comparisons test except for CCL5 
(Mann–Whitney test). b, Immunofluorescent staining of co-cultures of A431 cells and VCAF2b. Bottom: enlarged images of the outlined regions from 
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levels were normalized against two housekeeping genes. In graphs, data are mean ± s.d.
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Data Fig. 2f,g). By contrast, IRF3 was required for the induction of 
both IFNB1 and ISGs (Fig. 3a, and shown for a second cancer cell–
CAF pair in Extended Data Fig. 3a). Consistent with this result, 
IRF3 accumulated in the nuclei of CAFs that were in contact  

with cancer cells (Fig. 3b,c). Depletion of IRF3 in the CAFs 
only prevented induction of IFNB1 and ISGs (Fig. 3a Extended 
Data Fig. 3a,b; knockdown of IRF3 is confirmed in Fig. 3d and 
Extended Data Fig. 3c). Furthermore, overexpression of IRF3 led 
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Fig. 2 | Production of IFNB1 in CAFs triggers the ISG response. a, RT–qPCR time course of IFNB1, MX2 and OAS2 in direct co-culture of A431 and 
VCAF2b. The x-axis shows number of hours after A431 cells are added to VCAF2b cells. n = 2 independent experiments. mRNA levels are represented as 
percentage of the highest value. b, Micrographs of RNAscope in situ hybridization combined with immunofluorescence of A431–VCAF2b direct co-culture. 
RNA probes: MX2 (cyan), IFNB1 (yellow). Scale bars, 50 μm. Representative images from three independent experiments. c, RT–qPCR of the ISGs IFNB1 
and OAS2 of A431 and VCAF2b cells sorted by FACS after co-culture for 4, 20 and 44 h. n = 2 independent experiments. mRNA levels were normalized 
against two housekeeping genes. d, Immunofluorescence after cell-type-specific siRNA knockdown of IFNB1 (siIFNB1) or with control siRNA (siControl). 
Fibronectin (magenta), MX2 (yellow), DAPI (cyan). Representative images from three independent experiments. Scale bars, 50 μm. e, RT–qPCR of the 
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control. One-sample t-test. In graphs, data are mean or mean ± s.d. 
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to enhanced induction of ISGs (Fig. 3e), and overexpression of 
IRF3 that cannot be targeted by siRNA restores the induction of 
MX2 in co-cultures (Extended Data Fig. 3d; overexpression is con-
firmed in Fig. 3d). In vivo experiments involving co-injection of 
A431 cells with CAFs overexpressing IRF3 demonstrated increased 
expression of IFNB1, OAS2 and MX2 (Fig. 3f), whereas expres-
sion of STING (also known as STING1 or TMEM173) and cyclic 
GMP–AMP synthase (CGAS) were equivalent in control and IRF3 
overexpressing tumours (Extended Data Fig. 3e). Extended Data 
Figure 3f confirms the presence of extensive cancer cell–fibroblast 
interfaces in tumours arising from co-injection of cancer cells and 
CAFs. These results indicate that IRF3 function in CAFs can drive 
expression of IFNB1 and ISGs in vivo. Interestingly, depletion of 
IRF3 did not affect the pro-invasive function of CAFs and had 
little effect on the production of fibronectin fibrils (Extended Data 
Fig. 3g–i). These results indicate that regulation of inflammatory 
modulators and invasion are separable functions in fibroblasts 
with distinct regulatory mechanisms.

Analysis of human head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
biopsies and adjacent non-malignant tissue confirmed the pres-
ence of nuclear IRF3 in elongated stromal cells adjacent to invading 
tumour strands in the majority of samples (Extended Data Fig. 4a). 
We additionally interrogated single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis 
of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma16. High levels of IRF3 
or the functionally related IRF7 were found in >20% of stromal 
fibroblasts (Extended Data Fig. 3j shows that IRF7 also has a role 
in IFNB1 expression in CAFs). These IRF3+IRF7+ fibroblasts exhib-
ited upregulation of ISGs compared with IRF3−IRF7− fibroblasts 
(Extended Data Fig. 4b), providing support for expression of IRF3 
and IRF7 in fibroblasts being linked to ISG expression in patients. 
IRF3+IRF7+ fibroblasts showed similar expression of CAF mark-
ers such as ACTA2 and FAP to IRF3−IRF7− fibroblasts (Extended 
Data Fig. 4c), and RNA expression of these markers was also simi-
lar among CAFs that triggered different ISG transcript levels in 
co-culture (Supplementary Table 2), suggesting that IRF3 activa-
tion is not associated specifically with either ACTA2+ or FAP+ CAF 
subtypes17. Although IRF3 activation can trigger senescence, we 
found no evidence for cell cycle exit in our transcriptomic analysis 
(Extended Data Fig. 4c; TOP2A is a marker for proliferation and 
CDKN2A is a marker for senescence)18,19.

We next explored the upstream regulation of IRF3. Inhibition 
of TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) and IκB kinase ε (IKKε) pre-
vented the induction of IFNB1, MX2 and OAS2 (Fig. 3g). Various 
regulatory mechanisms have been documented for TBK1 and IKKε, 
including those involving TLR3, RIG-I, MDA5, DDX41, ZBP1 (also 
known as DAI) and cGAS–STING. siRNA targeting STING or 

ZBP1 and DDX41 reduced the levels of ISG transcripts following 
contact (Fig. 3h and Extended Data Fig. 4d), whereas there was little 
effect when the other mechanisms were targeted. Cell-type-specific 
siRNA-mediated depletion indicated that STING was required 
exclusively in CAFs (Fig. 3h). By contrast, cGAS—which generates 
the STING activator cyclic GMP–AMP (cGAMP)—was required  
in the cancer cells, suggesting that it may be sensing DNA damage in  
these cells (Fig. 3i). Notably, co-depletion of ZBP1 and DDX41 
in CAFs alone reduced the induction of ISGs, suggesting that the 
sensing of aberrant cytoplasmic DNA can also occur in stromal 
fibroblasts. Together, these data suggest parallel mechanisms of 
IRF3 activation, with aberrant nucleotides being detected by ZBP1 
and DDX41 in fibroblasts and by cGAS in cancer cells, both of  
which converge on STING and IRF3 in CAFs. A431 cells alone  
do not respond to cGAMP (Extended Data Fig. 4e), probably  
due to inactivation of the STING–IRF3 pathway, which occurs  
in many cancers20. Consistent with this, we observed much lower 
levels of STING mRNA in A431 cancer cells compared with 
VCAF2b cells (Extended Data Fig. 4f), which could explain why 
A431 in monoculture do not trigger ISG expression despite ongoing 
genomic stress.

The above results indicate that activation of a cytoplasmic 
DNA-sensing signalling axis is responsible for the induction of 
IFNB1 in CAFs. However, the mechanism by which direct con-
tact between the two cell types could trigger a cytoplasmic DNA 
response and the requirement for cGAS and STING in different cell 
types remained unknown. Gap junctions might enable the transfer 
of the STING agonist cGAMP from cancer cells to CAFs21; however, 
we were unable to observe dye transfer between cancer cells and 
CAFs, even after 24 h (Extended Data Fig. 4h; dye transfer between 
CAFs was used to validate the assay). Furthermore, pharmaco-
logical inhibition of gap junctions did not reduce ISG induction 
(Extended Data Fig. 4g). Previous electron microscopy of the inter-
face between cancer cells and CAFs revealed complex intertwining 
of plasma membranes3. This suggests that there might be cytoplas-
mic transfer between the two cell types. Immunofluorescence of 
co-cultures demonstrated that epithelial keratins and cancer cell 
DNA that had been labelled with 5-bromo-2ʹ-deoxyuridine (BrdU) 
prior to co-culture could be found in puncta inside stromal fibro-
blasts (Fig. 4a). Live imaging of cells in co-culture demonstrated 
that CAFs could internalize cytoplasmic material from membrane 
ruffles of cancer cells that they were in contact with (Fig. 4b). The 
fluorescent signal from the vesicles internalized in the CAFs would 
abruptly disappear, suggesting possible release of the contents into 
the CAF cytoplasm (Fig. 4b; transcytosed vesicles are marked with 
white arrows and disappearance of vesicle is marked with an orange 

Fig. 3 | Cytoplasmic DNA mechanisms converge on IRF3 to drive ISG expression following cancer cell–CAF contact. a, RT–qPCR of direct A431–VCAF2b 
co-cultures after cell-type specific siRNA knockdown of IRF3 using two different sequences (A and B). Number of independent experiments is shown in 
the figure. One-sample t-test. b, Immunofluorescence of A431–VCAF2b co-culture with defined borders showing nuclear translocation of IRF3 in VCAF2b 
cells in contact with A431 cells. White arrows highlight nuclear IRF3 signal in marginal VCAF2b. A431-Ypet cells express the yellow fluorescent protein 
Ypet. Representative image from three independent experiments. Scale bar, 50 μm. c, Quantification of micrographs from A431–VCAF2b co-culture stained 
with IRF3. Shown is the percentage of IRF3-positive nuclei in VCAF2b cells. Each dot indicates a field of view. n = 17 (0 and 2 h), n = 18 (4 and 8 h), n = 25 
(6 h); four biological replicates per time point from two independent experiments. One-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple-comparisons test. d, Top: 
western blot showing IRF3 expression in VCAF2b cells after treatment with scrambled control (siScr) or IRF3 siRNA (siIRF3). Bottom: IRF3 expression 
in VCAF2b parental and VCAF2b transfected with lentivirus expressing siRNA-resistant IRF3 (VCAF2b IRF3 OE). Representative of two independent 
experiments. IRF3, 50–55 kDa; loading control β-actin, 43 kDa. e, RT–qPCR of A431 and VCAF2b parental or VCAF2b IRF3 OE co-cultures. n = 4 
independent experiments. Unpaired t-test. f, RT–qPCR of subcutaneous tumours 4 d after injection in the flank of Balb/c nude mice. Each dot represents 
an individual tumour (n = 4) from two independent experiments. Unpaired t-test (IFNB1); Mann–Whitney test (OAS2 and MX2). V2bPar, VCAF2b parental; 
V2bOE, VCAF2b overexpressing IRF3. g, RT–qPCR of direct co-cultures treated with DMSO, structural control (GSK2282513A) or an inhibitor of TBK1 
and IKKε (GSK2286574A). Each dot is a biological replicate from three independent experiments. One-sample t-test. h, RT–qPCR after cell-type-specific 
knockdown of STING. Each dot is a biological replicate; number of independent experiments is shown in the graph. One-sample t-test i, RT–qPCR after 
cell-type-specific CGAS siRNA knockdown. Each dot is a biological replicate (n = 3 independent experiments except cGas (sp) A431, n = 2). One-sample 
t-test. Data are mean ± s.d. In a,g–i, mRNA levels are normalized to siRNA scramble or DMSO control. In e,f, mRNA levels are normalized against two 
housekeeping genes.
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arrow; see also Supplementary Video). Cytoplasmic transfer of 
material into fibroblasts was not restricted to cancer cells; it was 
also observed with non-transformed cells, but this did not lead to 

ISG expression, presumably due to the low levels of genomic stress 
in non-transformed cells (Extended Data Fig. 4l). We also observed 
transfer of material from cancer cells to macrophages and endothelial  
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cells and, in the reverse direction, from CAFs to cancer cells 
(Extended Data Fig. 4i–k). Blockade of dynamin function using 
the inhibitor dynasore prevented the nuclear accumulation of IRF3 
(Fig. 4c), thereby suggesting a link between transcytosis and IRF3 
activation22. In addition, depletion of E-cadherin, which forms het-
erotypic adhesions with N-cadherin in CAFs3, partially reduced the 
induction of IGSs (Extended Data Fig. 5a). Purification of the small 
fraction of CAFs that contained fluorescent material from cancer 
cells reveals that these cells had significantly higher expression of 
IFNB1 (Fig. 4d,e), thereby linking the transfer of material from can-
cer cells to fibroblasts to IFNB1 induction.

To test whether fibroblasts use transcytosis to detect genomic 
damage in neighbouring cancer cells, we induced additional DNA 
damage in A431 cells using the ATR serine/threonine kinase inhibi-
tor AZD6738 before co-culturing them with CAFs. This pretreat-
ment increased the level of micronuclei in A431 cells without 
compromising viability (Fig. 4f,g and Extended Data Fig. 5b) and 
increased the induction of ISGs, thereby confirming that fibroblasts 
detect genomic stress in cancer cells via transcytosis of material 
from the cytoplasm of cancer cells (Fig. 4h). In addition, we gener-
ated A431 cells with varying intrinsic abilities to produce cytoplas-
mic DNA. Single-cell cloning enabled us to isolate A431 sub-lines 
that exhibited different levels of BrdU+ cytoplasmic DNA (Extended 
Data Fig. 5c shows clones with differences in cytoplasmic replicated 
DNA). Sub-clones that could not generate cytoplasmic DNA did not 
trigger ISG expression when co-cultured with fibroblasts (Extended 
Data Fig. 5d) even though they transferred cytoplasm with the same 
efficiency (Extended Data Fig. 5e)—we termed these A431 cells 
‘non-inducers’.

A major function of the ISG response is to provide protec-
tion against viral infection23. Therefore, we investigated whether 
the induction of ISGs downstream of IRF3 in CAFs would affect 
oncolytic viral therapy. We used HSV171624, a green fluorescent 
protein (GFP)-expressing derivative of HSV similar to the licenced 
oncolytic virus T-Vec. Extended Data Figure 6a shows that in CAF 
co-culture experiments, non-inducer A431 cells were efficiently 
infected with HSV, whereas inducer A431 cells that could trig-
ger IRF3 in fibroblasts remained largely uninfected. Notably, the 
protection of inducer A431 cells against viral infection depended 
on direct cell–cell contact (Fig. 5a). Similar results were obtained 
with two other classes of virus, vaccinia and reovirus (Extended 
Data Fig. 6c,d) and with a different pair of cancer cell–CAF lines 
(FaDu–OCAF1; Extended Data Fig. 6e). HSV viral-titre analysis 
demonstrated almost 1,000-fold lower viral titre 48 h after infection 
of direct co-cultures compared with indirect co-cultures (Fig. 5b).  
Calculation of replication rates demonstrated that there was  
a similar reduction in the rate of virus replication between 24 and 

48 h (Extended Data Fig. 6b). Crucially, depleting IRF3 only in the 
CAFs restored the efficacy of HSV infection (Fig. 5c,d). Inhibition 
of TBK1 and IKKε also promoted viral infection rates (Fig. 5e). 
Co-culture with either macrophages or endothelial cells was 
unable to provide protection against viral infection (Extended Data  
Figs. 1e,f and 6f,g). These results establish that contact-mediated 
activation of the IRF3 pathway in CAFs protects cancer cells from 
oncolytic viruses.

Finally, we tested whether activation of the IRF3 pathway in 
CAFs would affect oncolytic virus efficacy in  vivo. We compared 
the effect of the modified oncolytic HSV-eGFP virus on tumours 
formed using either A431 cells that effectively activate IRF3–IFNB1 
in CAFs or non-inducer A431 (described in Extended Data Fig. 
5d and confirmed in Extended Data Fig. 7e,f). In both cases, the 
A431 cells were admixed with VCAF2b before injection. Figure 5f  
shows that the tumours grew at equivalent rates regardless of 
whether the IRF3–IFNB1 pathway was triggered; however, tumours 
that were unable to trigger this pathway were much more sensi-
tive to oncolytic virus. Furthermore, Fig. 5g shows that previously 
virus-insensitive tumours became highly sensitive to HSV infec-
tion if IRF3 was depleted from the CAFs. This effect was rescued 
if the CAFs expressed an siRNA-resistant form of IRF3 (Fig. 5g). 
We also explored a second-tumour model based on FaDu SCC 
cells and OCAF2. This model exhibited greater baseline sensitivity  
to HSV and therefore represented an ideal model for testing 
whether increased IRF3 function in CAFs could confer resistance 
to viral therapy. Figure 5h shows the effect of HSV across a range of 
MOIs. At all MOIs tested, tumours containing IRF3 overexpressing 
OCAF2 (confirmed in Extended Data Fig. 7a) exhibited resistance 
to HSV. Furthermore, at lower MOI, depletion of IRF3 increased the 
sensitivity of FaDu–OCAF2 tumours to HSV infection. Uninfected 
tumours grew at equivalent rates regardless of IRF3 levels in OCAF2 
(Extended Data Fig. 7b–d).

These analyses shed light on several aspects of tumour biology 
with broader implications for antiviral defences in non-transformed 
tissue. The ability of CAFs to activate STING, IRF3 and IFNB1 in 
response to genomic damage in neighbouring cancer cells (sche-
matic summarizing the pathway in Extended Data Fig. 8a) may 
underpin some of the observations linking CAFs to the immune 
infiltrate in tumours9,10. Activation of ISGs has been linked to both 
favourable and unfavourable outcomes following immunother-
apy. These discrepancies could be explained by either differences 
in acute versus chronic interferon signalling, with the latter lead-
ing to loss of T-cell functionality, or differences in which cells are 
expressing ISGs25,26. Of note, we observe strong similarity between 
‘touch-induced’ genes and signatures linked to ineffective radio-
therapy and immunotherapy27 (Extended Data Fig. 7g).

Fig. 4 | CAFs use transcytosis to detect genomic stress in cancer cells. a, Immunofluorescence staining of direct and indirect A431/VCAF2b co-cultures. 
BrdU (magenta), keratin (yellow), phalloidin (cyan), DAPI (grey). Larger middle panel shows xy and yz projections showing keratin and BrdU in VCAF2b 
cells. Representative images from five independent experiments. Scale bars, 20 μm. b, Images from a time-lapse experiment showing transcytosis of 
material from an A431-yPET cell (yellow) into a CAF expressing mCherryLifeAct (VCAF2b-mCherry; blue). White arrows show transcytosed material 
and orange arrow highlights disappearance of a vesicle. Insets show the yellow channel of the indicated regions in gamma high grayscale. Representative 
images from two independent experiments, each with ten fields of view. Scale bar, 20 μm. c, Left: micrographs of A431–VCAF2b co-culture after 6 h 
treatment with DMSO (control) or 50 μM dynasore. Phalloidin (grey), keratin (magenta), IRF3 (yellow), DAPI (cyan). Representative images from two 
independent experiments. Scale bars, 20 μm. Right: percentage of IRF3+ nuclei. Each dot represents one 3 × 3 tiled image (9 fields of view); n = 5. Data 
from two independent experiments. Unpaired t-test. d, Sorting strategy after 20 h co-culture of A431-yPet and VCAF2b-mCherry. Green rectangle, A431 
touch; orange rectangle, mCherry+ fibroblasts that have shifted into the GFP channel (ccCyto); red square, VCAF2b touch. e, RT–qPCR of IFNB1 in different 
A431/VCAF2b populations after co-culture and soritng by FACS. mRNA levels were normalized to VCAF2b touch. Each dot is a biological replicate (n = 3 
independent experiments, except for A431 alone and VCAF2b alone, n = 2). One-sample t-test. f, Viability of A431 cells after 48 h of AZD6738 treatment 
compared with control. Each dot is a biological replicate (n = 3 independent experiments). Wilcoxon rank test. g, Number of micronuclei normalized 
to the number of cells within a field of view after 48 h treatment with DMSO or 1 µM AZD6738. Each dot represents one field of view. n = 18 (DMSO); 
n = 16 (AZD6738). Results of six replicates from three independent experiments. Unpaired t-test. h, RT–qPCR of OAS2 and MX2 in A431–VCAF2b 20 h 
co-cultures, after 48 h treatment of A431 with DMSO or 1 µM AZD6738. Each dot is a biological replicate (n = 3 independent experiments for OAS2, n = 4 
independent experiments for MX2). mRNA levels shown were normalized to DMSO control. One-sample t-test. Data are mean ± s.d.
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The evolutionary origin of the touch-dependent mechanism 
we describe is likely to lie in responding to physical tissue damage. 
Keratinocytes and fibroblasts are normally separated by a base-
ment membrane. Upon damage that disrupts the basement mem-
brane, direct contact becomes possible, and a transcytosis-mediated 
mechanism for triggering cytokine and chemokine expression 

would constitute a means of sensing structural damage to tissue 
and prophylactically alerting defences against bacteria or viruses 
that may accompany the structural damage. It will be interesting to 
investigate the mechanistic details of the transcytosis process and 
release of cGAMP and to relate our study to others documenting 
cGAMP sensing in trans28–31. Our data indicate that this depends  
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on dynamin and partially on heterotypic adherens junctions (Fig. 4c  
and Extended Data Fig. 5a). The ability of fibroblasts to detect  
aberrant cytoplasmic nucleotides in neighbouring cells may also act 
as a back-up mechanism for counteracting viral infections. Many 
viruses are able to disable STING–IRF3-dependent signalling in 
infected cells32, but transcytosis of cGAMP signals to adjacent unin-
fected cells may represent an evolutionary response to the viral gene 
products that target STING–IRF3.

The relationship between interferon function and oncolytic 
viruses is complex33; while the antiviral interferon response can sup-

port the immune-mediated component of oncolytic virotherapy13,26,34, 
our data illustrate how contact between CAFs and tumour cells may 
restrict the early stages of tumour cell infection and immunogenic cell 
killing, thus compromising eventual therapy. We find that the activa-
tion of STING and IRF3 in stromal fibroblasts and the subsequent 
induction of ISGs in both fibroblasts and cancer cells fundamentally 
undermines the efficacy of oncolytic viruses. This knowledge may 
help to identify patients that are less likely to respond to oncolytic 
viruses. Furthermore, we demonstrate that pharmacological target-
ing of TBK1 and IKKε is a possible way to restore viral killing.
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Fig. 5 | Contact-mediated IRF3 activation undermines viral therapy. a, Micrographs of direct (touch) or Indirect (no touch) co-cultures after 48 h infection 
with HSV-eGFP (Multiplicity of Infection (MOI) = 1). HSV-eGFP (green), A431-mCherry (red). Scale bar, 50 μm. Images are representative of three 
independent experiments. b, HSV viral-replication assay comparing A431–VCAF2b touch and no touch co-cultures; values normalized to 4 h no touch 
co-culture. Each dot is a biological replicate; n = 3 independent experiments. Line connects means at 4, 24 and 48 h. c, Micrographs of A431–VCAF2b 
direct co-cultures after 48 h of HSV infection. Cells were previously incubated with scramble or IRF3 siRNA for 24 h. HSV-eGFP (green), A431-mCherry 
(red), DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 µm. Representative images from three independent experiments. d, Quantification of c. Each dot represents a field 
of view. n = 15 (A431), n = 19 (co-cultures); three independent experiments. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple-comparisons test. e, HSV-eGFP 
titre ratio in touch/no touch co-cultures after treatment with DMSO, structural control (GSK2282513A) or TBK1 and IKKε inhibitor (GSK2286574A). 
Each dot is a biological replicate (n = 3 independent experiments). One-sample t-test. f, Tumour volume growth curves after subcutaneous injection of 
VCAF2b + A431 inducers or non-inducers in the flank of ICRF nu/nu mice with or without HSV-eGFP virus (MOI = 0.005). Total number of mice shown; 
data from two independent experiments. Statistical test at day 14; one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple-comparisons test. g, Tumour volume growth 
curves after subcutaneous injection of VCAF2b + A431 inducers in the flank of ICRF nu/nu mice treated with HSV-eGFP virus (MOI = 0.005). VCAF2b 
cells were pre-incubated with scramble or IRF3 siRNA. Total number of mice shown; data from two independent experiments. Statistical test at day 14; 
one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple-comparisons test. h, Dose–response graph showing tumour volume at day 13 after subcutaneous co-injection 
of FaDu–OCAF2 co-culture treated with HSV in the flank of Balbc/nude mice. OCAF2 parental and IRF3-overexpression (OE) cells were previously 
incubated with scramble or IRF3 siRNA. MOI = 0.005 (A), 0.00158 (B) and 0.0005 (C). n = 36 mice from one experiment. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 
multiple-comparisons test; interaction, not significant; MOI effect, P < 0.001; IRF3 expression effect, P = 0.0055. In d,e, data are mean ± s.d. In f–h,  
data are mean ± s.e.m.
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Methods
Cell culture. We used VCAF2b, a patient-derived vulval CAF cell line. Two 
other patient-derived SCC–CAF pairs were also used: VSCC4–VCAF4 and 
VSCC10–VCAF10. VCAF2b, VSCC4, VSCC10, VCAF4 and VCAF10 were derived 
from tumours obtained under Research Ethics Committee (REC) reference 15/
EE/0151. OCAF1 is a CAF cell line derived from an oral cavity tumour, HNOF6 
cells are fibroblasts derived from non-involved tissue of an oral carcinoma 
(obtained under ethical approval REC reference 06/Q0403/125). Isolation of 
cell lines from fresh tumour tissues was performed as previously reported35. In 
brief, we receive material fresh from the operating theatre. It is cultured at the 
interface between cell culture plastic and a collagen–Matrigel mix with medium 
containing serum, hydrocortisone, insulin, transferrin and selenium. After one or 
two weeks, fibroblasts will have invaded from the tumour onto the culture dish. 
Differential adhesion and lack of supporting growth factors for keratinocytes 
is used to favour the growth of CAFs. Different culture conditions are used to 
favour the expansion of cancer cells (this includes fibroblast feeder layers). Once 
the CAFs are sufficiently expanded (in a T175 flask) cells are frozen, tested for 
short tandem repeats (STR) to ensure that they are unique and not the result of 
inadvertent cross-contamination, and stained for markers. Primary fibroblasts 
are immortalized by transfecting a hTERT plasmid using lentivirus. A431 (an 
SCC line from European Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures), FaDu (a 
pharynx line from American Type Culture Collection), HaCat (human skin 
keratinocytes), HUVEC (human umbilical vein endothelial cells), BJ (foreskin 
fibroblasts immortalized with human telomerase reverse transcriptase), 
NHF1-hTERT (normal human fibroblasts immortalized with human telomerase 
reverse transcriptase) cell lines were obtained from the Crick Institute Central 
Cell Services facility. Routine screening for Mycoplasma testing was performed for 
all cell lines with negative results. STR profiles of non-commercially available cell 
lines are included in Supplementary Table 3. All epithelial cells were cultured in 
DMEM (ThermoFisher, 41966052) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (PAA Labs), 
1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen, 15140122). Fibroblasts were cultured 
with the addition of 1% insulin–transferrin–selenium (Invitrogen, 41400045) and 
kept at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Fibroblasts were not allowed to reach more than 90% 
confluency. New flasks were used after every passage. HUVECs were cultured 
in EBMTM-2 basal medium (Lonza, CC-3156) and EGMTM-2 SingleQuots 
Supplements (Lonza, CC-4176). Cell lines that are not commercially obtainable are 
available from the authors upon reasonable request.

Cell co-cultures. Monocultures (alone), direct co-cultures (touch), or indirect 
co-cultures (no touch) separated by a 0.4 µm filter (Sarstedt, 83.3932.040), were 
performed using different combinations of epithelial cell lines, fibroblasts, 
endothelial cells and macrophages. Co-cultures were performed using a 1:1 ratio 
between cancer cells and fibroblasts, typically 5 × 104 cells of each cell type in a 
24-well plate. Cells were co-cultured together for 20 h unless otherwise specified. 
All co-cultures were done in DMEM (ThermoFisher 41966052) containing 10% 
fetal bovine serum (PAA Labs), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen, 15140122) 
and 1% insulin–transferrin–selenium (Invitrogen, 41400045). For the experiments 
in which a defined cancer cell–CAF interface was needed 5 × 103 VCAF2b cells 
were seeded in one chamber of a two-well silicone insert (Ibidi, 80209). After 5 d, 
2 × 104 A431 cells were seeded in the opposite chamber. Twenty-four hours later 
the insert was removed. When the cells had established a defined interface (usually 
around 36 h later), cells were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and stained 
as described below.

Transfection of siRNA. Cells were plated into 6-well plates (Falcon, 
ThermoFisher) at ~70% confluence, siRNA was diluted into serum free medium 
(Opti-Mem; ThermoFisher, 31985047) and mixed with 2 µl per well DharmaFECT 
2 transfection reagent (Dharmacon, T-2002-03), for a final siRNA concentration 
of 100 nM, and incubated at room temperature for 20 min to allow formation of 
complexes. All siRNAs were purchased from Dharmacon or Sigma; sequences 
are shown in Supplementary Table 4. Cells were incubated in siRNA containing 
medium for 24 h before trypsinizing and plating for further experiments.

Generation of siRNA-resistant IRF3-overexpressing fibroblasts. Fibroblasts were 
infected using a lentiviral plasmid (PCSII-IRES-BLASTI) (gift from S. Piccolo, 
University of Padua) containing IRF3 (human V5-IRF3-pcDNA; Addgene, 32713) 
with 3 mutations (upper case in the sequence) between positions 1121 and 1141 
(ACGaagaggCTGgtgatgGTG). These mutations were specific to the IRF3 siRNA 
targeting region and altered the nucleotide sequence without changing the amino 
acid sequence. Cells were selected using 5 µg ml−1 blasticidin. IRF3 siRNA target 
was sequence ACCaagaggCTCgtgatgGTC.

Drug treatments. For TBK1–IKKε inhibition, cells were plated for monoculture, 
and direct or indirect co-culture in medium containing either DMSO or inhibitor. 
TBK1–IKKε inhibitor (250 nM) compounds were provided by GlaxoSmithKline: 
GSK2 GSK2286574A (GSK2) and the control, GSK2282513A (GSK3). The 
same method was used to perturb IRF3 nuclear location using 50 µM dynasore 
(Selleckchem, S8047). Cells were fixed after 6 h before immunofluorescent staining. 
Similarly, for Gap junction inhibition we used 40 µM tonabersat (Sigma SML1354) 

and 100 µM enoxolone (Abcam ab142579). Cells were cultured for 20 h before 
collection in RNAprotect (Qiagen, 76526) for gene-expression analyses. AZD6738 
(Selleckchem, S7693) was used at 1 μM to treat the cancer cells for 48 h, and the 
cells were trypsinized and plated in direct or indirect co-culture with fibroblasts 
or on their own for 20 h before collection in RNAprotect (Qiagen, 76526) for 
gene-expression analyses. For micronuclei analysis, after treatment cells were fixed 
with 4% PFA and stained with DAPI at 1:1,000 (Sigma D9542) for imaging in a 
Zeiss LSM510 microscope. Images were analysed using ImageJ.

Type-1 interferon-blocking antibodies. For blocking-antibody treatment, cells 
were plated for monoculture, or direct or indirect co-culture in medium containing 
either anti-interferon-α (PBL, 31110-1) or anti-IFNB (PBL, 31401-1) at 1,000 
neutralizing units per ml or IgG isotope control. Cells were cultured for 20 h before 
being collected in RNAprotect (Qiagen, 76526) for gene-expression analyses.

In vivo experiments. The Francis Crick’s Institute Animal Welfare and Ethical 
Review Body and UK Home Office authority provided by Project License 70/8380 
approved all animal model procedures. Every procedure of this study is compliant 
with all relevant ethical regulations regarding animal research. A431 inducer or 
non-inducer cell lines were co-cultured with VCAF2b in 1:1 ratio for 24 h before 
tumour induction. Tumours were induced by injecting ICRF nu/nu or Balb/c nu/
nu mice with 4 × 106 co-cultured cells in PBS with 30% Matrigel (BD Bioscience, 
356235) either with (at MOI of 0.005, 0.00158 or 0.0005) or without HSV-eGFP 
oncolytic virus. Tumours were measured three times a week. Mice were culled 
when tumours reached a mean diameter of more than 12 mm or if the tumour 
ulcerated significantly.

Oncolytic virus. Cancer cells and fibroblasts were cultured in direct or indirect 
co-culture or alone for 24 h prior to addition of oncolytic virus for 18 h (vaccinia) 
or 48 h (HSV and reovirus) (MOIs varied depending on cell type and oncolytic 
virus; MOIs are indicated in the relevant experimental figures). Subsequently, 
cells were fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min. We used a Zeiss LSM510 system to acquire 
epifluorescence micrographs. For siRNA experiments, cells were incubated for 24 h 
with the specific siRNA before trypsinization and plating in the different co-culture 
conditions. HSV1716-eGFP, vaccinia-RFP (GL-ONC1) and reovirus were gifts 
from Sorrento Therapeutics, Genelux and Oncolytics Biotech, respectively.

Microarray. VCAF2b and A431 with stably expressing fluorescent proteins were 
sorted by FACS 24 h after seeding them in monoculture, or direct or indirect 
co-culture. The cells were directly sorted into 500 µl RLT buffer (Qiagen, 79216) 
containing 1% β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, M6250) and RNA was extracted using  
the RNAeasy Microkit (Qiagen, 74034; n = 2 independent experiments). Gene- 
expression data were analysed using Bioconductor 2.7 (http://bioconductor.org) 
running on R v.2.12.1. Normalized probe-set expression measures were  
calculated using log2 transformation and quantile normalization with the Lumi 
package36. Microarray data is available at the Gene Expression Omnibus under 
record GSE121058.

Single-cell RNA sequencing. Data analysis of GSE10332216 was downloaded and 
single-cell RNA normalized expression was analysed to determine gene expression 
of cells categorized as fibroblasts by the authors.

Gene set enrichment analysis. Gene set enrichment analysis was carried out 
using GSEA v.2.2.337, between VCAF_CO and VCAF_SOL groups using gene sets 
extracted from ref. 26. All parameters were kept as default. Gene signatures with 
false discovery rate q ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Analysis of human CAF RNA-sequencing data. Sequencing data was obtained 
and analysed previously by our group, as described by Park et al38. These data are 
deposited at the Gene Expression Omnibus under GSE121536. We extracted the 
transcripts-per-million values for the expression of the desired genes.

Invasion assay. The cancer cell–CAF organotypic co-culture assay setup was 
adapted from a previously described assay4. In brief, a mixture of collagen 1 
(4 mg ml−1 ; BD Bioscience, 354249) and Matrigel (2 mg ml−1; BD Bioscience, 
356235) was set at 37 °C for 1 h. Subsequently, fluorescently labelled, 
siRNA-treated VCAF2b and A431 cells were added on top of the collagen I–
Matrigel mix at a concentration of 5 × 105 cells each in DMEM, 10% FBS, 1% 
Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium and penicillin/streptomycin. Twenty-four hours 
later, the gel was mounted on a metal bridge and fed from below with DMEM, 10% 
FBS, 1% ITS and penicillin/streptomycin. After 6 d, the co-culture was fixed with 
4% PFA, 0.25% glutaraldehyde and the invasion depth was imaged by confocal 
microscopy and analysed using ImageJ.

Cytokine array. Cancer cells (A431, VSCC4 and VSCC10) and CAFs (VCAF2b, 
VCAF4 and VCAF10) were grown in 6-well plates in direct or indirect 
co-cultures for 24 h. Conditioned medium was collected, filtered using a 0.4 µm 
low-protein-binding PVDF Miltex syringe-driven filter (Millipore, SLHV033RS) 
to remove cell debris and subsequently used on cytokine arrays (R&D systems, 
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ARY005) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Original blots are provided 
in the source data.

Calcein transfer assays. A431 or VCAF2b cells were seeded to create a confluent 
monolayer 24 h before adding calcein-loaded mCherry-expressing A431 or 
VCAF2b cells. Calcein loading was accomplished by adding 1 μM Calcein AM 
(Invitrogen, C1429) in HBSS onto the cells for 20 min at 37 °C. Subsequently, 
cells were trysinized and added to the monolayer cultures for at least 2 h. Imaging 
was performed on live cells with DRAQ5 as a nuclear marker added just before 
imaging.

BrdU treatment. A431 cancer cells were cultured in medium containing 100 μM 
BrdU (Santa Cruz, 40024) for 48 h before trypsinizing and plating with VCAF2b 
cells for subsequent co-culture experiments.

Crash assay. Two-well culture inserts (Thistle, 80209) were adhered to 
glass-bottom plates (MatTek, p24-1.0-13-f) coated with 40 µg ml−1 rat tail collagen 
(ThermoFisher, 354249) in PBS. VCAF2b fibroblasts were plated in 1 well of 
the insert 3 d before plating A431 cancer cells in the adjacent well. Twenty-four 
hours later, the insert was removed and cells were left for around 20 h to collide 
before fixing with 4% PFA for further experiments involving RNAscope and/or 
immunofluorescence.

IRF3 time course. Fibroblasts were seeded on MatTek plates as described above 
for 24 h before A431 cancer cells were plated on top. Cells were then fixed in 4% 
PFA at 2, 4, 6 and 8 h before staining for immunofluorescence. IRF3 antibody (Cell 
Signaling, D614C) was used for immunofluorescence.

Immunofluorescence. Cells were seeded on MatTek plates as described above 
and fixed in 4% PFA before carrying out immunofluorescence. Cells were 
permeabilized (0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS), blocked (5% BSA in PBS with 
0.05% Tween-20) and incubated overnight in 4 °C in primary antibodies diluted 
in 1% BSA in PBS with 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST). Primary antibodies include 
monoclonal rat anti-BrdU clone BU1/75 (1:1,000; Bio-Rad, OBT0030CX), 
monoclonal mouse anti-keratin 7/17 clone CAM5.2 (1:200; produced in-house), 
polyclonal rabbit anti-MX2 (1:50; Novus Biologicals, NBP1-81018), polyclonal 
rabbit anti-fibronectin (1:400; Sigma, F3648), monoclonal mouse anti-vimentin 
clone LN-6 (1:200; Sigma, V2258), mouse monoclonal anti-dsDNA clone AE-2 
(1:200, Merck Millipore, MAB1293), mouse monoclonal anti-phospho histone 
H2A.X Ser139 clone JBW301 (1:500; Merck Millipore, 05-636), reovirus–σ3 4F2 
(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB); deposited by T. S. Dermody 
(University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine)). Cells were then washed before 
incubating in secondary antibody diluted in 1% BSA in PBST for 1 h. Cells were 
washed before adding DAPI at 1:1,000 (Sigma, D9542) and Phalloidin (dilution 
1:500; Sigma, 68825) and imaged using a Zeiss LSM780 or Zeiss LSM510 
microscope. Images were analysed using ImageJ.

Patient material. Patient material was obtained from the Royal Marsden 
Hospital after informed consent through the project CCR2924 (approved by 
the London/Chelsea NHS REC with code REC 06/Q0403/125). Patients with 
histopathological diagnosis of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma were 
recruited opportunistically. All material was handled according to relevant ethical 
regulations by the Human Tissue Act. Clinical data for the tumour represented 
in Extended Data Fig. 4a: male, 44 yr old, tongue, T3N0. After excision the 
tumours were flash-frozen. In brief, fresh frozen sections were fixed in 4% PFA, 
permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100 and stained with anti-IRF3 antibody (dilution 
1:100; Cell Signaling, D614C). Phalloidin (dilution 1:500; Sigma, 68825) and 
DAPI (dilution 1:1,000; Sigma D9542) were added as counterstain. Sections 
were mounted using MOWIOL (Sigma, 81381) reagent and imaged using a Zeiss 
LSM780 microscope.

RNAscope. Cells were plated on chambered glass slides (LAB-TEK; Sigma, S6690-
1PAK) coated with 40 µg ml−1 rat tail collagen (ThermoFisher, 354249) in PBS and 
fixed in 4% PFA. RNAscope was carried out in compliance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions (Advanced Cell Diagnostics). Probes against IFNβ (C3) and MX2 (C1) 
were used and cells were mounted using ProLong Diamond Antifade Mountant 
(Invitrogen, P36965). Immunofluorescence for keratin 7/17 or fibronectin was 
carried out after RNAscope and slides were re-mounted and imaged using a Zeiss 
LSM780 or Zeiss LSM510 microscope.

RNA isolation and RT–qPCR. Cells were collected using RNAprotect cell 
reagent (Qiagen, 76526) and tumour samples were retained in RNA Later 
(Qiagen, 76106) and kept frozen until RNA extraction using either Qiagen Micro 
or Mini Kit (Qiagen, 74034 or 74104) or MagMAX-96 magnetic bead-based 
purification kits (ThermoFisher, AM1830). The cDNA was prepared using 
M-MuLV reverse transcriptase (Promega, m3682), and quantitative PCR was 
performed using Platinum SYBR green RT–qPCR SuperMix-UDG with Rox 
(ThermoFisher, 11744100), using the QuantStudio 7 Real-Time PCR systems 
(Applied Biosystems). Custom primers were acquired from Sigma; sequences are 

available in Supplementary Table 5. RNA levels were normalized using at least two 
housekeeping genes using the ΔΔCt method. For experiments in which we used a 
treatment control group, we then normalized to to the appropriate control (that is, 
IgG for antibody treatments, scramble siRNA for the silencing experiments, and 
DMSO for the drug-treatment experiments).

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting. Cells were sorted using a flow cytometer–cell 
sorter MoFlo XDP. Fluorescently labelled A431-Ypet and VCAF2b-mCherry cells 
were co-cultured for 20 h. The cells were then trypsinized and resuspended in 3% 
BSA in PBS, 1 mM EDTA in preparation for sorting. Cells were separated into 
three populations: A431-Ypet, VCAF2b-mCherry, and VCAF2b-mCheryy cells 
containing A431-Ypet material (ccCyto) using a 488 nm laser with collection filter 
530 nm/40 nm for Ypet and 561 nm laser with collection filter 610 nm/20 nm for 
mCherry. Gates were designed on the basis of negative and single-colour controls. A 
representative example of the gating strategy is included as Supplementary Fig. 1. All 
cell populations were tested for purity and data were analysed using FlowJo software.

Western blotting. For western blots, cells were lysed in buffer containing 50 mM 
Tris HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 1% SDS 
and 1 mM EDTA (all purchased from Sigma). Just before use, a protease inhibitor 
cocktail tablet (Roche, 11873580001) was added to the buffer. Cells were grown 
in a 6 cm dish and washed with PBS before adding the lysate buffer. Cells were 
then mechanically lysed using a cell scraper, transferred into eppendorf tubes and 
incubated on ice for 15 min. The lysates were sonicated at amplitude between 10 
and 14 μm for 10 s. Samples were centrifuged at 4 °C for 5 min before protein levels 
were measured. Total protein was quantified using the bicinchoninic acid method 
in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions (ThermoFisher, 23225). Following 
protein quantification, 20 µg of sample was loaded on a 4–12% gradient Bis–Tris gel 
(Invitrogen, 4561085) and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Invitrogen, 1704156) 
for botting. The membrane was blocked for 1 h in a mix of 5% BSA or milk in TBST 
and then incubated overnight at 4 °C with IRF3 (D6I4C) (dilution 1:1,000; Cell 
Signalling, 11904 S) or β-actin (AC-15) (dilution 1:100,000; Sigma, A1978) antibody. 
The following day, the membrane was washed before adding the horseradish 
peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (dilution 1:25,000; ThermoFisher), and 
incubating for 1 h at room temperature. The membrane was washed again before 
developing with Luminata Western HRP substrate kit (Millipore, WBLUR0100) and 
imaging. All original blots are provided as source data.

Statistics and reproducibility. Statistical analysis was performed using Prism 
software (Graphpad Software v.7.5 and v.8.3.1). Graphs show mean ± s.d. or 
mean ± s.e.m. P values were obtained by Mann–Whitney t-test for comparing 
two datasets and by analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Dunnett’s 
multiple-comparisons post hoc test for multiple datasets when sample size was 
large enough to confirm normality using the Shapiro–Wilks normality test. For 
the normalized RT–qPCR data, one-sample t-test referenced to a hypothetical 
value was used. All statistical tests were two-sided. Data used for all statistical 
calculations are provided as Source Data. All attempts at replication were 
successful when internal controls for technical reliability were acceptable, and 
each experiment was repeated independently with similar results. Data in the 
manuscript represent n of at least 3, except for those presented in Figs. 1c,e (BJ 
sample), 2a,c,e, 3a (OAS2 IRF3(a) A431 sample), 3c,d,h (siRNA b samples), 3i 
(siRNA cGAS(sp) A431 sample) and 4b,c,e (alone samples) and Extended Data 
Figs. 1b–d (OAS2 A431 control sample), 2a,e,g (OAS2 and MX2 samples), 3i, 4i–l, 
5c,e, 6c–g and 7a. Experiments in the manuscript were performed at least three 
times except for those presented in Figs. 1c,e (BJ sample), 2a,c,e, 3a (OAS2 IRF3(a) 
A431 sample), 3c,d,h (siRNA b samples), 3i (siRNA cGAS(sp) A431 sample) 
and 4b,c,e (alone samples) and Extended Data Figs. 1b–d (OAS2 A431 control 
sample), 2a,e,g (OAS2 and MX2 samples), 3i, 4i–l, 5c,e, 6c–g and 7a, which were 
only performed twice. Cell cultures were regularly checked for mycoplasma and 
cross-contamination (using STR profiling). Key results were confirmed in multiple 
human models.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Microarray data that support the findings of this study have been deposited in 
the Gene Expression Omnibus under accession numbers GSE121058. Previously 
published gene-expression data that were re-analysed here are available under 
accession codes GSE10332216 and GSE12153638 and GSE2215527. Source data 
for Figs. 1–5 and Extended Data Figs. 1–7 are available online. All other data 
supporting the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author 
on reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Direct cancer cell-CAF co-culture leads to production of Interferon stimulated genes, whereas co-culture with other cell types 
does not. A) Scheme of experimental set-up of co-culture experiments highlighting ‘touch’ and ‘no touch’ assays. B-C) Gene expression heat map of 
cytokines (b) and IFN type 1 pathway genes (c) between direct and indirect co-cultures of A431 and VCAF2b. n=2 independent experiments for each 
cell type in different culture conditions (alone, direct co-culture or indirect co-culture). D) qRT-PCR of ISGs MX2 and OAS2 of the co-cultures of the 
non-transformed epithelial HaCat cell line with VCAF2b compared with A431/VCAF2b co-culture. Each dot is a biological replicate (n=3 independent 
experiments, except for OAS2 A431 control sample n=2). D) qRT-PCR of ISGs MX2 and OAS2 of co-cultures of A431 with HUVEC compared with A431/
VCAF2b co-culture. Each dot is a biological replicate (n=3 independent experiments) E) qRT-PCR of ISGs MX2 and OAS2 of co-cultures of A431 with 
PBMC-derived macrophages from two different donors, compared with A431/VCAF2b co-culture. Each dot is a biological replicate (n=4 independent 
experiments for A431-Macrophages and n=3 for A431-VCAF2b). D-F Represented is mean and SD, mRNA levels were normalized against two 
housekeeping genes. See also Statistical Source Data Extended Data Fig. 1.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | IFNB1 signals through IRF9 to produce ISGs. A) qRT-PCR time course (96hrs) of OAS2 in direct, indirect and alone cultures 
of A431 and VCAF2b. Lapsed hours indicate number of hours after A431 cells were added to VCAF2b. mRNA levels were normalized against two 
housekeeping genes, each dot is a biological replicate (n=2). B) Additional micrographs of RNAScope combined with IF in cell co-culture or the cells 
on their own. IF: DAPI (grey), Keratin (magenta), RNA probes: MX2 (cyan), IFNB1 (yellow), scale bar is 50μm. Shown representative images from three 
biological replicates. C) Confocal micrographs of RNAScope combined with IF in A431/VCAF2b co-culture with defined borders (PDMS inserts used). 
IF: Fibronectin (magenta), DAPI (cyan), RNA probe: IFNB1 (white). Scale Bar 100µm. Red box highlights enlarged image of IFNB1 speckles in fibronectin 
positive CAF merge (left) and IFNB1 single channel (right). Blue box indicates zoomed in image of VCAF2b distant to the interface with A431, merge (left), 
IFNB1 single channel (right). Shown representative images from three biological replicates. D-E) qRT-PCR of OAS2 and MX2 in direct A431/VCAF2b (d) 
and VSCC10-VCAF10 (e) co-cultures after siRNA KD of IFNAR1/2 in both cells. mRNA levels shown were normalized to siRNA scramble control. Each dot 
is a biological replicate, (d) n = 5, (e) n = 2. One sample t test. F-G) qRT-PCR of IFNB1, OAS2 and MX2 in direct A431/VCAF2b (f) and VSCC10/VCAF10 
(g) co-cultures after siRNA KD of two different IRF9 siRNA sequences in both cells. Each dot is a biological replicate (number of independent experiments 
shown in the graphs). mRNA levels shown were normalized to siRNA scramble control. For all graphs number of independent experiments is shown in the 
figure, represented is mean with SD. See also Statistical Source Data Extended Data Fig.2.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | IRF3 levels influence ISG production in vitro and in vivo, while not affecting invasion or matrix deposition. A) qRT-PCR of MX2 
and OAS2 after siRNA KD of IRF3 in A431-VCAF2b co-cultures using two different siRNA sequences. mRNA levels normalized to siRNA scramble control. 
One sample t test. B) Micrographs of IF staining of different culture conditions after cell-type specific siRNA KD of IRF3. Fibronectin (magenta), MX2 
(yellow), DAPI (cyan). Representative images from three independent experiments, scale bar 50μm. C) qRT-PCR of IRF3 in A431-VCAF2b co-cultures 
showing siRNA efficacy. D) qRT-PCR of MX2 in co-cultures of A431 with VCAF2b par/OE after transfection with IRF3 siRNA. mRNA levels were 
normalized to siRNA scramble control. One sample t test. E) qRT-PCR of IRF3, TMEM173/STING and MB21D1/cGAS from subcutaneous tumours four 
days after injection of A431-VCA2b par or A431-VCAF2b OE in the flank of Balb/c nude mice. Each dot represents an individual tumour sample (n=4), 
from two independent experiments. mRNA levels were normalized against two housekeeping genes. F) IF images of tumours originating from injection of 
A431 cells alone or co-injected with VCAF2b in the flank of Balb/c nude mice. Images are representative from 5 tumours per group from two independent 
experiments. Scale bar 50 µm. G) Images show organotypic invasion assay with control siRNA or IRF3 KD in VCAF2b (green) A431 (magenta). Scale 
bar 100 µm. H) Quantification of images as seen in F each dot represents a replicate from two independent experiments. Unpaired t test. I) Confocal 
micrographs showing IF for Fibronectin in VCAF2b cultures with either control or IRF3 siRNA. White box highlights enlarged section shown below. Scale 
bar is 20µm. Representative images from two independent experiments. J) qRT-PCR of IFNB1 in A431/VCAF2b co-cultures after siRNA KD of IRF7 in both 
cells. mRNA levels were normalized to siRNA scramble control. For all graphs number of independent experiments is shown in the figure, represented is 
mean with SD. See also Statistical Source Data Extended Data Fig.3.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | CAFs present in human tumours express IRF3 and ISGs. A) IF staining of IRF3 (red), DAPI (blue) in normal mucosa and oral 
SCC, showing IRF3 nuclear translocation. Yellow arrowheads indicate stromal cells. Images are representative of eight tumours. Scale bar 100 μm. B) 
Plot shows average ISG expression in IRF3/7 positive (expression of IRF3 or IRF7 >0) and IRF3/7 negative CAFs. ISG expression was calculated as the 
mean of MX1, MX2, OAS1, and OAS2. Quartiles, 90% value, and outliers are shown. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. C) Plots show ACTA2, FAP, and CXCL12 
expression in IRF3/7+ve and IRF3/7-ve CAFs. Each dot represents single cell value. Line at mean. D) qRT-PCR of MX2 in A431/VCAF2b co-cultures 
after cell-type specific siRNA KD of DNA sensors ZBP1/DDX41. mRNA levels normalized to siRNA control. One sample t test. E) qRT-PCR of MX2 of 
A431 or VCAF2b cells after treatment with cGAMP 20 µM or control. mRNA levels were normalized against two housekeeping genes. F) qRT-PCR of 
basal levels of STING/TMEM173 from A431 or VCAF2b cells. mRNA levels were normalized against two housekeeping genes. G) qRT-PCR of OAS2 and 
MX2 after treatment with DMSO, or Tonabersat 40 µM and Enoxolone 100 µM. mRNA levels were normalized to DMSO control. D-G) n=3 independent 
experiments. H) Images of calcein AM-parachute assays two hours after addition of labelled cells (in green in the title) to unlabelled cells; calcein (green) 
and DRAQ5(blue) are shown. Scale bar 25 μm. Magenta-dot indicates loaded cell, yellow-dot indicates transferred calcein from another cell. I) Sequential 
still images of time-lapse showing transcytosis of material from mCherryLifeAct expressing VCAF2b (blue) into A431-yPET cell (yellow). Representative 
images of two independent experiments. Scale bar 20 μm. J-L) Images showing A431 cells in co-culture with HUVEC cells (j), with macrophages derived 
from PBMCs (k) and HaCaT cells co-cultured with VCAF2b (l). The red line marks presence of keratin and location of Z projection. Phalloidin (cyan), 
keratin 7/17 (yellow). Scale bar 10 μm. Micrographs representative of two independent experiments. See also Statistical Source Data Extended Data Fig.4.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Single cell cloning classifies A431 cells in inducers and non-inducers. A) qRT-PCR of IFNB1 and MX2 in direct, indirect and alone 
A431/VCAF2b co-cultures after siRNA KD of E-cadherin. Each dot is a biological replicate (IFNB1 n=4, MX2 n=3). mRNA levels shown were normalized 
to siRNA scramble control. One sample t test. B) Images show DAPI staining of A431 cells treated with DMSO or 1μM AZD6733. Orange arrows show 
micronuclei. Images are representative of three independent experiments. Scale bar is 10 μm. C) Micrographs of IF staining of replicated cytoplasmic 
DNA labelled with BrdU (red), DAPI (blue) and Phalloidin (cyan) in A431 inducers and non-inducers. White arrows highlight presence of replicated 
DNA in the cytoplasm of Inducer cells. Images are representative of two independent experiments. Scale bar is 20μm. D) qRT-PCR comparing MX2 
expression in direct co-cultures (Touch) of ‘inducer’ and ‘non-inducer’ A431 with VCAF2b. On the right, enlarged graph showing qRT-PCR comparing MX2 
expression between direct (Touch) and indirect (No Touch) co-cultures of non-inducers A431 with VCAF2b. Each dot is a biological replicate (inducers 
n=5, non-inducers n=3). mRNA levels were normalized against two housekeeping genes. E) FACs plot showing equivalent numbers between inducers and 
non-inducers of VCAF2b cells with A431 cytoplasm fragments as seen in the GFP channel. Representative FACS plot from two independent experiments. 
For all graphs; each dot is a biological replicate, number of independent experiments is shown in the figure, represented is mean with SD. See also 
Statistical Source Data Extended Data Fig.5.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Cancer cell-CAF direct co-culture confers resistance to oncolytic virus therapy. A) Micrographs of 24h A431 inducers or 
non-inducers direct co-cultures with VCAF2b. Cells were infected using HSV-eGFP MOI=1 and fixed 48h later. HSV-eGFP (cyan), Vimentin (red), DAPI 
(blue), scale bar is 50 μm. Images from three independent experiments. B) Viral replication rates in PFU/hour from A431 Inducers-VCAF2b co-culture at 
0->24h and 24->48h comparing direct and indirect co-cultures. Data from three independent experiments. Represented mean and SD. C) Micrographs of 
co-cultures with A431-yPet (red) and VCAF2b after 18h from Vaccinia-RFP (cyan) virus infection at MOI 0.5. Scale bar is 50μm. D) Micrographs of A431 
and VCAF2b co-cultures 48h after Reovirus infection (MOI=1). IF for Reoδ3 (cyan), phalloidin (red), scale bar is 50μm. E) Micrographs of FaDu (stained 
with cytokeratin 7/17 antibody, red) and OCAF1 co-cultures after 48h infection with HSV-GFP (cyan) MOI=0.1. Scale bar is 50μm. F) Micrographs of A431 
cells alone and in direct co-culture with VCAF2b and HUVEC cells after 48h of HSV-GFP infection (MOI=1). Scale bar is 50μm. G) Micrographs of A431 
cells alone and in direct co-culture with VCAF2b and PBMC derived macrophages after 48h of HSV-GFP infection (MOI=1). Scale bar is 50μm. Panels c-g 
representative images from two independent experiments. See also Statistical Source Data Extended Data Fig.6.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | overexpression of IRF3 in CAFs increases resistance to oncolytic virus therapy. A) Western blot showing IRF3 levels before and 
after lentiviral transfection of siRNA resistant IRF3 to OCAF2 cells. IRF3 (50-55kDa) and loading control Anti-beta actin (43kDa). Representative plot from 
two independent experiments. B-D) Graphs representing tumour volume growth after co-injection of HSV treated FaDu-OCAF2 co-culture in Balbc nude 
mice. OCAF2 parental and IRF3 oe cells were previously incubated with Scramble or IRF3 siRNA for 24h before co-culture. MOI, A= 0.005, B = 0.00158 
and C= 0.0005. n=36 mice in 12 different treatment groups of equal size, 3 mice per condition. Data from one independent experiment. E) Micrographs of 
IF staining for fibronectin (yellow), phospho-H2AX (magenta) with DAPI counterstain (cyan) of A431 inducers and non-inducers co-injected with VCAF2b 
in the flank of Balb/c nude mice. Representative images from four different tumours per group from two independent experiments. Scale bar is 50 µm. F)  
Quantification of p-H2AX relative to number of nuclei in percentage comparing tumours from Inducers and Non-Inducers cells. Each dot is a field of 
view (n=7 per group) from four different biological replicates from two independent experiments. Mann-Whitney test. G) Gene set enrichment analysis 
graphs obtained from comparing the gene expression data from VCAFb (Touch vs No Touch) and gene expression data obtained from patients resistant to 
radiation and CTLA-4. See also Statistical Source Data Extended Data Fig.7 and Unmodified Blot Extended Data Fig.7.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | cGAMP produced in cancer cells is transmitted to cancer associated fibroblasts leading to production of IFN stimulated genes. 
Schematic overview of current understanding of signalling pathways.
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